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Investigation of the structural properties of GaAs layers grown by molecular-beam
epitaxy at low temperatures

G. B. Galiev, R. M. Imamov, B. K. Medvedev, V. G. Mokerov, É. Kh. Mukhamedzhanov,
É. M. Pashaev, and V. B. Cheglakov
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~Submitted March 20, 1996; accepted for publication February 17, 1997!
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The results of an investigation of the structural perfection of GaAs epitaxial films grown by
molecular-beam epitaxy at low growth temperatures~240–300 °C! and various As/Ga flux ratios
~from 3 to 13! are presented. Diffraction reflection curves display characteristic features for
the samples before and after annealing in the temperature range from 300 to 800 °C. Hypotheses
which account for these features are advanced. The range of variation of the arsenic/
gallium flux ratio, in which low-temperature growth takes place under nearly stoichiometric
conditions, is established. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00410-9#
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There has recently been heightened interest in GaAs
itaxial layers obtained by molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! in
a low-temperature~LT! growth regime. Gallium arsenid
layers grown by MBE at substrate temperatu
TS;200–300 °C are called LT layers. Such layers are ch
acterized by a high concentration of point defects, an ars
excess that exceeds the homogeneity region, and mism
between the lattice constant of the LT layer and
substrate.1–3 X-ray diffraction studies of the properties of L
layers following heat treatments have shown that annea
leads to increased perfection of the crystal structure.1–4 Ac-
cording to Refs. 5–8, the use of LT GaAs layers in dev
structures and elements of integrated microcircuits lead
improvement of their parameters and characteristics. Ano
important area of research into the properties of LT Ga
layers is the investigation of the mechanism for the appe
ance of As precipitates and the dynamics of their behavio
the annealing temperatureTA is raised.9–11

The purpose of the present work is to thoroughly inv
tigate the features of the crystal structure of LT GaAs lay
grown at different growth temperatures with differe
arsenic/gallium flux ratios, as well as the influence of sub
quent annealing on the degree of perfection of the cry
structure of LT GaAs films.

2. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND INVESTIGATIVE METHODS

Wafers of ~100!-oriented single-crystal GaAs served
substrates. After heat treatment at 660 °C, the substrate
peratureTS was lowered to the growth temperature~240,
270, or, 300 °C in our case!, and LT GaAs layers with a
thickness of;0.3 mm were grown at various values ofg
~whereg5PAs4

/PGa is the ratio between the pressures of t
As4 and Ga vapors!. The annealing was carried out in th
growth chamber of an MBE machine in a stream of As
TA5300, 400, 600, 700, and 800 °C over the course of
min.

Diffraction reflection curves were recorded on a doub
crystal spectrometer using CuKa radiation. The character
istics of the spectrometer were presented in Ref. 12.
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tomatic spectrometer using an MDR-23 monochromator. T
luminescence was excited by an argon laser (lexc5514), and
the excitation power density impinging on the sample w
100 W/cm2.

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents the measured diffraction reflect
curves for samples1–3, which were grown atTS5240 ~1!,
270 ~2!, and 300 °C~3! andg512. It is seen that the curve
have an additional peak (I add), which is characteristic of a
distorted lattice.~HereI 0 is the principal peak on the diffrac
tion reflection curve from the substrate, i.e., from sing
crystal GaAs!. In Fig. 1, which presents the results of th
x-ray diffraction measurements, it is seen thatI add is small
compared withI 0. The values of the relative reflection inten
sity PR and the full-width at half-maximum~FWHM! W9 of
I 0 were 0.53, 0.6, 0.62 and 129, 10.89, 10.89 for samples1, 2,
and3, respectively. Since these values refer to the substra
we attribute the slight differences from one sample to
other to the quality of the substrates used for growth.

One characteristic feature of the diffraction reflecti
curves for samples1–3 is an increase inI add with increasing
TS . Since the thickness of the epitaxial filmd;0.36mm and
the angular positions of the peaks (21709) are identical for
all three samples, the small value ofI add1 in comparison to
I add2,3 attests to the more perfect crystal structure of t
sample, which may be caused by different mechanisms
incorporating As into the GaAs matrix at different values
TS . We also note the appearance of oscillations with
period DQ;579 on the diffraction reflection curve fo
sample3 ~Fig. 1!, which indicate the formation of a sharpe
film/substrate interface under these growth conditions.12 The
thicknessd50.36 mm determined fromDQ is in good
agreement with the film thickness determined from t
growth rate. All the formulas needed to treat the diffracti
reflection curves were presented in Ref. 12.

Figure 2 presents the measured diffraction reflect
curves for sample1 after annealing atTA5300, 600, 700,
and 800 °C~samples4–7!. As is seen from Fig. 2, beginning
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FIG. 1. Diffraction reflection curves for
samples1–3, which were obtained atg513.
at TA5300 °C, annealing alters the form of the diffraction
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reflection curve. As a result,I add1 increases by a factor o
about 3, and this peak undergoes displacement from its o
nal position at21709 for sample1 to 2909 for sample4,
indicating some variation ofDa/a.12 ~Here a is the lattice
constant of GaAs.! In addition, the value ofW9 for the prin-
cipal peak increases to 209. The increase inW9 for sample4
is probably attributable to redistribution of the excess As
the LT GaAs layer. Such redistribution can occur betwe
different types of point defects, whose nature and concen
tion for a sample grown atTS5250 °C ~i.e., at a substrate
temperature very close to our valueTS5240 °C! were pre-
sented in Ref. 13. Further annealing of the samples at hig
values ofTA leads to increased perfection of the crystal l
tice in the LT layer, and the lattice constants of the fi
become the same as in single-crystal GaAs.

These data are confirmed by the results of the meas
ments of the PL spectra. In our case, as in Refs. 14–16, t
is no PL signal for the original sample grown atTS5240 °C.
However, subsequent annealing atTA.300 °C leads to the
appearance of a signal atl50.825 nm, whose intensity i
equal to 700, 175, 240, and 370 relative units and wh
FWHM is equal to 40, 20, 12, and 9 meV for samples4, 5, 6,
and 7, respectively~the PL spectra were recorded atT577
K, and the numbers of the samples correspond to the n
bers in Fig. 2!. These data, i.e., the increase in the amplitu
and the decrease in the FWHM of the PL signal with incre
ing TA also attest to the increasing perfection of the crys
lattice of the LT GaAs layer.

For the purpose of studying the influence ofg on the
crystal structure of LT GaAs layers, samples were grown
TS5240 °C, but withg58. The additional peak on the dif
fraction reflection curve observed in Fig. 1 was not detec
for such a sample. It was found that the values ofW9 for the
as-grown sample and the samples after annealing
TA5400, 600, and 700 °C are equal to 102119, i.e., they
vary only slightly, and only a slight increase in the intens
of the principal peak is observed. This attests to the g
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substrate and the epitaxial film.
The formation of an LT GaAs layer without the appea

ance ofI add on the diffraction reflection curve was also r
ported in Ref. 13, but atg5324. Missous and O’Hagan13

attributed this to the fact that there is no excess arsenic in
LT layer at such values ofg. The difference between thes
values and the value (g;8), at which we no longer observ
the additional peak on the diffraction reflection curve, is a
parently due to design features of the apparatus used. Th
also indicated by the fact that we were unable to grow
GaAs layers atg5324.

Thus, summarizing the results of this investigation,
note the following.

FIG. 2. Diffraction reflection cures for sample1 after annealing at 300, 600
700, and 800 °C~samples4–7, respectively!.
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grown and investigated. It has been found that an additio
peak caused by the differences between the lattice cons
of the LT layer and the substrate is observed on the diffr
tion reflection curves of structures with an LT layer wh
g513. The intensity ofI add is smallest forTS5240 °C and
increases with increasingTS ~270–300 °C!. In our opinion,
this is because the excess As occupies a different positio
the GaAs lattice.

2. The additional oscillations discovered on the diffra
tion reflection curve forTS5300 °C attest to a sharp film
substrate interface with different lattice constants.

3. Subsequent annealing of LT GaAs layers
TA.500 °C leads to disappearance of the additional peak
the diffraction reflection curve. This attests to an increase
the perfection of the crystal lattice in the film, as is co
firmed by measurements of the PL spectra.

4. A sharp increase in the FWHM of the principal pe
I 0 has been observed atTA;300 °C. In our opinion, this
occurs because the most intense redistribution of the ex
As, which causes the greatest variation of the lattice cons
of the LT layer, takes place at these values ofTA .
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Influence of fast-neutron irradiation on the intensity of the copper-related luminescence

rre-
band at h nm51.01 eV in n -type GaAs

K. D. Glinchuk and A. V. Prokhorovich

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252028 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted September 24, 1996; accepted for publication February 3, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1171–1173~October 1997!

The influence of neutron irradiation~the energyE52 MeV and the doseF5101321015cm22)
and subsequent anneals~the annealing temperatureTa5400–700 °C and the annealing
time is 30 min! of n-type GaAs~Te,Cu! crystals with an initial carrier concentration
n05231018 cm23 on the intensity of the copper-related luminescence band with an emission
maximum athnm51.01 eV is studied. A significant irradiation-induced increase in the
intensity of the band is observed. It is attributed to a radiation-stimulated increase in the
concentration of emitting centers~CuGaVAs pairs! as a result of the effective interaction of
interstitial copper atoms with irradiation-induced gallium (VGa) and arsenic (VAs) vacancies,
as well asVGaVAs divacancies. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00510-3#
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Studying the influence of fast-neutron irradiation a
subsequent anneals on the photoluminescence~PL! of n-type
GaAs~Te,Cu!, we discovered an increase induced
radiation-heat treatment in the intensity of the copper-rela
luminescence band with a position of the emission maxim
hnm near 1.01 eV. We shall dwell below on this observatio
as a well as on a model which accounts for it.

2. METHOD

The original samples for the experiments were telluriu
dopedn-GaAs crystals with a concentration of tellurium a
omsNTe5231018 cm23 and a concentration of equilibrium
electronsn05231018 cm23. The crystals were irradiated b
fast neutrons at 20 °C~the mean energyE52 MeV, the in-
tegral doseF5101321015 cm22, and the concentration o
radiation defects introducednd(0).50 @cm21#•F). Such
neutron irradiation scarcely altered the value ofn0, since
nd(0)!NTe.

The diffusion of copper atoms from a thin layer depo
ited on the surface into unirradiated and neutron-irradia
n-GaAs~Te! crystals was allowed to proceed
T5400–700 °C for 30 min and was followed by rapid coo
ing ~the copper concentration is denoted byNCu, and the
maximum penetration depth of the copper atoms was
mm!. The diffusion of copper atoms scarcely altered t
value ofn0, sinceNCu!NTe. However, during the diffusion
of copper atoms, most of the radiation defects annihilate
various drains@their concentration in the annealed crysta
wasnd.0.2nd(0)20.3nd(0)#.

The photoluminescence was measured at 77 K. It w
excited by the strongly absorbed output of a He-Ne la
with a quantum energy equal to 1.96 eV~the absorption co-
efficient was 43104 cm21, and the excitation intensity
L51018 cm22

•s21). The PL source was a thin layer of th
order of several microns near the GaAs surface. At the
ues of L used the intensity of the copper-related lumine
cence band with a maximum athnm51.01 eV (I 1.01) in-
creased linearly with increasingL; i.e., the variations inI 1.01
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ing it N1.01 (I 1.01;N1.01).

1 The relative values ofN1.01 in the
unirradiated and irradiated crystals were found~to within
615%! by comparing the corresponding changes in the
tegrated intensity of the copper-related luminescence b
with a maximum athnm51.01 eV (I 1.01) and the intensity of
the intrinsic luminescence band with a maximum
hnm51.52 eV (I 1.52): clearly,N1.01;I 1.01/I 1.52.2,3

3. RESULTS

Figure 1 presents the low-temperature (T577 K! PL
spectra of unirradiated and neutron-irradiatedn-type GaAs
crystals after the diffusion of copper atoms in them. As e
pected, a! the diffusion of copper atoms leads to the appe
ance of a luminescence band with a maximum athnm51.01
eV @ I 1.0150 for any value ofT, if NCu50 ~Ref. 3!#; b! the
intensity of the intrinsic luminescence band is approximat
identical in the unirradiated and irradiated crystals after

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of unirradiatedn-type GaAs crystals~1!,
as well as crystals irradiated by doses of fast neutronsF51014 ~2! and 1015

cm22 ~3!. Left-hand curves — without annealing; right-hand curve — af
annealing atTa5700 °C for 30 min with a copper layer on the surface.

10061006-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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nealing~at the high annealing temperatures employed m
of the radiation defects, some of which are effective reco
bination centers for excess electrons and holes, annihilate
various drains2,4–6!. The significant increase induced by ne
tron irradiation in the intensity of the luminescence ba
with hnm51.01 eV was unexpected (I 1.0150 for any value
of F, if NCu50).

Figure 2 presents the dependence of the concentratio
the copper-related emitting centers on the annealing temp
ture Ta in unirradiatedn-GaAs crystals and crystals irrad
ated by various doses of fast neutrons. As we see, a! fast-
neutron irradiation significantly increases the concentra
of the copper-related emitting centersN1.01 and shifts the
region for their significant generation to lower temperatur
b! the increase inN1.01 is stronger, the higher is the irradia
tion dose~this confirms the radiation-stimulated nature of t
increase in the concentration of the copper-related emit
centers!.

4. DISCUSSION

As we know,3 the luminescence with a maximum
hnm51.01 eV inn-type GaAs crystals is caused by the r

FIG. 2. Dependence of the relative concentration of the copper-related e
ting centers inn-type GaAs crystals on the annealing temperatureTa for an
annealing time of 30 min with a copper layer on the surface:1 — unirradi-
ated crystal;2–3 — crystals irradiated by doses of fast neutronsF51013,
1014, and 1015 cm22, respectively.
1007 Semiconductors 31 (10), October 1997
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a copper atom in the gallium sublattice of gallium arseni
andVAs is an arsenic vacancy!. They appear as a result of th
successive interaction of interstitial copper atoms with i
lated gallium (VGa) and arsenic (VAs) vacancies or as a re
sult of the trapping of interstitial copper atoms byVGaVAs

divacancies.3 Therefore, the observed radiation-stimulat
increase in the intensity of the absorption band with a ma
mum athnm51.01 eV is associated with an increase in t
concentration of the CuGaVAs pairs in the neutron-irradiated
n-GaAs crystals as a result of the radiation-induced incre
in the concentrations ofVGa, VAs , andVGaVAs .1!

5. CONCLUSIONS

The neutron irradiation ofn-GaAs~Te,Cu! crystals leads
to a significant increase in the concentration of CuGaVAs pairs
in them. This increase is due to the effective interaction
interstitial copper atoms with the irradiation-induced isolat
gallium and arsenic vacancies andVGaVAs divacancies. The
results obtained are important for understanding the def
defect interaction in irradiated semiconductors.4–6

1!As our estimates show~the estimation method was described in Ref. 7, a
its accuracy is650%!, N1.01.131014 cm23 in unirradiated crystals an-
nealed at 700 °C, andN1.01.231015 cm23 in crystals irradiated by the
maximum neutron doseF51015 cm22 and then annealed at 700 °C.
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Thermopower of transmutation-doped Ge:Ga in the region for hopping conductivity

A. G. Andreev, A. G. Zabrodski , and S. V. Egorov
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~Submitted December 23, 1996; accepted for publication February 24, 1997!
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The low-temperature thermopower of transmutation-doped Ge:Ga is investigated experimentally
and theoretically. The large values of the thermopower observed in the region for«1

conduction and its sharp drop upon the transition to conduction between impurities are interpreted
as manifestations of the phonon drag of free holes and its suppression in the region for
hopping transport. The positive sign of the thermopower and its magnitude in the hopping-
conduction saturation region can be explained theoretically under the assumption that the classical
«2 conduction channel, which is not manifested explicitly in the electrical conductivity,
makes a contribution to the thermopower in the narrow temperature range associated with the
transition from«1 conduction to hopping conduction. After the transition to variable-
range hopping (T<2 K!, the thermopower decreases sharply and takes anomalous, vanishingly
small values. They can be explained within the standard theory of hopping thermopower
only under the condition that the contribution caused by the asymmetry of the density of states
of the impurity band in the vicinity of the Fermi level and the correlation contribution are
compensated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00610-8#
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Transmutation-doped germanium Ge:Ga is a thoroug
characterized model system for studying hopp
transport.1–3 It is a moderately compensatedp-type semicon-
ductor with uniformly distributed Ga, As, and Se transmu
tion impurity atoms in a ratio which depends on the hardn
of the reactor neutrons used.4 According to Fritzsche and
Cuevas,1 in transmutation-doped Ge:Ga the classical tra
port of free holes in the valence band («1 conduction! is
replaced at sufficiently low temperatures by hopping cond
tivity among the localized ground states of the shallow
acceptors, which is described by the expression

s5s01 exp~2«1 /kT!1s03 exp~2«3 /kT!, ~1!

where the second term is associated with«3 hopping conduc-
tivity @so-called nearest-neighbor hopping~NNH! conductiv-
ity#.

Zabrodski�, Andreev, and Alekseenko showed2 that
transmutation-doped Ge:Ga has a saturation region nea
high-temperature boundary for hopping conductivity, whe
the conductivity depends weakly on the temperature, and
activation energy«3 for NNH conduction is manifested onl
when the thermal energykT becomes smaller than the widt
of the impurity band. At lower temperatures there
variable-range hopping~VRH! among states of the parabol
Coulomb gap,3 which corresponds to the following temper
ture dependence of the resistivity:

r5s215r03 exp~TD /T!x, ~2!

wherex51/2.
Zabrodski� and Andreev, showed,3 however, that the gap

in transmutation-doped Ge:Ga is considerably narrower t
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model. This was interpreted in Ref. 3 as a manifestation
many-electron hops. As the doping level is increased,
beginning of VRH conduction shifts toward higher tempe
tures, and the interval for NNH conduction narrow
accordingly2 and practically vanishes whenN.0.1Nc

(Nc5231017 cm23 is the critical Ga concentration corre
sponding to the metal-insulator transition!.

Another characteristic which is sensitive to the featu
of the spectrum of electron states is the thermopower.
data from measurements of the hopping thermopower
noncrystalline semiconductors are comparatively spars6,7

The thermopower of doped semiconductors at low tempe
tures has been studied to a small extent. For example,
balle and Hull8 performed measurements of the thermopow
for p-type Ge at comparatively high temperatures~exceeding
20 K! in the region for«1 conduction.8 The increase in the
thermopower that they observed when the temperature
lowered was attributed to the phonon drag of free holes.8,9

Our purpose here was to investigate the low-tempera
thermopower in transmutation-doped Ge:Ga at the transi
from classical to hopping transport and in the region
hopping conductivity.

2. MEASUREMENT MATERIAL AND METHOD

One of the reasons for selecting transmutation-do
Ge:Ga as the object of investigation is that its electrical
rameters were determined with a high accuracy in Refs
and 4. We carried out a very thorough investigation o
sample of transmutation-doped Ge:Ga with a degree of c
pensationK50.35, which was obtained by bombardme
with reactor neutrons having a sufficiently hard spectrum4

10081008-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the logarithm o
the resistivity~1! and the thermopower~2!
for transmutation-doped Ge:Ga on the r
ciprocal temperature.
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dopant gallium isN5331016 cm23. The impurity concen-
tration was measured using the calibration curves for
Hall factor in p-Ge taken from Ref. 2. Such a doping lev
seems optimal for investigating hopping thermopower for
following reasons, which follow from the results in Refs.
and 3. First, the increase in the radius of the localized st
as the metal-insulator transition is approached is still ins
nificant here, and the value for the Bohr radius of a light h
a590 Å can be used for qualitative estimates in calculat
the rates of hopping transitions~the exact valuea594 Å is
obtained from the data in Ref. 3!. Second, at these dopin
levels we still see a small saturation region, from which ho
ping conductivity similar to the NNH regime that was tho
oughly characterized in Refs. 2 and 3 begins. Third, VR
conduction begins here at very high temperatures (T;223
K!.

The sample investigated had the shape of a parallel
ped measuring 1332.530.5 mm3, whose longest side wa
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tal. The fact that ther(T) curve for the sample studied wa
exponential, i.e., the sample itself was a good thermome
was utilized to measure the temperature difference betw
the probes. Two pairs of In point contacts with a diameter
0.4 mm were made on its broad lateral plane at a distanc
8 mm from one another. The temperature dependence o
resistance of each pair was measured, so that two ‘‘intern
thermometers would be obtained for determining the te
perature difference. Temperature differences of the orde
0.1 K could be measured at liquid-helium temperatures.

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The results of the conductivity and thermopower me
surements are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. The measured
mopower remains positive at all temperatures. In the te
perature rangeT<50 K, which corresponds to the classic
hole transport among delocalized states, the thermopowe
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creases sharply with increasing temperature and reache
maximum values of about 3 mV/K atT>25 K, after which it
decreases rapidly. In the hopping-conduction saturation
gion at 528 K the values of the thermopower are of th
order of 0.2 mV/K. As the temperature is lowered further~in
the region of the highest observable values of the activa
energy for hops!, the thermopower decreases smoothly. T
decrease becomes more abrupt after passage into the
region. As a result, below 2 K the thermopower takes ver
small values, which are not subject to measurement.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Let us consider the three characteristic regions for e
tron transport: the transition from classical to hopping tra
port, the saturation region for nearest-neighbor hopping c
ductivity, and the transition to variable-range hoppi
conductivity.

4.1. Phonon drag.Here we shall discuss the the
mopower maximum observed in the region of classical h
transport. As we know,9 the thermopower is determined b
the expression

a52
k

e

Q2m

kT
, ~3!

whereQ is the transport energy, which is equal to the ene
flux density per unit flux density of the particles, andm is the
Fermi level. In the case of the activation of holes to t

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the hopping thermopower
transmutation-doped Ge:Ga.
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Q'«11Q* , whereQ* is the mean transport kinetic energ
According to the data for the sample in Figs. 1 and 2,«158
meV, and at the characteristic temperatureT525 K we ob-
tain a'250 mV/K from ~3!. We see that this value is sig
nificantly smaller than the measured values of the th
mopower in the region of the maximum. As in Ref. 8, w
associate the magnitude and behavior of the thermopowe
this temperature range with the phonon drag of free hole

The sharp decrease in the thermopower upon the tra
tion to hopping transport in the impurity band is apparentl
consequence of the suppression of phonon drag in this c
which was previously predicted by Zvyagin.10 However, the
behavior of the thermopower at temperatures below 8 K
which the conductivity is determined mainly by hops amo
localized states in the impurity band, is far from trivial.

4.2. Behavior of the thermopower in the hoppin
conduction saturation region.According to~3!, the position
of the Fermi level relative to the impurity band and its tem
perature shift should be found before calculating the th
mopower. Let us discuss the temperature dependence o
Fermi level. When the correlation of the holes impinging
the same local center is taken into account, the filling fu
tion of the acceptors differs from the Fermi function and h
the form

f ~E!5$11ga
21 exp@2~E2m!/kT#%21

5$11exp@2~E2m̃ !/kT#%21, ~4!

wherega is the degeneracy factor of the acceptor level, a
m̃5m1kT ln ga . For an infinitely narrow impurity band
~with a width w!kT) the temperature shift of the Ferm
level is specified by the expression

m~T!5m02kT ln$~12K !/~gaK !%, ~5!

wherem0 is the position of the Fermi level atT50. Hence it
follows that the Fermi level shifts downward toward the v
lence band whenK.Kc51/(ga11). The data from mea-
surements of the hole concentration inp-type Ge are more
faithfully described, if the conventional valuega52 is re-
placed byga54,11 and thenKc51/5 ~for ga52 we would
have Kc51/3). The degree of compensationK50.35.Kc

for the test samples of transmutation-doped Ge:Ga, and w
the temperature is raised, the Fermi level shifts upward r
tive to the impurity band.

Let us discuss the role of the finite widthw of the im-
purity band in the simple model of a ‘‘rectangular’’ densi
of statesg(E)5(N/w)u@(w/2)2uE2Eau#, where u is the
Heaviside function corresponding to an impurity band ce
tered atE5Ea . Using ~4!, for the temperature dependenc
of the Fermi level in this case, instead of~5!, we obtain

m5EA1w/22kT ln
exp$w~12K !/kT%21

ga$12exp~2wK/kT!%
. ~6!

This dependence is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that in
temperature region which interests us now the Fermi le
does not extend beyond the impurity band. This means
um2Qu in Eq. ~3! is smaller thanw/2, and the corresponding
contribution to the thermopower in the temperature ran

of
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8210 K is at least 1.522 times smaller than the observe
value of the order of 200mV/K. It is significant that at low
temperatures the corresponding contribution to the th
mopower must be negative, since at these temperature
Fermi level lies below the middle of the impurity band f
the degree of compensation considered.

On the other hand, the measured thermopower is p
tive. Scrutiny of the positive contribution of the valenc
band holes reveals that at the measured values of«1 it de-
creases rapidly and cannot account for maintenance of
sign of the thermopower and its observed values at temp
tures below 8 K.

We can attempt to explain the behavior of the th
mopower by assuming that, along with«1 conduction and
hopping conduction in the band of acceptor ground sta
there is another channel for electron transport among st
lying below the Fermi level, which makes a positive cont
bution to the thermopower. This channel can be the«2 con-
duction observed in Ge at intermediate doping levels
small degrees of compensation («2 conduction is usually as
sociated with transport in a band of doubly occupied sta
separated by a Hubbard gap from a band of singly occup
states; see Ref. 15!. When there are several conduction cha
nels labeled byi , the total thermopower is given by the e
pressiona5Sa is i /Ss i . Figure 4 demonstrates the poss
bility of describing thermopower behavior similar to th
observed experimentally when the significant contribut
from the channel considered above is taken into acco

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the Fermi levelm and m̃: 1 —

2(m2Ea)/w (ga54), 2 — 2(m̃2Ea)/w (ga54), 3 — 2(m2Ea)/w

(ga52). The dashed lines describe the asymptotic behavior ofm andm̃ for
kT@w @Eq. ~5!#.
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Since the values of the activation energies for different ch
nels and the corresponding temperature dependences o
conductivity differ appreciably, as shown by the results
our analysis in Fig. 4, the contribution of the«2 channel to
the thermopower is significant only in the narrow transiti
region from«1 conduction to hopping condition.

4.3. Behavior of the thermopower upon the transition
variable-range hopping conduction.Let us now consider the
VRH region, where the measured thermopower is anom
lously small, and attempt to explain our results on the ba
of the existing theory of hopping thermopower. In the case
hopping transport in the impurity band corresponding to
ground state of the acceptors, the energym2Q can be found
by utilizing the relation7

m2Q5kT ln ga1

E d«~m̃2«!g~«!n~«,m̃ !

E d«g~«!n~«,m̃ !

, ~7!

wheren(«,m̃) is the mean number of bonds per site whi

FIG. 4. Thermopower calculated with allowance for the«2 conduction
channel@for «2 conductionQ2m'«252 meV, and the hopping conduc
tivity s5s0mexp(2«m /kT)] is characterized by the maximum activatio
energy for hopping conduction«m50.6 meV~for the difference between«m

and «3 see Ref. 2!, the ratios between the pre-exponential factors for
different conduction channels ares02 /s0151022 ands0m /s0156.331024,
the contribution of the band holes to the thermopower was simulated
consideration of phonon drag,9 and the thermopower associated with ho
ping transport in the band of free acceptor states was assumed to be s#.
The dot-dashed line shows the result of a calculation without considera
of the«2 conduction, and the dashed curve is the relative contribution of
«2 channel to the total conductivity.
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expression for n(«,m̃) holds, butm̃ now appears in it in-
stead ofm; for one-phonon hops we have

n~«,m̃ !5~4p/3!~2/a!3E d«8d~«8!

3S h2
u«2m̃u1u«82m̃u1u«2«8u

2kT
D 3

, ~8!

whereh is the critical percolation value of the exponent
the expression for the hopping rate. The first term in~7! is
the Hubbard correlation contribution associated with the f
tures of the electron distribution function~4!, and the second
term depends on the symmetry of the density of states r
tive to m̃.

For a density of states which is symmetric relative tom̃
@in particular, forg(«)5const or a Coulomb gap which i
symmetric relative tom̃] the second term vanishes, and on
the termacorr5(k/e)ln 4'120 mV/K remains in the ther-
mopower. In general, the sign and the temperature de
dence ofados, which is associated with the second ter
depend on the form of the density of states~it can be shown
that the energy dependence of the localization radius of
states is insignificant!. It is seen from Fig. 4 that in our cas
ados,0.

In the absence of a Coulomb gap, at extremely low te
peratures we would haveados52ja(T0 /T)1/2, wherej is a
number of order unity,T0 is a parameter of Mott VRH, and
a5@d ln g(«)/d«#«5m̃ ,0 is a parameter which characteriz
the asymmetry of the contributions to the fluxes from sta
lying on different sides ofm̃ ~at the degree of compensatio
under considerationa.0).10

The appearance of a parabolic Coulomb gap at«5m̃ at
low temperatures should cause the contribution of cond
tion among gap states to the thermopower to tend to
constant valueados52(k/e)jDbDkTD , wherejD'0.34,TD

is the parameter in the expression for the exponential fa
of VRH conduction among gap states~2!, andbD is the cubic
asymmetry parameter of the Coulomb gap (bD.0 when
K50.35; see Ref. 12!. Thus the contributionsacorr andados

to the thermopower have opposite signs. In such a case
nearly zero values of the hopping thermopower indicate
these contributions are of the same order and compen
one another. SincekTD'7.5 meV under our conditions,3 we
can hence obtain the estimatebD'0.3 meV21. For such an
interpretation it can be assumed thatados depends on the
degree of compensation, and that at small degrees of c
pensation the low-temperature thermopower becomes n
tive.

Thus, the anomalously small values of the thermopow
at low temperatures might have been caused, in principle
mutual compensation of the correlation contribution and
contribution due to the asymmetry of the density of states
the impurity band~in the region of the Coulomb gap nearm̃).
Such a ‘‘compensation’’ explanation should have been v
sensitive to the characteristics of the object investigated~par-
ticularly to the degree of compensation!. This explanation,
however, seems unlikely. In fact, we discovered anom
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moderately compensated, nitrogen-dopedn-type 6H-SiC.
This allows us to regard such behavior as fairly common

On the other hand, the small value of the hopping th
mopower can be an indication that in the low-temperat
region we go over to a ballistic phonon transport regime,
which the standard theory of thermoelectric phenome
based on the use of a local equilibrium distribution is,
general, inapplicable. It is known, for example, that in dop
Ge:Ga, where phonon drag is clearly expressed, an ap
ciable dependence of the effect on the sample thickn
which attests to a significant contribution of the scattering
phonons at the boundaries, is observed already at temp
tures below 80 K.8,9 The role of the scattering on boundarie
increases with decreasing temperature, and in the temp
ture range that we considered it also determines the pho
distribution. Under these conditions the phonon distribut
function in a system adjoining two temperature-cont
stages held at different temperatures is not dependent on
coordinates. Accordingly, in the region for hopping condu
tion, despite the presence of a directed phonon flux, no
rier flux appears, and the thermopower vanishes.

5. PRINCIPAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The thermopower of moderately compensat
transmutation-doped Ge:Ga exhibits the following intere
ing features as the temperature is lowered and the sys
passes from classical to hopping transport.

The positive thermopower caused by the phonon drag
free holes drops sharply~by more than an order of magn
tude! upon the transition to the region for hopping condu
tion. This can be regarded as experimental confirmation
the theoretically predicted10 suppression of phonon drag un
der hopping carrier transport.

However, the behavior of the thermopower in the regi
for hopping conduction differs from the picture that follow
from the standard theory of hopping thermopower. For
ample, upon the transition from the«1 conduction of free
holes to hopping conduction, the behavior of the th
mopower can be described under the assumption that in
narrow temperature range a significant contribution to
thermopower is made by an additional channel of class
transport~presumably,«2 conduction!, which is not mani-
fested explicitly in the electrical conductivity. Upon the tra
sition to variable-range hopping (T<2 K!, the thermopower
decreases sharply and takes anomalous, vanishingly s
values. They can be explained within the standard theory
hopping thermopower only under the condition that there
compensation of the contribution caused by the asymm
of the density of states of the impurity band in the vicinity
the Fermi level and the correlation contribution to it. How
ever, since such compensation is very sensitive to the c
acteristics of the object investigated, the small value of
hopping thermopower, which we also observed in nitrog
doped 6H-SiC, apparently points to another possible exp
nation: a transition to a ballistic phonon transport regime
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Resonance acceptor states in uniaxially strained semiconductors

stal
M. A. Odnoblyudov, A. A. Pakhomov, V. M. Chistyakov, and I. N. Yassievich

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 4, 1997; accepted for publication April 15, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1180–1186~October 1997!

The energies and lifetimes of resonance states that arise in a uniaxially strained semiconductor
are considered in the framework of the zero-radius potential model. The results obtained
can be used directly forA1 states and for the qualitative analysis of the behavior of the ground
state of a Coulomb acceptor in a strained semiconductor. Numerical results obtained for
Ge and GeSi are presented. The oscillator strengths of optical transitions between the resonance
state and the ground state in strained germanium are calculated. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01010-7#
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The G8
1 or G8 representation corresponds to the top

the valence band in Ge, Si, and in most of the III–V co
pounds. The four-fold degeneracy of the top of the vale
band is removed in the strained semiconductor. There is
a corresponding splitting of the acceptor ground state
transforms under the same representation.1 When a particular
strain is reached, one of the levels~doubly degenerate! falls
into the valence-band continuum and becomes a quas
tionary ~resonance! level.

The advent of the far-infrared laser that relies on intr
enter transitions in a shallow acceptor in stressed Ge~Refs. 2
and 3! has stimulated interest in calculating the energy l
els, wave functions, and lifetimes of resonance states
arise in this case. Experiments on laser generation have
carried out with uniaxially strained Ge crystals to whi
electric-field pulses with durations between 0.2 and 1mm
were applied. The pulses depleted the ground state of
shallow acceptor in the bandgap and transferred holes to
valence band. A sharp increase in the radiation inten
emerging from the sample was observed at a certain pres
~P'4 kbar for Pi@111# and P'3 kbar for Pi@001#!. The
observed phenomenon was regarded as being due to s
lated transitions of holes from the resonance state with
verted population, through which they passed in that case
localized acceptor states in the bandgap. Stimulated radia
was observed in the pressure rangeP54 kbar toP512 kbar
for Pi@111# and P53 kbar toP58 kbar for Pi@001#. The
upper limit ofP corresponds to a 48-meV splitting of the to
of the valence band. Detailed analysis of the experime
data requires a knowledge of the binding energy and of
splitting of the acceptor ground state in this pressure ran

The effect of strain on shallow acceptor states hereto
has been considered only for two limiting cases:1 ~1! small
deformations, for which the splitting of the valence band
much smaller than the binding energy of the acceptor stat
the undeformed material and for which perturbation-the
problem can be solved and~2! large deformations, for which
each of the split subbands and the associated levels ca
examined independently. The decay of the resonance s
was not considered at all.

In this paper, we consider the problem in terms of t
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has only one localized fourfold degenerate level. This mo
enables us to derive analytic expressions for wave functio
and simple equations for the energies and lifetimes of s
states in the entire pressure range. Obviously, the model
not claim high precision when acceptor states in the
strained semiconductor are calculated because the z
radius potential is a relatively coarse approximation to
actual Coulomb potential. The model can nevertheless
used to derive an equation for the lifetimes of resona
acceptor states. We note that this problem cannot be so
by other existing methods, e. g., variational method, so t
even qualitative information relating to resonance states i
considerable interest for practical applications of strain-s
acceptor states in the far-infrared laser.

2. THEORETICAL MODEL

In the spherical approximation with uniaxial strain, th
valence band is described by the 434 Lattinger
Hamiltonian4

H~k,z!52
\2

2m0 F a1 b c 0

b* a2 0 c

c* 0 a2 2b

0 c* 2b* a1

G , ~1!

where

a152~g122g!kZ
22~g11g!~kX

21kY
2 !2z,

a252~g112g!kZ
22~g12g!~kX

21kY
2 !1z,

b52)g~kX2 ikY!kz ,

c5)g~kX2 ikY!2,

g5~2g313g3!/5. ~1a!

Here k̂52 i¹, the Z axis lies along the strain axis, an
g1 ,g2 , andg3 are the Lattinger parameters. The parametez
is related to the splitting of the top of the valence band in
strained material:

Edef5
\2z

m0
5bX, ~2!

10141014-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



whereb is the deformation potential, andX is the applied
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pressure. In the case of Ge,b56 meV/kbar when the strain
along the@111# axis is 4 meV/kbar~Ref. 1!. The following
set of Bloch basis vectors was chosen for~1!:

u3/25
1

&

~X1 iY!↑, u1/25
1

A6
@~X1 iY!↓22Z↑#,

u23/25
1

&

~X2 iY!↓, u21/25
1

A6
@~X2 iY!↑12Z↓#.

~3!

The acceptor wave function can be characterized by
values of the Z-component of the angular momentum
namely,M561/2,63/2. We shall use the following nota
tion for the statesM561/2,63/2:

EM5
\2aM

2

2m0
. ~4!

In the zero-radius potential model, the acceptor wa
function takes the form5

CM~r !5
AM

AV
(

k,m563/2,61/2
ĜMm~EM,k,z!eikrum , ~5!

where M561/2,63/2, andum are the Bloch amplitudes
given by ~3!,

ĜMm~EM,k,z!5@Ĥ~k,z!2EMÎ #Mm
21 ~6!

is the Green’s function of the Lattinger Hamiltonian for th
deformed material,Î is the unit matrix, andAM is a normal-
izing constant. The precise form of the matrixĜMm(EM,k)
and of the normalizing constantsAM is given in Appendix I.
The form of the acceptor wave function of the undeform
material is analogous to~5!:

C̃M~r !5
AM

AV
(

k,m563/2,61/2
Ĝ̃Mm~E,k,z50!eikrum , ~7!

where G̃
ˆ

Mm(E,k,z50) is the Green’s function of the Lat
tinger Hamiltonian for zero strain~see Appendix I!.

We now introduce the ionization energies of states w
M561/2 and63/2 in the strained material, which we de
fine as the separations of theM561/2 and63/2 levels from
the top of the corresponding subbands:

«b61/2
~z!52E61/220.5Edef[

\2d61/2
2

2m0
~8!

and

«b63/2
~z!52E63/210.5Edef[

\2d63/2
2

2m0
. ~9!

The quantitiesdM
2 are positive. Accordingly, the binding en

ergy of the acceptor state in the undeformed crystal, whic
regarded as a known parameter in the zero-radius-pote
model, is written in the form

E52
\2k2

2m0
. ~10!
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d61/2 andd63/2 as functions ofk and the strain parameterz.
The equations for these calculations can be obtained from
boundary condition for the wave function envelopes w
ur u→0:

lim
ur u→0

@^uMuCM&^uMuC̃M&#50, ~11!

where the angle brackets denote integration over the
cell. This condition corresponds to the assumption that st
does not affect the behavior of the wave function within t
range of the potential. Substituting the wave functions~5!
and~7! in ~11!, and using Eqs.~8!–~10!, we obtain the equa-
tions for dM

2 (M561/2,63/2)

I ~dM
2 ,k2,z!50, ~12!

where

I ~dM
2 ,k2,z!5(

k
H a6~k,z!2dM

2 7z

AdBd2D

2
a6~k,z!2k26z

AkBk2D J ,

Ad5a2~k,z!2dM
2 6z, Bd5a1~k,z!2dM

2 6z,

Ak5a2~k,z!2k22z, Bk5a1~k,z!2k21z,

D5b~k!b* ~k!1c~k!c* ~k!. ~13!

In these expressions, the upper sign refers toM561/2 and
the lower sign refers toM563/2; the expressions fo
a6(k,z),b(k),c(k) are obtained from~1a! by replacing the
operatork̂ with the vectork.

For compressive strain, the quantityz is positive, the top
of the light-hole subband (M561/2) is shifted downward
from the heavy-hole subband (M563/2), and the spectrum
becomes asymmetric~see Fig. 1!. The acceptor level under
goes the corresponding splitting. For a particular strain,
level with M563/2 is pushed into the continuous spectru
of the light subband. The state thus becomes quasistatio
and the energy acquires an imaginary term:

«b,63/2~z!52E63/22 i
G

2
10.5Edef5

\2~d63/2
2 2 id8!

2m0
,

which is related to the lifetime of the resonance state by

t5
\

G
5

m0

\d8
.

For tensile strain,z is negative and the top of the heav
subband (M563/2) shifts downward from the subband o
light holes (M561/2). The level withM561/2 can be-
come a resonant state in this case. This situation is enc
tered, for example, when a GeSi layer is grown between
layers.

The detailed solution of~12! for M561/2,63/2 is dis-
cussed in Appendix II.
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3. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR Ge AND
GeSi

Within the framework of the zero-radius potenti
model, the equation in~5!, with allowance for ~A.I.1!–
~A.I.4!, determines the wave functions of the localized a
resonant states in the strained crystal for different level
ergies«b,63/2 and«b,61/2, which can be obtained by numer
cal solution of~12!.

Let us begin by considering the case of an acceptor s
for a Ga impurity in uniaxially compressed germanium. T
procedure for solving~12! is described in Appendix II. We
assumed that the binding energy in the undeformed mat
~8! is E511.3 meV, which corresponds to the Ga impur
in Ge ~Ref. 6!. Figure 2 shows the ionization energy in th
ground state of the acceptor impurity (M561/2) and the

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the valence band of Ge for unia
strain along the@001# axis.

FIG. 2. Ionization energy «b,61/2 and the gorund-state splitting

h̄v5«b,61/22«b,63/21Edef ~3,4! in the shallow acceptor Ga as functions
the strain splitting of the top of the valence bandEdef in uniaxially com-
pressed Ge:1,3—short-range potential,2,4—Coulomb potential.
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ground-state splitting energy of uniaxially compressed g
manium (E63/22E61/2) as functions of the splitting of the
valence band~curves1 and3!, which in turn is related to the
applied pressure by~2!. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the thresh
old value of the strain splitting energy at the top of the v
lence band, for which the resonance state appears, is 1
meV, which corresponds to the threshold pressure of
kbar for @001# strain and 3.92 kbar for@111#. This threshold
corresponds to the point of intersection of curves1 and 3.
For any other acceptor impurity, it is sufficient to have t
binding energy in the undeformed material in order to obt
the threshold energy for the strain-split valence band, si
the critical value of the ratioE/0.5Edef for Ge is 1.441 and is
independent of the binding energy of the impurity state. T
threshold splitting energy at the top of the valence band,
which the resonance state appears in Ge, is there
Edef,crit51.388E. To estimate the precision of the zero
radius- potential model used in these calculations, we
compare graphs analogous to curves1 and3 in Fig. 2, which
were calculated for the true Coulomb potential of the acc
tor impurity ~curves2 and4!. Curves 2 and 4 were calculate
at high pressures from Eq.~27.18! in Ref. 1 and were deter
mined approximately at low pressures. Comparison of cur
1 and 3 with 2 and 4 shows that the zero-radius-potenti
model provides a reasonable description of the splitting
the ground state of a shallow acceptor impurity as a funct
of the applied pressure in the pressure range in which
splitting energy at the top of the valence band can exceed
the binding energy of the acceptor state in the undeform
crystal by a factor of 2–2.5.

As already noted, when the pressure corresponds
splitting of 15.68 meV at the top of the valence band, t
M563/2 state falls into the continous spectrum of the lig
subband (M561/2) and becomes quasistationary. Figure
shows the lifetime of the resonance state plotted as a fu
tion of the splitting at the top of the valence band. It is cle
that the lifetime falls rapidly as the resonance level mov
into the continuum of the subband, which corresponds t
strong reduction in the quasistationary level width. Notic

al

FIG. 3. Lifetimet of theM563/2 state on the Ga impurity as a function o
splitting at the top of the valence bandEdef of uniaxially compressed Ge.
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able hole localization occurs only whe
uEdef2Edef,critu<0.1 meV. At high pressures, the bound sta
decays nearly instantaneously, because the lifetimet in this
case is on the order of several nanoseconds.

Sufficiently thick GexSi12x layers that may be consid
ered three dimensional can be produced by growing
GexSi12x solid solution with a low Ge concentrationx on Si
substrate. These layers are stressed because Si and GexSi12x

have different lattice constants. The stress is tensile (z,0),
so that the ground state hasM563/2, whereas a resonan
state hasM561/2. The tensile strain is a function of th
concentrationx. We used the known splitting at the top o
the valence band in strained GexSi12x and the binding en-
ergy of the ground state of the shallow acceptor on the bo
impurity in undeformed GexSi12x to calculate the ionization
energy«b,63/2, the splitting h̄v5«b,63/22«b,61/21Edef of
the ground state in this impurity, and the lifetime of th
M561/2 resonant state as a function of the concentratiox
of the solid solution. These plots are shown in Figs. 4 and
The required binding energy of the acceptor ground state
the boron impurity, the Lattinger parameters, and the sp
ting of the top of the valence band in the strained crystal a
function of the concentrationx in the solid solution GexSi12x

were taken from Refs. 7 and 8. It is clear from Figs. 4 an
that when the concentration of Ge in the solid soluti
GexSi12x is greater than 20%, the fourfold degenera
ground state of the shallow acceptor is split to such an ex
that theM561/2 state becomes a resonant state.

4. OPTICAL TRANSITIONS

In cubic semiconductors, transitions betweenM561/2
andM563/2 are forbidden in the dipole approximation b
cause the two states have the same parity. The trans
becomes allowed when a parity-violating pertubation, e
an external electric field, is introduced. The presence of
field is a necessary condition for the operation of the infra
laser using intracenter transitions in the shallow accepto2,3

When the electric field points in the direction of the stra

FIG. 4. Ionization energy «b,63/2 ~1! and splitting \v̄5«b,63/2

2«b,61/21Edef ~2! of the ground state of a shallow boron acceptor impur
as functions of the concentrationx of the solid solution GexSi12x grown on
Si.
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axis, the emitted radiation is polarized at right angles to t
direction. By using second-order perturbation theory we c
show that the oscillator strength of the 3/2↔1/2 transition is
given by

f 3/2,1/25
m0

\2g1
~E3/22E1/2! (

M f561/2
(

Mi563/2

3U(
hnk

K 1

2
,Miu eruhnk&^hnkueEzu 3

2
,M f L

Ei2«h~k!1 iG
U2

.

~14!

Here E is the electric field, ande is the polarization unit
vector. The dependence of the oscillator strength on the
plied pressure has a singularity that corresponds to a par
lar pressure for which theM563/2 level coincides with the
top of the light subband. The behavior of the oscillat
strength in this energy range can be determined by using~14!
in the form

f 3/2,1/25
m0

\2g1
~E3/22E1/2! (

M f561/2
(

Mi563/2

3U(
k

K 1

2
,M fuerĜ~Ei ,k,z!eEzu 3

2
,Mi L U2

. ~15!

If we now use~5!, we obtain the expression for the matr
element

(
k

K 1

2
,M fuerĜ~E3/2,k,z!eEzu 3

2
,Mi L

5AiAfeEE d3k

~2p!3 (
ab

GM fb
~Ei ,k,z!

3S e
]

]kDGba~Ef ,k,z!
]

]kz
GaMi

~Ef ,k,z!. ~16!

If the level with M f563/2 is close to the top of the ligh
subband, thenu«b,3/2;Edefu,Edef and the matrix elemen

FIG. 5. Lifetimet of the resonance stateM561/2 on the boron impurity
plotted as a function of the concentrationx of the solid solution
GexSi12x /Si.
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a

~16! can be evaluated analytically. Using the expression
the Green’s function of the Lattinger Hamiltonian~see Ap-
pendix I! for small k, i.e., «1(k),Edef, we obtain the fol-
lowing expression for the oscillator strength of th
M563/22M↔61/2 transition:

f 51.231023@meV#3C~Edef,«b,1/2«b,3/2!E2

3
«b,1/22«b,3/21Edef

Edef«b,1/2
2

1

u«b,3/22Edefu
, ~17!

where C(Edef,«b,1/2,«b,3/2) is a dimensionless function o
energy of the order of 1. It shows that the oscillator stren
of the optical transition rises sharply as theMi563/2 level
approaches the top of the light subband. Figure 6 shows
oscillator strength of theM563/2↔M561/2 transition
for the acceptor impurity Ga in Ge as a function of the sp
ting at the top of the valence band. This function has a n
row peak near the threshold splitting, but falls to values
the order of 1025 as the splitting departs from its typica
value. It is important to note that the resulting expression
valid only for u«b,3/2!Edefu!Edef, i.e., when the separatio
between theMi563/2 level and the top of the light subban
is much less than the splitting at the top of the valence ba

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have used the zero-radius-potential model to ob
the equation for the energy levels in the ground state
resonance state of an acceptor in a strained crystal.
equation was also used to calculate the lifetime of resona
states. The results of a numerical calculation performed
Ge and SiGe are presented. It is shown that this model
also be used to describe the splitting of the ground state
Coulumb acceptor at moderate pressures. The oscill
strength was calculated for an optical transition betwe
resonance and ground states.

The authors wish to thank Volkswagen-Stiftung and
Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~grant No. 97-02-
16820! for partial support of this research.

FIG. 6. Oscillator strengthf 1/2,3/2 of the M563/2→M561/2 transition
between the strained states of a shallow acceptor on the Ga impurity
function of splitting at the top of the valence bandEdef in uniaxially com-
pressed Ge.
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We now reproduce the precise form of the Green’s m
trix for the Lattinger HamiltonianĜ(EM,k) and the expres-
sions for the normalizing constantsAM :

Ĝ~EM,k,z!5~Ĥ~k,z!2EMÎ !215
1

det~Ĥ~k,z!2EMÎ !

3F B11 B12 B13 B14

B21 B22 B23 B24

B31 B32 B33 B34

B41 B42 B43 B44

G T

, ~A.I.1!

where BMm is the algebraic complement of the eleme

@Ĥ(k,z)2EMÎ #Mm
21 , and Î is the unit matrix. Finally, we

have

Ĝ~EM,k!52
2m

\2

1

~a21aM
2 !~a11aM

2 !2bb* 2cc*

3F a21aM
2 2b 2c 0

2b* a11aM
2 0 2c

2c* 0 a11aM
2 b

0 2c* b* a21aM
2

G .

~A.I.2!

The normalizing constantsAM are given by

AM
225 (

k,m561/2,63/2
uĜ~EM,k!Mmu2, ~A.I.3!

Finally, we have

A63/2
22 5(

k

~a21a63/2
2 !21ubu21ucu2

@~a21a63/2
2 !~a11a63/2

2 !2bb* 2cc* #2 ,

A61/2
22 5(

k

~a11a61/2
2 !21ubu21ucu2

@~a21a61/2
2 !~a11a61/2

2 !2bb* 2cc* #2 .

~A.I.4!

APPENDIX II

Lets us now consider the equation describing the beh
ior of the M561/2 level. The expressions below are us
for the case of compressive stress (z.0). To calculate
I (E1/2,E,z) from ~12!, we transform to the dimensionles
variables

h5
Akx

21ky
21kz

2

z
and x5

kz

Akx
21ky

21kz
2

. ~A.II.1!

We thus find that~13! transforms to

I ~«b,61/2,E,Edef!5AzE
0

1

dxE
2`

1`

h2dhL1/2~x,h!,

~A.II.2!

where

s a

1018Odnoblyudov et al.
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L1/2~x,h!5
A1/2

1 21

~A1/2
2 21!~A1/2

1 21!2D1

2
B111

~B221!~B111!2D1
,

A1/2
2 5a2~h,x!2«b,61/2/0.5Edef,

A1/2
1 5a1~h,x!2«b,11/2/0.5Edef,

B25a2~h,x!2E/0.5Edef,

B15a1~h,x!2E/0.5Edef,

D15b~h,x!b* ~h,x!1c~h,x!c* ~h,x!.

Equation~12! becomes

I 5AzF1/2S «b,61/2

0.5Edef
,

E

0.5Edef
D50 ~A.II.3!

and gives«b,61/2/0.5Edef as a function ofE/0.5Edef.
We note that the integrand in~A.II.2! consists of a dif-

ference of two terms which tend to the same constan
h→`, so that the integrals diverge for infinite limits, but th
difference itself tends to 1/h2 in the limit h→` and the
integral of the difference is finite. We now reduce the in
grands to a common denominator. The resulting ratio
fraction has purely imaginary poles that are functions ofx.
To evaluate the integral with respect toh, we close the con-
tour in the upper half-space, as shown in Fig. 7, and use
residue theorem. The integral with respect tox between finite
limits can be readily evaluated numerically. Solving~A.II.3!,
we obtain the quantity«b61/2 as a function ofEdef.

Let us now consider the equation for the energy o
level with M563/2. If we apply the transformations de
fined by~A.II.1! to ~13!. We finally obtain the expression fo
I («b63/2,E,z) of the form of ~A.II.2!:

I ~«b63/2,E,Edef!5AzE
0

1

dxE
2`

1`

h2dhL3/2~x,h!,

~A.II.4!

where

L3/2~x,h!5
A3/2

2 11

~A3/2
2 11!~A3/2

1 11!2D1

FIG. 7. Disposition of the poles of the integrand and the integration con
for ~A.II.3! and~A.II.5! for energies«b,63/2 and«b,61/2 corresponding to the
bound states of the acceptor impurity withM563/2 andM561/2.
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B221

~B221!~B111!2D1
,

A3/2
2 5a2~h,x!2«b,63/2/0.5Edef,

A3/2
1 5a1~h,x!2«b,63/2/0.5Edef,

and the quantitiesB2 ,B1 , andD1 were defined earlier. The
result is that~12! assumes the form

I 5AzF3/2S «b,63/2

0.5Edef
,

E

0.5Edef
D50. ~A.II.5!

When the ratioE/0.5Edef is greater than (E/0.5Edef)cr,
which is determined by the Lattinger parameters for
given material, the solution of~A.II.5! by the method de-
scribed for M561/2 gives the values of«b,13/2/0.5Edef

corresponding to the bound states withM563/2 in the
bandgap. AsE/0.5Edef→(E/0.5Edef)cr , the bound state ap
proaches the bottom of the light subband and
E/0.5Edef,(E/0.5Edef)cr , it falls into the continuum of this
subband. The poles of the integrand in~A.II.4! then become
real and remain real for anyxP@0,1#. If we evaluate the
integral in this case, we obtain the complex function

I 5US «b,63/2

0.5Edef
,

E

0.5Edef
D1 iVS «b,63/2

0.5Edef
D , ~A.II.6!

which can vanish only for complex values of«b,63/2 and,
correspondingly,d63/2

2 . We now write

«b,63/2~z!→«b,63/2~z!2 iG52E63/22 iG10.5Edef

5
\2~db,63/2

2 2 id8!

m0
. ~A.II.7!

After this substitution, the poles of the integrand in~A.II.4!
become complex and when the integral with respect toh is
evaluated, the contour must be closed as shown in Fig
Solving ~A.II.5!, we obtain«b,63/2 and G as functions of
Edef.

1G. L. Bir and G. E. Pikus,Symmetry and Strain Effects in Semiconducto
@in Russian#, Nauka, Moscow, 1972.

FIG. 8. Disposition of the poles of the integrand and the integration con
for ~A.II.5! for the complex energy«b,63/2 corresponding to the quasista
tionary states of the acceptor impurity withM563/2.
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Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of 119Sn and 125Te in SnTe and SnTe:Mn

the
V. V. Slyn’ko, E. I. Slyn’ko, A. G. Khandozhko, and Yu. K. Vygranenko

Institute for Materials Science, National Academy of Sciences, 274001 Chernovtsy, Ukraine
~Submitted April 13, 1996; accepted for publication January 13, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1187–1191~October 1997!

A study is reported of the nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of119Sn and125Te in SnTe with
hole concentrationsp7751.423102022.331021 cm23 and in SnTe:Mn (NMn50.5 and 5
at. %,p775831020 cm23) at T54.22300 K. Considerable broadening of NMR lines due to
hyperfine magnetic interactions between nuclear and electron spins was observed in
SnTe withp77.2320 cm23. Asymmetric broadening of the resonance lines was observed in the
rhombohedral phase of SnTe and SnTe:Mn. The temperature dependence of the NMR line
width of 125Te in SnTe:Mn is in agreement with the magnetic phase diagram forNMn55 at. %.
The superparamagnetic phase of SnTe:Mn is formed atT52062 K and the ferromagnetic
phase is formed atT54.2 K. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01210-6#
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The NMR spectra of119Sn in SnTe crystals with hole
concentrationsp7756310192831020 cm23 were investi-
gated in Ref. 1. An investigation was made there of the ef
of the electron subsystem on the ferroelectric phase tra
tion, and the ferroelectric point was found to beTc5145 K
at the lowest hole concentrationp775631019 cm23.

In this paper we report a study of the effect of the ele
tronic and magnetic subsystems of SnTe:Mn crystals
NMR spectra. We have examined the dynamics of the sh
and width of the NMR lines of119Sn and125Te ~and also the
Knight shift! as functions of the concentrationp in SnTe. We
have recorded the NMR spectra and the magnetic susc
bility of SnTe:Mn with different impurity concentrations
The results were then used to analyze the state of the d
system SnTe:Mn.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The resonance spectra were recorded in a NMR sp
trometer, using an inductive probe at the resonance
quency 13.495 MHz. The signal was detected by a stand
method, using differential scans and digital sign
averaging.1

The SnTe crystals were grown by Bridgman’s metho
The hole concentration in them (p771/eR77) was usually
7310202831020 cm23. These values are attributable to th
properties of the phase diagram, i. e., a deviation of the e
librium composition of SnTe from stoichiometry toward a
excess of Te. The concentrationp was therefore determine
by the number of electrically active tin vacancies.2

To produce samples with concentrations in the bro
rangep7751.423102022.331021 cm23, the original mate-
rial ~single crystal and powder samples! was subjected to
isothermal annealing in saturated vapor of the componen
different tempertures for 2402600 h~Ref. 2!. X-ray diffrac-
tion studies atT5300 K have shown that the annealing pr
cess does not alter the cubic structure of SnTe, but, acc
ing to Ref. 3, it does facilitate the more uniform distributio
of free carriers in the sample.
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NMR was investigated in powder samples with gra

diameters in the range 502100 mm and sample volume o
0.25 cm3. The grain dimensions did not have any apprecia
effect of the resonance spectra. The magnetic susceptib
of single-crystal SnTe:Mn was measured by the Fara
method.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. NMR spectra of 119Sn and 125Te in SnTe

We have investigated the NMR spectra of tin and tel
rium in SnTe withp7751.423102022.331021 cm23 in the
temperature rangeT54.22300 K. The line width was deter
mined at half-height of the resonance absorption curve.

Since SnTe is a low-temperature ferroelectric, the c
centration dependence of the width of the resonance line
119Sn and125Te @DB5 f (p)# was measured atT5300 K.
The lines broaden asp increases, and the effect is partic
larly noticeable for119Sn ~Fig. 1!. The lineshape is nearly
Gaussian forp77,231020 cm23, found from the ratio of the
second to fourth moments. For higher values ofp, the line
shape departs appreciably from the Gaussian shape. W
the concentration dependence is well defined, the line w
is found to be a slowly varying function of temperature~see
Table I!.

For p77,831020 cm23, the SnTe samples showe
asymmetric NMR line broadening at low temperatures. T
temperatureTc at which asymmetry disappears is a functi
of the concentrationp. Figure 2 shows the transformation o
the shape of the NMR line of119Sn in a sample with
p775231020 cm23 . ~The derivative of the NMR signal wa
recorded in order to exhibit more clearly any features pres
on the line.! It is clear that, forT,100 K, the shift of the
peak is accompanied by asymmetric line broadening. Th
features of the resonance lines were less well defined in
case of125Te. According to Ref. 4, the symmetry of th
low-temperature phase of SnTe (T,150 K! is a function of
the concentrationp. In samples withp,531020 cm23 ~we
recall thatp50.63p77), a ferroelectric phase transition oc

10211021-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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curs asp is reduced, and in the rhombohedral phase of Sn
is formed. Thus,Tc598 and;150 K for p5831019 and
431019 cm23, respectively.

It follows from the foregoing discussion that the asym
metric broadening of the NMR lines of119Sn and125Te is
typical for concentration and temperature ranges corresp
ing to the rhombohedral phase of SnTe. This conclusion
confirmed by the following arguments. In SnTe samples w
p77>831020 cm23, in which the cubic structure persis
down to the lowest temperatures,4 the resonance lines due t
both nuclei are symmetrically broadened in the tempera
rangeT54.22300 K. Computer analysis of the lineshap
shows that it can be described by the sum of two lines w
almost Gaussian shape in roughly equal amplitude.

B. NMR spectra of 119Sn and 125Te in SnTe:Mn and magnetic
susceptibility

The NMR spectra were investigated using SnTe:M
samples with impurity concentrationsNMn50.5 and 5 at. %,
and p775831020 cm23, for which their structure remaine
cubic throughout the temperature range 4.22300 K. This
excluded the possibility of asymmetric line broadening d
to the ferroelectric phase of SnTe.

The introduction of the Mn impurity has no effect o
hole concentration in SnTe, but does have a significant ef
on the shape and width of the resonance lines. ForNMn50.5
at. %, resonance absorption is observed for both nuclei.

FIG. 1. Width of the resonance lines of119Sn ~2! and125Te ~1! plotted as a
function of the hole concentration atT5300 K.

TABLE I. NMR line width, G

T, K

p77 , cm23 line type 300 77 4.2

1.4231020 119Sn 8.5 9.8 11.5
125Te 2.5 4.5 6.0

1.031021 119Sn 17.0 10.0 19.5
125Te 4.0 6.8 7.5

2.331021 119Sn 31.0 33.0 34.0
125Te 9.0 11.6 13.4
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NMn55 at. %, the NMR width of119Sn exceeds 150 Hz an
becomes difficult to detect by continuous scanning te
niques. The dynamics of the lineshape as a function ofNMn

is therefore reproduced only for125Te ~Fig. 3!.
Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the N

line width of 125Te for NMm55 at. %. A reduction in tem-
perature from 300 to 22 K has no appreciable effect on
lineshape or width. However, atT52062 K, the line broad-
ens abruptly and a further reduction to 4.2 K produces
detectable resonance absorption.

To obtain additional information on the state of the im
purity system in SnTe:Mn, we have measured the magn

FIG. 2. Width of the119Te NMR line in SnTe withp775231020 cm23 as a
function of temperature.

FIG. 3. Shape of the NMR liners of125Te NMR line in SnTe:Mn as a
function of the impurity concentrationNMn at T5300 K: 1 — undoped
SnTe,2,3 — NMn50.5 and 5 at. %, respectively.

1022Slyn’ko et al.
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susceptibility of samples withNMn50.5, and 10 at. % and
p775831020 cm23.

The paramagnetic component of susceptibility increa
with increasingNMn and the functionxp

21(T) satisfies the
Curie-Weiss law~Fig. 5!. Since the Mn21 ions are in the
S-state in SnTe, the fact that the Curie-Weiss law is satis
confirms the presence of the exchange interaction betw
them. ForNMn50.5 and 5 at. %, the characteristic tempe
ture isu5220 and254 K, respectively, i. e., the exchang
interaction is antiferromagnetic~Fig. 5, curves1 and 2!. It
was found thatu5129 K for NMn510 at. %, which sug-
gests a ferromagnetic interaction. We observed not on
nonmonotonic variation ofu with increasingNMn in SnTe
~as in PbTe:Mn and PbTe:Eu; Ref. 5!, but also a change in
the mechanisms responsible for the interaction.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The NMR spectra of solids exhibit in most cases
broadening of the Gaussian line due to the dipole-dipole
teraction between the nuclear magnetic moments. The a
tional local magnetic field induced on the nuclei produces
resonance-line broadening, but is too weak to affect the re
nance frequency. The shape of the spectra is also affecte
the electric and magnetic interaction of the nuclei with th
environment.6,7

FIG. 4. Width of the125Te NMR line as a function of temperature fo
NMn55 at. %,p775831020 cm23.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the paramagnetic susceptibilityxp of
SnTe:Mn for the following values ofNMn , at. %:1 — 0.5,2 — 5, 3 — 10.
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In degenerate SnTe, the zero quadropole moments o
119Sn and125Te nuclei ensure that the magnetic electro
nuclear interaction is the dominant feature. To detect it,
have measured the resonance fields on119Sn and125Te as
functions of the hole concentration~Fig. 6!. The resonance
field on nuclei is the resultant field shift consisting of th
chemical and Knight componentsSc and SK shifts, respec-
tively. Since the chemical shift is independent of hole co
centration, we may consider that our curves reflect the ch
acter of the concentration dependence of the Knight sh
The arrows in the figure show the values ofSc in the corre-
sponding nuclei, obtained as in Ref. 3 by extrapolating
measured dependence to zero hole concentration.

It is clear from Fig. 6 that both nuclei have positiveSK

~resonance field shifted toward lower value! for
p77.231020 cm23, which increases with increasingp.
Symmetric broadening of the NMR lines~Fig. 1! was ob-
served in parallel and was much greater than the pure di
broadening. At the same time,SK and DB were greater for
119Sn than for125Te.

The recordedSK shows that there is magnetic hyperfin
interaction between nuclear and electron spins. The a
tional magnetic field generated by this interaction on the
clei ~the field is parallel to the external field becauseSK.0)
produces not only a line broadening, but also a shift of
resonance frequency.

Comparison of Figs. 1 and 6 shows that the concen
tion dependence ofDB and SK is the same for119Sn ~or
125Te!. This means that there is a relationship betweenDB
and SK . To verify this assertion, we have plotted the fun
tion DB5 f (SK) for 119Sn in the concentration rang
p7754310202231021 cm23. We found that this function is
a linear relationship that can be described by

DB5DB01c•SK , ~1!

FIG. 6. Concentration dependence of the resonance field on the nuclei119Sn
~2! and 125Te ~1! at 13.495 mHz~arrows show the chemical shifts! at
T5300 K.

1023Slyn’ko et al.
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ing the experimental curve toSK50 and c50.22 is the
slope. The linear relationship betweenDB andSK for 207Pb
in p-type PbTe was obtained for the first time~Ref. 3!.

We may therefore conclude that the weak tempera
dependence of the line width~see Table I! reflects the tem-
perature dependence ofSK in the degenerate material.3,8

We now turn to the discussion of the results obtained
the SnTe:Mn samples. The paramagnetic ions Mn21 produce
a considerable enhancement of the effective magnetic
He , on the nuclei. This leads to a broadening of the re
nance lines that is particularly appreciable in the case
119Sm. The line width of119Sn is greater by a factor of nearl
10 than the line width of125Te for NMn55 at. %. The sig-
nificant difference between the values ofHe for these nuclei
is obviously the reason for the asymmetric broadening of
NMR lines in SnTe:Mn~Fig. 3!.

The functionsxp
21(T) andDB5 f (T), shown in Figs. 3

and 4, are in agreement with one another and are consi
with the magnetic phase diagram of SnTe:Mn~Fig. 1 in Ref.
9!.

According to Ref. 9, the exchange interaction betwe
the Mn ions is conveyed by holes~Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Iosida mechanism!. Depending onNMn , this mechanism
gives rise to anti- or ferromagnetic interaction between
impurity ions in SnTe~Fig. 5!.

The functionsxp
21(T) satisfy the Curie-Weiss law

xp5
NMn•me

2

3k~T2u!
, ~2!

whereme is the effective magnetic moment of the Mn ion
This means that for SnTe:Mn withNMn50.5, 5, and 10
at. %, there are no regions with long-range magnetic orde
the temperature rangeT5772300 K. An analogous conclu
sion can be drawn from the plot ofDB5 f (T) in Fig. 4. The
fact that DB is independent ofT in the range 222300 K
shows that the fieldHe on 125Te does not change down to 2
K. The abrupt broadening of the lines atT52062 K is a
reflection of the change in the state of the impurity syst
SnTe:Mn and of the associated sharp increase inme ~and,
consequently inHe).

This fact can be explained in terms of the magne
phase diagram9 according to which the superparamagne
phase of SnTe:Mn is observed at this temperature w
NMn55 at. %. The considerable increase inme in the super-
paramagnetic phase is due to a ferromagnetic cloud for
1024 Semiconductors 31 (10), October 1997
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free carriers. The resonance is difficult to observe nearT,22
K because of the strong line broadening.

The vanishing of the NMR signal at 4.2 K can be attri
uted to the ferromagnetic phase of SnTe:Mn that is form
as a result of the overlap of the ferromagnetic clouds.9

We note that our results are in conflict with the conc
sions reported in Ref. 10, according to whichDB should be
a linear function ofNMn and of 1/T. To verify this assertion,
we have used the data from Ref. 10 to plot a graph
DB5 f (T) for 125Te with NMn50.5 at. %~the values ofDB
for NMn55 at. % are shown only forT5330 and 77 K!. As
expected, the Curie law is not satisfied: strong line broad
ing is observed atT54.2 K. Again, in contrast to Ref. 10, we
have not detected any changes in the NMR line width
125Te in the temperature range 772300 K for NMn55 at. %

Our results lead us to the following conclusions. T
broadening of the NMR lines of119Sn and125Te in SnTe is
due to the magnetic hyperfine interaction between
nuclear and electron spins. The line shape is definitely n
Gaussian forp77.231020 cm23. The asymmetric broaden
ing of the lines occurs in the rhombohedral phase of Sn
The temperature dependenceDB5 f (T) for 125Te in
SnTe:Mn withNMn55 at. % is a reflection of the presence
the superparamagnetic phase atT52062 K and the ferro-
magnetic phase atT54.2 K. The asymmetric broadening o
the resonance lines of SnTe:Mn is due to the different val
of He for the nuclei125Te and119Sn.
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Characterization of macrodefects in pure silcon carbide films using X-ray topography

ical
and Raman scattering
A. M. Danishevskii, A. S. Tregubova, and A. A. Lebedev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Insititute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg. Russia
~Submitted September 2, 1996; accepted for publication February 13, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1192–1197~October 1997!

Raman and X-ray topographic measurements were carried out on epitaxial films of silicon
carbide grown at Cree Research Inc. by vapor-phase epitaxy on bulk 6H-SiC substrates. The
objective was to identify ranges of the Raman spectrum of 6H-SiC that were particularly
sensitive to macrostructural defects~dislocations, inclusions, etc.! in these films, and to determine
what conclusions could be drawn about the properties of the corresponding portions of the
films. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01310-0#

Single-crystal films ofn-type silcon carbide grown by structural defects, as well as inclusions of other chem
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Cree Research Inc. on bulk 6H-SiC crystals 30 mm in diam
eter are at present practically the only product of this k
available commercially on the world market. They have
relatively low free-carrier concentratio
Nd2Na.101421016 cm23 and can be used in a variety o
electronic devices such as high-voltage diodes, MOSFE
and other devices. However, the structural perfection of th
films is still inadequate, and this is reflected among ot
things in the relatively low breakdown voltage of the diod
employing these films,1! in the dependence of this paramet
on the area of thep2n junction, and in its significant varia
tion over the area of the film. In view of the foregoing, w
have carried out a comprehensive study of structural def
in the crystal lattice of these films, and of the reasons
them.

The structural properties of the above SiC films we
investigated by X-ray topography in Bragg reflection geo
etry. The topograms were recorded in symmetric reflecti
such as~000.12!, ~000.18!, and asymmetric reflections suc
as~101.10! in CuKa radiation. This corresponded to diffrac
tion images at different depths, defined by the absorption
the X-rays. Thus, topograms obtained in~101.10! reflections
contained information about defects in a layer of;15 mm,
which approximately corresponds to the film thickness in
film samples. Figures 1–3 show topograms obtained
three samples, on which X-ray and Raman measurem
were performed.

These topograms enabled us to establish that the ep
ial layers contained fine structures with dislocation densi
of ND.1022105 cm22 in the basal plain. Many of the ob
served dislocations were found to emerge on the surface.
samples contained particle inclusions of different size a
shape, surrounded by local microstresses and higher dis
tion densities (ND.105 cm22). We have shown that the
formation of the dislocation structure in the film and t
distribution of defects over the sample area are due to st
tural imperfections in the substrates on which the films w
grown.

The Raman spectra of the SiC crystals of different po
types were investigated1–4 in a number of publications. Stud
ies of silcon carbide films can yield a variety of data silic
on the crystal symmetry~polytype! of the films and on their
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elements. Careful light-scattering measurements were th
fore performed in spectral regions in which different phon
branches of SiC were active on different portions of t
samples.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The scattered spectra were examined with the DFS
spectrometer and the FU-79 photomultiplier working as
photon counter. The excitation source was the 5145– Å
from an argon laser.2! Since both the film and the
6H-SiC substrate are transparent to this radiation, we u
glancing-incidence geometry~angle of incidence 75280°)
with the electric vector polarized in the plane perpendicu
to the plane of incidence. Less than 10% of the incid
radiation in this case passes through the film, because m
of it is reflected and because scattering occurs largely in
surface layer of the film

The photon spectrum of hexagonal SiC polytypes c
tains a large number of bands, but some of them are r
tively weak and were not used in this investigation. We sh
now enumerate and characterize segments of the Ra
spectrum that were investigated in some detail in the ab
films.

1. The frequency of the acoustic phonon with symme
E2 varies significantly~by tens of cm21) from one polytype
to another. It can therefore be concluded that this branch
the vibrational spectrum is associated with the Si and C la
packing structure in the SiC lattice. The spectrum record
in the neighborhood of the above phonon frequency yie
information on the film polytype and also on structural d
fects at the point at which the spectrum was recorded.
6H-SiC, the maximum of this band should lie near 1
cm21.

2. The TO and LO branches in all the hexagonal a
rhombohedral SiC polytypes show practically no variati
with energy among the polytypes. The TO branch splits i
the bands at 76862 cm21 and 79062 cm21, whereas the
LO branch frequency is 9702971 cm21. The TO phonon of
the cubic phase has a frequency of 79662 cm21, whereas
the corresponding figure for the LO phonon is 97262 cm21.
The appearance next to the TO-phonon band~790 cm21) of

10251025-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the hexagonal crystal of the additional band at 7962798
cm21 in our geometry shows that there were inclusions
cubic SiC at this point in the film.

Raman scattering experiments with nanoporous SiC
ers deposited on crystals and films of 6H-SiC ~Ref. 5! have
shown that the shape and amplitude of the LO-phonon b
is much more sensitive to defects in the SiC lattice than
TO-phonon band. It may therefore be assumed that, in m
cases, information about structure defects can be extra
from the spread in the ratioALO /ATO of these bands, mea
sured at different points on the sample~of course, the same
light beam configuration and polarization relative to the cr
tal axes must be preserved in all cases!.

3. When vapor-phase epitaxy~CVD! is used, the SiC
films are often produced when there is a considerable ex

FIG. 1. X-ray topogram of the E0464-11 sample,~101.10! reflection. CuKa
radiation. Numbers identify portions of the film with different dislocatio
densitiesND .

FIG. 2. X-ray topogram of the B0853-7 sample,~101.10! reflection. CuKa
radiation. Numbers identify portions of the film with different dislocatio
densitiesND .
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of silcon in the vapor phase. It follows that in the crystallin
state these films can contain excess silcon in the form of
pure-silicon clusters, or the silcon atoms form some exc
Si–Si bonds while being bonded to carbon at the same ti
In the former case one observes the 522 to 524 cm21 mode,
whereas in the latter there are weak bands with frequen
of 531, 536, and 542 cm21 ~Ref. 6!. When the dimensions o
the silicon nanocrystals are less than 20230 nm, the silcon
band frequency can be slightly lower (5122514 cm21) and,
at the same time, it is usually inhomogeneously broadene
nanocrystalline and porous sillicon. We note that the sa
part of the spectrum suggests the presence of 6H-SiC lattice
vibrations withA1 symmetry~504 and 508 cm21), and the
Si–Si modes are seen against this background.

4. The surplus carbon in SiC can be in diamond-li
(sp3) or graphite-like (sp2) configurations. In the first case
the Raman spectrum contains a band with a maximum
133021335 cm21 whereas in the second case the maxim
is at 157021580 cm21 and occasionally at 1350 cm21.
Other bands are observed in the range 150021600 cm21

~Ref. 6! and are attributed to rings of carbon bonds.
We note that the same region of the Raman spectrum

SiC contains two-phonon bands of SiC~1518, 1533, 1543,
1568, and 1616 cm21), which complicates identification
based on Raman spectra of small clusters of carbon tha
principle, can be present in the film. On the other hand,
intensity of bands in the two-phonon spectrum is a meas
of the structural imperfection of the SiC lattice and, in th
sense, the spectrum can be a useful source of informatio

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Raman spectroscopy was largely confined to de
containing regions that are readily identified on X-ray top
grams. In particular, we wanted to identify the part of t
Raman spectrum that was most sensitive to the above s
ture effects. On the other hand, it was interesting to estab

FIG. 3. X-ray topogram of the E0464-14 sample,~101.10! reflection. CuKa
radiation. Numbers identify portions of the film with different dislocatio
densitiesND .

1026Danishkevskii et al.
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symmetry lead to significant deformation of the phon
spectrum of the crystal.

Figure 4 shows the Raman spectra in the range 1202180
cm21 recorded at different points on the E0464-11 a
E0464-14 films. The planes of polarization of the incide
and scattered radiation were orthogonal in this case. The
a well-defined peak in Fig. 4a at 150 cm21 and a small
‘shoulder’ near 1422145 cm21. In Fig. 4b, this peak falls to
the level of the ‘shoulder’, suggesting the onset of lo
structural disorder. In Fig. 4c, the above band is absent a
gether, and in Fig. 4d the spectrum contains three w
defined bands: 138.5, 148, and 166 cm21. These results sug
gest a significant distortion of the lattice at the above poin
Figure 4e shows for comparison the spectrum recorded
point with relatively low dislocation density (ND,102

cm22).
The spectra near the TO- and LO-phonon frequenc

were investigated from the standpoint of~1! detection of the
cubic phase and~2! the effect of structure defects on th
spectra. Cubic phase inclusions were found to be relativ
unimportant, although they were noticeable at some po
on the samples. As noted above, structure defects ha
greater effect on the amplitude and shape of the LO-pho
band. Taking the foregoing as our starting point, we recor
the Raman spectra in this range and determined the am
tude ratioALO /ATO and the width of the LO-phonon ban
DhnLO ~see Table I!. At point I on sample B0853-7 with
dislocation densityND.106 cm22, the considerable broad
ening of the LO-phonon band corresponds to an appreci
reduction in the ratioALO /ATO. At other points, with lower
dislocation density, the ratio is nearer to 0.56. As can
seen, there is a clear spread in the values~in some cases, the
values are greater than in the case of an undamaged pa
the sample; this probably requires a special investigation!.3!

It is clear from the data shown in Table I that there
only partial correlation between results obtained from
Raman spectra of LO and TO phonons, on the one hand,
the distribution of structure defects on the X-ray patter
Raman spectra of the above samples were also used to d
the presence of excess Si in the 6H-SiC. Bands correspond
ing to Si inclusions were seen in a number of these spec
Their positions, amplitudes and widths were different at d
ferent points on the samples. In some cases, there were
two or three bands that seemed likely to be associated
Si–Si vibrations.

Figure 5 shows the spectra recorded for the E0464
sample. Trace~a! has three bands~521, 525, and 532 cm21)
that are clearly due to excess Si in different structure c
figurations. The 510-cm21 band is due to SiC lattice vibra
tions. The origin of the 485-cm21 band is unclear.

On trace~b!, the crystalline Si line predominates over a
other modes. There are also SiC phonon bands: 504
507.5 cm21. The strongest band in the structure of trace~c!
has its peak at 505.5 cm21. Excess Si appears to be absent
this point on the sample. We note that the peaks due to
lattice vibrations that were recorded in this spectral rang
different points on the sample are shifted slightly relative
one another. One of these peaks was found to predomina
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different spectra, probably because of the lattice defects
sociated with dislocation clusters.

Figure 6 shows the region of the two-phonon Ram

FIG. 4. Raman scattering spectra. The polarizations of the incident
scattered radiations are orthogonal.~a,b,e! — E0464-11 sample, points a
which measurements were made: a — 1, b — 3, e — lowdislocation
density.~c,d! — sample E0464-14, d — point 7~Fig. 3!.
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TABLE I.

an
h

Nd2Na , D\nLO , ND ,
Sample cm22 Point number cm21 ATO /ATO cm22

B 0853-7 8 6 0.556 ;102

n-layer ;1015 2 6 0.557 ;105

d515 mm 3 6 0.559 ;104

1 9.9 0.321 .106

E 0464-14, 5 6 0.545 1022103

n-layer (324)31016 4 7.6 0.608 ;105

d525 mm; 3 6.5 0.551 ;104

p-layer '1019 7 7.8 0.545 ;105

d51 mm 12 7.8 0.495 .105

E 0464-11 3 6.5 0.615 ;105

n-layer (223)31016 4 6.0 0.836 ;105

d525 mm

Note. d-Layer thickness.

FIG. 5. Raman scattering spectra. The polarizations of the incident
scattered radiations are parallel.~a,b,e! - E0464-14 sample, points at whic
measurements were made: a — 4, b — 14, c — 12~Fig. 3!.

1028 Semiconductors 31 (10), October 1997
spectrum in which spectral features associated with car
inclusions (132021620 cm21) could be expected. Trace~a!
clearly shows the presence of the two-phonon bands
6H-SiC ~1380, 1480, 1518, 1533, 1546, and 1568 cm21).
The spectrum also contains two poorly resolved bands~1332
and 1341 cm21) that are probably due to carbon present
this point in the sample in thesp3 configuration. The 1590
cm21 peak is usually attributed to carbon in the glassy sta
The origin of the 1604-cm21 peak is unclear.

Figure 6 also shows the analogous spectrum~b! recorded
for sample B0853-7. The bands of the two-phonon spectr
here partially overlap, forming a broad band arou
151521560 cm21. The peak at 1480 cm21 is weaker than
on trace~a!. There are also peaks due to carbon in thesp3

and sp2 configurations. Two other spectra obtained for t
same sample are also reproduced in Fig. 6. Trace~c! clearly
shows the bands of the two-phonon spectrum of SiC, w
the 1568 cm21 band much stronger than in the precedi
spectra. There are no clear indications of the presenc
excess Si in this spectrum. Conversely, in spectrum~d!, the
two-phonon bands are poorly defined. The 1380-cm21 band
is shifted and is now at 1370 cm21. It would appear that the
lattice is greatly distorted at this point in the sample. Ana

d

FIG. 6. Raman scattering spectra. a — E0464-11 sample, point 4~Fig. 1!.
~b,c,d! — B0853-7 sample, measurement points~Fig. 2!: b — 8, c — 7, d —
3.
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containing points, which are clearly represented in the X-
patterns.

In summary, we can say that analysis of all these d
reveals that there are very considerable variations among
Raman acoustic-phonon and two-phonon spectra reco
for different defect-containing regions with dislocation de
sitiesND.1014 cm22. Indeed, Raman spectra can be used
indicators of the presence of macroscopic defects in
films. A systematic study of these variations will be nec
sary before the reasons for them can be specifically es
lished.

We note in conclusion that the SiC films grown at Cr
Research Inc., which we have investigated on the basi
Raman scattering, have the symmetry of the 6H polytype.
The defect-containing regions of these films are often ch
acterized by distortions of lattice symmetry and disturb
interlayer bonding. The acoustic phonon region and the t
phon region of the Raman spectrum of SiC are particula
sensitive to these effects. The behavior of the relatively w
bands at 504 and 508 cm21 can also provide useful informa
tion. Small inclusions of cubic SiC were present at so
points in the samples that were investigated. Inclusions
excess Si and, in some cases, of carbon were also detec
the films. Our investigation has shown that the structure
the 6H-SiC films grown by vapor-phase epitaxy on bulk
H-SiC substrates is subject to some imperfections and
further efforts will be necessary to optimize the technolo
used to grow both films and substrates.
1029 Semiconductors 31 (10), October 1997
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1!The maximum published breakdown voltages of such diodes is 4.5
which, in general, is also much lower than the theoretical limit. In the ca
of commercially available films, one cannot generally obtain values
excess of 1.00–1.5 kV or often significantly lower values. Moreover, th
breakdown voltages refer to structures in which the area of thep–n junc-
tion is less than 431024 cm2.

2!In order to exclude the laser ‘plasma line’ which was shifted from the m
line by 530 cm21, the laser beam was first passed through a dispers
system and a final selecting slit.

3!The difference between the mean values ofALO /ATO obtained for different
samples can be disregarded because the position of the crystal axes re
to the polarization vector of the laser beam is arbitrary in each case. M
surements at different points on a given sample were carried out for
same configuration of the polarization vector relative to the crystal axe
the ~0001! plane.
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Hole boil-off and the magnetoresitance of the semimagnetic semiconductor

Hg12xMnxTe12ySey

N. K. Lerinman, P. D. Mar’yanchuk,1) A. I. Ponomarev, L. D. Sabirzyanova, and N. G.
Shelushinina

Institute of Metal Physics, Urals Division, Russian Academy Of Sciences, 620219 Ekaterinburg, Russia
~Submitted July 31, 1996; accepted for publication February 25, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1198–1205~October 1997!

Galvanomagnetic effects were investigated in gapless and narrow-gap semiconductors of the
form Hg12xMnxTe12ySey with x50.0320.11,y50.0120.10 (2150,«g,190)meV
and acceptor concentration 5.431016,NA,4.331018 cm23. In magnetic fieldsH55250 kOe
and atT51.324.2 K, the observed hole concentrationp51/eR was found to increase by
a substantial factor~of up to 500!. This was accompanied by a fall in the longitudinal (rzz) and
transverse (rxx) magnetoresistivities. The hole ‘‘boil-off’’ is assumed to be a consequence
of the existence atH50 of a bound magnetic polaron and the delocalization of carriers when these
states are destroyed by the external magnetic field. The anomalous ratio of longitudinal-to-
transverse resistivities (rzz.rxx), observed at liquid-helium temperatures and in magnetic fields
H.10 kOe, is explained in terms of the properties of the energy spectrum of the valence
band of semimagnetic semiconductors in quantizing magnetic fields. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01410-5#

1. INTRODUCTION typical hole mobilitiesmp at T51.4 K in magnetic fields
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In the semimagnetic semiconductors Hg12xMnxTe and
Hg12xMnxSe, the exchange interaction between free e
trons in theG6 andG8 bands, on the one hand, and localiz
electrons in the unfilledd shell of the Mn21 ion ~s2d and
p2d intearctions, respectively!, on the other hand, leads to
significant rearrangement in the energy spectrum of carr
in a magnetic field. In a previous paper1 we reported a study
of the magnetic and transport properties of the semimagn
semiconductor Hg12xMnxTe12ySey with p-type conductivity
in the G8 valence band. Galvanomagnetic properties clea
display effects due to thep2d exchange interaction, namely
the boil-off of holes in a magnetic field, the associated ne
tive magnetoresistivity effect, and the anomalous ratio
longitudinal-to-transverse magnetoresistivities. In this pap
we report a more detailed examination of these phenom
for an extended set of samples.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have investigated the longitudinal (rzz) and
transverse (rxx) magnetoresistivities and the Hall coefficie
R of gapless (x,0.07) and narrow-gap (x.0.07) crystals
of the little-studied semimagnetic semiconduc
Hg12xMnxTe12ySey in a wide range of compositions (0.0
,x,0.11, y50.0120.10! at T51.32300 K and magnetic
fields H up to 60 kOe. The sample parameters are listed
Table I. The Mn concentration was determined by measu
the magnetic susceptibility~see Ref. 1!. The gap width«g

and the Mn concentration of the narrow-gap crystals w
also estimated from the intrinsic electron concentration
T5300 K. The acceptor-donor concentration differen
NA2ND was determined from values ofR in a strong mag-
netic field (H550 kOe) atT577 K. All the samples unde
investigation hadp-type conductivities. Table I also list
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H>10 kOe, for whichR(H) reaches its maximum value.
In the nonmagnetic semiconductor Hg12xGdxTe, which

has the analogous valence-band structure, the overlap of
wave functions at the neighboring acceptors leads, as
know, to the dielectric-metal transition~Mott transition! for
NA5NM5231017 cm23 ~Ref. 2!. The samples which we
have investigated can be divided into three groups accord
to the value ofNM :

Group I: NA,NM samples 1–3 (NA,231017 cm23)
Group II: NA.NM samples 4–9 (NA;1018 cm23)
Group III: NA@NM samples 10–12 (NA.3

31018 cm23)
Figures 1 and 2 show for a few temperatures the lon

tudinal (Drzz) and transverse (Drzz) magnetoresistivities
and the Hall coefficientR plotted as functions of the mag
netic field H for sample I~see Table I! with the minimum
impurity concentration difference NA2ND55.4
31016 cm23. The shape of theR(H) curves at liquid-helium
temperatures shows that the transport process involves
participation of two types of carrier, namely, electrons a
holes. The electron contribution toR(H), observed in low
magnetic fields inp-type semiconductors with gap widt
«g.100 meV forT,10 K cannot be due to band carrier
This type of anomalous electron contribution has frequen
been seen in Hg12xCdxTe with x'0.2 ~Ref. 2!. By analogy
with Hg12xCdxTe, we may assume that the samples that
examined contained a continuousn-type cluster which lies
along the dislocation boundaries and which shunts cond
tion by thep-type volume at low temperatures in low ma
netic fields.3 The rise in hole concentration with increasin
field ~see later! and the Lorentz spiralling of the electro
trajectories@electron mobilitymn'1042105 cm2/~V•s!# lead
to a change in the sign ofR in H'10 kOe. AtH.10 kOe,
for which transport processes are wholly determined

10301030-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



TABLE I. Parameters of the test samples Hg12xMnxTe12ySey.
Groups Samples y x «g , meV (NA2ND), 1017 cm23 mp , cm2/~V•s!

I 1 0.01 0.095 165 0.54 4500
2 0.05 0.11 190 1.3 2300
3 0.10 0.09 150 1.6 20.50

II 4 0.01 0.04 2150 13 800
5 0.01 0.04 2120 9.3 1500
6 0.01 0.05 2100 10 3100
7 0.05 0.08 110 10 4400
8 0.01 0.08 110 13 3800
9 0.01 0.09 150 13 3600

III 10 0.10 31 75
11 0.01 ,0.07 ,0 41 120
12 0.10 43 50
holes~Figs. 1 and 2!, there is a sharp reduction in the Hall
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have to bear in mind the unusual ratio ofDrzz to Drxx in the
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coefficient and in resistivity:Rmax/R(50 kOe)'200 and
rmax/r(50 kOe)'103 at T51.3 K.

Figures 3 and 4 show the functionsDrzz(H), Drxx(H),
and R(H) for the narrow-gap sample 7 with intermedia
impurity concentration differenceNA2ND51018 cm23. The
overall shape of these graphs is similar to that obtained
sample 1. The difference between them lies exclusively
the reduction in the Hall coefficient and resistivityr for
H.10 kOe. For sample 7, they are much lowe
Rmax/R(50 kOe)'6, rmax/r(50 kOe)'4 at T51.3 K. It is
clear from Figs. 2 and 4 that at temperatures of 10212 K the
Hall coefficientR is positive and practically independent
H. When we analyze the functionsDrxx(H)! andDrzz(H)
for the samples under investigation~see Figs. 1 and 3!, we

FIG. 1. Longitudinal~1,3! and transverse~2,4! magnetoresistivitiesDr/r0

as functions of the magnetic fieldH for sample 1~see Table I! at the
following temperatures~in K!: 1,2—1.6, 3,4—4.2.
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r
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region of p-type conductivity: rzz becomes significantly
greater thanrxx for T,4.2 K andH>5 kOe.

For highly-doped crystals withNA2ND'33101824
31018 cm23, the behavior of the transport coefficients at lo
temperatures is entirely determined by holes, and varies l
with increasing magnetic field.

3. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

a. The hole boil-off effect.The substantial reduction in
R(H) for H.5210 kOe is naturally related to the increa
in the concentration of valence holes with increasing m
netic field. The hole boil-off, which is the inverse of th

FIG. 2. Hall coefficient plotted as a function of the magnetic field in sam
1 at the following temperatures~in K!: 1—1.6, 2—4.2, 3—12.

1031Lerinman et al.
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freeze-out, had previously been observed in narrow-gap4 and
gapless5,6 crystals of p-type HgMnTe and is explained in
terms of a reduction in the acceptor activation energy7 or by
the destruction of the states of the bound magnetic pola8

in a magnetic field.
Figure 5 showsp(H) for samples 1 and 2 atT51.6 K.

It is clear that, up toH'20 kOe, the observed dependen
can be described by the expressionp(H);exp@EA(H)/kT#,
where

EA~H !5EA
02gH ~1!

with EA
051.5 meV, g52.931022 meV/kOe for sample 1

andEA
052 meV, g54.831022 meV/kOe for sample 2. Ex-

trapolating the linear function toH50, we obtain an estimate
for the hole concentration in the absence of the magn
field: at T51.6 K, we found that p(H50)51.1
31014 cm23 for sample 1 andp(H50)53.831013 cm23

for sample 2. The same figure showsszz51/rzz and
s'51/rxx as functions ofH for sample 2 atT51.6 K ~the
results for sample 1 are similar!. It is clear that the plots of
szz(H) and s'(H) also have activation-type portions fo
H,20 kOe. Comparison ofp(H) with szz(H) and s'(H)
leads to the conclusion that the observed rapid fall in re
tance forH.5 kOe at liquid-helium temperatures~Figs. 1
and 3! is largely due to the hole boil-off.

We now compare~1! with the theoretical result that pre
dicts a reduction in the activation energy in a magnetic fi
and is valid for wide-gap semiconductors:9

EA5EA
02aB, ~2!

where

FIG. 3. Longitudinal~1,3! and transverse~2,4! magnetoresistivitiesDr/r0

as functions of the magnetic fieldH for sample 7 at the following tempera
tures~in K!: 1,2—1.3, 3,4—4.2.
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B52~1/6!N0b^Sz& ~3!

is the exchange term added to the hole energy in theG8

band. The quantity ^Sz& is the mean value of the
z-component of the spin of the Mn ion (ziH) andN0b is the
exchange integral. In low enough magntic fields,

^Sz&5S0

~S11!gMnmBH

3k~T1T0!
, ~4!

whereS55/2, gMn52, mB is the Bohr magneton,S0 andT0

are the effective parameters describing the exchange inte
tion between the Mn spins, andg is given by

g ih5a
1

6
xN0b

S0~S11!gMnmB

3k~T1T0!
. ~5!

Using N0b51.4 eV, S051.02, T059.9 K ~the same as for
Hg12x)MnxTe with x50.1; Ref. 10!, andT51.6 K, we find
thatg th50.25a meV/kOe. Comparison ofg th with the mea-
sured values ofg yieldsa50.1220.2, which is significantly
lower than the theoretical valuea50.75 for Hg12xMnxTe
with x'0.1 ~Ref. 9!.

It is clear that the isolated acceptor model does lead
satisfactory description of the hole boil-off. We also no
that the value of the activation energy found forH50,
namely,EA

051.522 meV is substantially lower than the the
oretical estimate of the binding energy of the isolated acc
tor, EA

056 meV ~Ref. 9!. Values ofEA
0 close to this figure

were actually observed for HgCdTe, but only fo
NA,1016 cm23 ~Ref. 11!. The weak doping condition
NA!NM is not satisfied by our samples, not even f
samples 1–3 with the lowest impurity concentrations. F

FIG. 4. Hall coefficient as a function of the magnetic field in sample 7 at
following temperatures~in K!: 1—1.3, 2—4.2, 3—10.
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bers
FIG. 5. Hall concentrationp as a function of the magnetic fieldH at T51.6 K for samples 1 and 2. The inset shows the transverse~3! and longitudinal~4!
conductivitiess'51/rxx ~3! andszz51/rzz as functions of the magnetic field for sample 2 atT51.6 K.

FIG. 6. Hole concentrationp as a function of the magnetic fieldH at T51.421.7 K. The labels on the curves correspond to the sample num
~see Table I!.
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TABLE II. Hole boil-off in the range 10<H<50 kOe for different sample
groups.
the wave functions of neighboring acceptors cannot be

glected and the observed activation energy can be sub
tially lower thanEA

0 .
Figure 6 showsp(H) for H.10 kOe atT51.421.7 K

for samples 4–9 withNA'1018 cm23. It is clear that these
samples also display an appreciable dependence of hole
centration onH, although the dependence is weaker than
samples 1 and 2. ForNA.NM , when the bound state of
hole and an acceptor, maintained by the Coulomb inte
tion, is absent, the rise inp(H) cannot be explained by
reduction in the initial activation energy. It therefore see
necessary to use the idea of a bound magnetic polar5

which is understood to be the bound state of a hole i
semimagnetic semiconductor, formed as result of thep2d
exchange interaction between hole on an acceptor and
surrounding Mn ion spins.8 The addition of the magnetic
~exchange! interaction to the electrostatic interaction can e
tablish the necessary conditions for the localization of ca
ers even forNA.NM . Polaron effects may play a significan
~and even the determining! role in the case of samples wit
MA,NM ~samples 1–3!. Actually, estimates of the polaro
contribution to the binding energy of an isolated accep
based on the Dielt-Spalek theory8 for our samples with
x'0.1 atT51.6 K giveDEA'4 meV, which is comparable
with the Coulomb binding energy of the isolated accept
EA

056 meV.
The p2d exchange ensures that the polarization of

Mn spin cloud~within the Bohr radius!, ^Sz& loc , is nonzero
even forH50, where the long-range order is absent throu
out the spin subsystem (&Sz^50). All the Mn spins become
polarized when the external magnetic field is turned on,
this leads to an increase in̂Sz& and a reduction in the dif-
ferencê Sz&2^Sz& loc , i.e., a gradual breakup of the states
the bound magnetic polaron. The carrier delocalization p
cess during the breakup of the polaron states in the magn
field finally leads to the hole boil-off.

In samples withNA.331018 cm23 ~samples 10–12!,
the overlap of wave functions on neighboring acceptors
considerable enough to ensure that localization due to
change defects does not occur and the hole concentrati
independent of both the magnetic field and temperature.

Thus, measurements on samples of the semimagn
conductorp-HgMnTeSe in a broad range of acceptor co
centrationsNA have shown that the increase in the conc
tration p during hole boil-off in a magnetic field become
more significant with decreasing ratio of the concentration
acceptors to the concentrationsNM for the Mott transition in
the nonmagnetic semiconductor. This emperical resul
shown in Table II which also includes our data for eig
gapless samples of HgMnTe withMA510172231017 cm23

~Ref. 6!.
If we assume that whenp is independent ofH and T,

there is complete delocalization of holes, we may assu
that the dielectric-metal transition occurs in the semim
netic semiconductor that we have investigated
NA5NM* .331018 cm23. The effect of the exchange inte
action between holes and the spin subsystem of the M21

ions leads to the enhancement of the localization effects
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to an increase by an order of magnitude in the concentra
of the Mott transition as compared with a nonmagnetic se
conductor. We also note that the observed significant dif
ence between the values ofRmax/R(50 kOe) for the HgMn-
TeSe and HgMnTeSe samples with a similar va
NA'1017 cm23 ~first and second rows in Table II! is most
likely to be due to the natural enhancement of the hole b
off with increasingx, i.e., with increasing exchange term
that must be added to the hole energy.

b. Anomalous anisotropy of magnetoresistivity.We
know that in semiconductors with a spherically symmet
band and isotropic scattering, the longitudinal magnetore
tivity is independent of the magnetic field in the classic
range of magnetic fields. In the region of quantizing field
rzz depends onH, but for ordinary semiconductors, the rat
rzz/rxx is always less than one, both for the short-range a
the long-range impurity potential.12 In the semimagnetic
semiconductor HgMnTe, the reverse situation is observe
a broad range of magnetic fields, namely, the longitudi
magnetoresistivity becomes greater by a substantial fa
than the transverse magnetoresistivity.4–6 In the
Hg12xMnxTe12ySey samples that we have investigated w
have found anomalous anisotropy of magnetoresistivity: i
clear from Fig. 7 that forH.10 kOe, the resisitivityrzz

becomes greater thanrxx , and the ratiorzz/rxx increases
significantly with increasingH and the concentrationx of
Mn, and also with decreasing temperature, beginning w
values of the order of 10.

The exchangep2d interaction in a magnetic field give
rise to the Zeeman splitting of the fourfold degenerateG8

state into subbands with total angular momentum com
nentsJz561/2 and63.2 ~Ref. 13!. The position of the top
of each of these subbands relative to the top of theG8 band
for H50 corresponds to energies«56B and63B, where
the exchange parameterB is given by~3!. Sinceb.0 and,
consequently,B,0, the uppermost band is the valence ba
with Jz523/2, whose dispersion relation near the pointG is
(Hiz)

«23/2~k!52
\2

2 F S 3

4ml
1

1

4mh
D k'

2 1
kz

2

mh
G23B, ~6!

whereml and mh are the masses of light and heavy hole
respectively, andk' is the component of the wave vector
right angles to the magnetic field. Sinceml,mh , the isoen-
ergy surface is an ellipsoid of revolution with its long ax
along the magnetic field.

Sample x
(NA2ND),
1017 cm23 Rmax/R ~50 kOe!

Hg12xMnxTe12ySey 0.0920.11 0.521.5 2002500
Hg12xMnxTe 0.0520.07 122 10220
Hg12xMnxTe12ySey 0.0320.095 9213 325
Hg12xMnxTe12ySey ,0.07 30240 1

Note: The data in the last column were obtained atT51.421.7 K; Rmax is
the maximum value ofR(H) in the region of the hole conductivity atH.10
kOe.
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In narrow-gap and gapless semimagnetic semicond
tors with low effective light-hole mass (ml;u«gu), we also
must take into account the direct effect of the magnetic fi
on the orbital motion of carriers~Landau quantization!.14 For
the usual parameter values, the highest Landau level in
valance band in the gapless and narrow-gap HgMnTe is
level b21 ~in the Pidgeon–Brown notation15!, whose energy
can be written in the following analytic form:

«b2152
\v'

2
1

3

2
k\v023B2

\2kz
2

2mh
, ~7!

where v' is the cyclotron frequency corresponding to t
effective transverse massm''(4/3)ml , v0 is the free-

FIG. 7. The ratiorzz /rxx plotted as a function of the magnetic fieldH for
the following samples~see Table I!: a—No. 5 withx50.05 ~1,2! and No. 7
with x50.08(18,28) at the following temperatures~in K!: 1,18—1.4,
2,28—4.2,; b—No. 3 withx50.09 at the following temperatures:1—1,8,
2—4.2,; c—No. 1 withx50.095 at the following temperatures~in K!: 1—
1.6, 2—4.2. Dashed curves showrzz /rxx calculated from~9! using empiri-
cal p(H).
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eter defining the magnitude of theg-factor of carriers in the
G8 band in the absence of exchange effects.

It follows from ~6! and ~7! and from the form of the
wave function14 that the levelb21 is the first Landau level
detached from the band«23/2(k). It is clear from~7! that the
dependence of the energy«b21(k) on the componentkz is
parabolic and is determined by the effective heavy-hole m
mh . Numerical calculations performed for gapless16 and
narrow-gap17 semiconductors HgMnTe show that the ener
gap D« between the top of the subbandb21 and the top of
the nearest subbanda21 is of the order ofB, i.e., D«'B.
The gaps between the tops of the next Landau subba
(a21 , b1 , b2 , etc.! are much smaller and decrease with i
creasing subband number, remaining of the order of
heavy-hole cyclotron energyh̄vh (vh5eH/mhc). For typi-
cal values of the HgMnTe parameters,h̄vh!B in a broad
range of magnetic fields, so that the valence-band spect
of a semimagnetic semiconductor in quantizing magne
field is rather unusual: the uppermost levelb21 breaks off
from the set of levels that lie nearby.

For this type of spectrum, the wave function describin
hole acceptor in a magnetic field is also found to change
an unusual way: the wave-function radiusa' in the direction
perpendicular toH increases with increasing fields.7 In the
region of hopping over impurities, the increase in the over
of acceptor wave function with increasingH can lead to a
reduction in resistance. Its effect is a maximum for tran
verse and a minimum for longitudinal magnetoresistanc
respectively. This reduction inrxx(H) and rzz(H) for the
anomalous ratio of these two quantitites (rzz.rxx) has been
seen experimentally in compensated narrow-gap sample
HgMnTe in the region of hopping conduction.4,7,18 The au-
thors of Ref. 19 also associate the giant negative magnet
sistance, observed in strong magnetic fie
100,H,400 kOe in HgMnTeSe as the impurity conducti
ity increases, with increasing overlap of the acceptor wa
functions in the magnetic field.

We assume that the conductivity of the samples that
have investigated is due to band carriers. Actually, the h
mobility at 1.4–17 K is relatively high and its order of mag
nitude is in agreement with estimates based on the Broo
Herring formula. For the crystals that we have investigat
100&u«gu&200 meV, estimates of the light-hole mass gi
0.01m0&ml&0.02m0 . According to ~6!, the anisotropic
mass in the valence band«23/2(k) is 3mh/4ml515230 for
mh50.4m0 .

In the case of valence-band conductivity of gapless
narrow-gap semimagnetic semiconductors, the quantum l
is reached forH5Hq , when there is only the single Landa
levelb21 above the Fermi level, i.e.,«F,D« . WhenD«'B

and B. h̄vh , the quantum limit can be reached if the fo
lowing condition is satisfied:

«F~H !.\vh. ~8!

We assume that it is precisely this unusual ratio of
kinetic-to-cyclotron energies of holes in the quantum lim
that gives rise to the anisotropy in the magnetoresistiv
which we have observed.6 Actually, it was shown in Ref. 12
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valid in the quantum limit for scattering by point defects:

rzz

rxx
54

«F~H !

\vc
, ~9!

wherevc5eH/mc is the cyclotron frequency,

«F~H !52p4\2l4p2/m ~10!

andl5(cos h̄ /eH)1/2 is the magnetic length. We emphasi
that, according to Ref. 12, both the cyclotron frequency a
the expression given by~10! contain the effective massm
corresponding to the motion of carriers in thez-direction;
i.e., in our casem5mh @see~7!#. As a result, the ratio given
by ~9! ensures thatrzz.rxx when ~8! is taken into account
The enhancement of the effect with increasingx, H and
decreasingT is naturally explained by an increase in th
magnetization̂ Sz& of the subsystem of ions Mn11 and, as a
consequence, an increase in the exchange termB that is
added to the hole energy.

Using ~10! for «F(H) in the quantum limit, we find from
~9! that

rzz/rxx58p4l6p2;p2/H3. ~11!

The observed behavior ofrzz/rxx with varyingH is in quali-
tative agreement with~11!. In particular, it is clear from Figs
7b and 7c that the ratiorzz/rxx increases in the region of th
rapid rise in the hole concentration, but in the region of
slow variation int(H) for H.30240 kOe, the value of the
ratio rzz/rxx reaches saturation or may even fall. Anoth
important point is that values of the ratiorzz/rxx calculated
from the simple expression given by~11! are close to the
experimentally observed values.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have used gapless and narrow-gap semiconduc
Hg12xMnxTe12ySey with x50.0320.11 (2150,«g

,190)meV and acceptor concentrations 5.431016<NA

<4.331018 cm23 to carry out a detailed investigation of th
effects due to influence of the exchangep2d interaction,
which are typical forp-type semimagnetic semiconductor
These effects include hole boil-off in a magnetic field a
the anomalous anisotropy of magnetoresistivity. We assu
that the rise in hole concentration with increasingH in these
samples is a consequence of the existence atH50 of the
bound-polaron states and the gradual delocalization of c
ers when these states are broken up by the magnetic field
the other hand, the unusual ratio of the longitudinal-
transverse magnetoresistivities,rzz.rxx , is essentially a
consequence of the anisotropic~relative to the direction of
the magnetic field! form of the isoenergy surfaces in th
uppermost valence band«23/2k, which is detached by the
exchangep2d interaction from theG8 band when Landau
quantization in semiconductors with lowu«gu is taken into
account. The substantial detachment of the uppermost L
dau levelb21 from the other states in the valence band is d
to the small transverse effective mass of the band«23/2„k…

and the large value of the termB that is added to the energ
on theG8 band.
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model involving the bound magnetic polaron, the increase
hole concentration in the magnetic field occurs precisely
cause of the detachment~and upward shift in energy! of the
band b21 . On the other hand, the anomalous ratio
longitudinal-to-transverse magnetoresistivities is obser
only in the quantum limit, i.e., when the conductivity is du
to carriers in the bandb21 . The observed hole boil-off and
anomalous anisotropy of magnetoresistivity are closely in
connected. They have a common cause, namely, the unu
form of the spectrum of Landau levels in the semimagne
semiconductors that we have investigated.
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Effect of infrared laser radiation on the structure and electrophysical properties of

and
undoped single-crystal InAs
S. V. Plyatsko and V. P. Klad’ko

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, National Academy of Sciences, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted May 12, 1996; accepted for publication March 18, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1206–1210~October 1997!

Substantial changes have been found in the electrical properties and structural parameters of single-
crystal InAs after exposure to infrared laser radiation with photon energy less than the
energy gap of InAs and power densityW,50 W/cm2. The changes are due to the transformation
and redistribution of intrinsic point defects in the field of the laser electromagnetic field.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01510-X#
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One of the effective ways of controlling a semiconduc
is to expose it to laser radiation which modifies its surfa
properties (\v.Eg) ~Ref. 1! or bulk properties (\v,Eg)
~Ref. 2!, depending on the ratio of the laser photon ene
\v to the energy gapEg . However, despite many attempt
the mechanism responsible for the interaction between l
radiation and crystals has not yet been fully elucidated.
have therefore undertaken an investigation of las
stimulated (\v,Eg) transformation of structural and elec
trical properties of InAs crystals with a narrow homogene
interval and a narrow energy gap.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

We used continuous CO2-laser radiation with
\v50.0018 eV. The transport coefficients were measu
by standard methods and the stoichiometry of the sam
was monitored by X-ray diffraction methods, using qua
forbidden reflections.3 This method is sensitive to changes
the sample and, if the intensity of the diffracted X-rays c
be measured to better than 0.3%, it can be used to mo
changes in composition at the level of 1017 cm23. The
change in the integrated intensityDR1 is related to the
change in the concentrationci by

DRi /Ri5k~cln2cAs!, ~1!

where the constantk depends on the type of reflection an
the form of radiation. Calculations show that forCuKa1
radiation and the~222! reflection, the differencecIn2cAs can
be detected at the level of 1.231024. The change in the
relative volume fraction of the distorted lattice,r0, was de-
termined by measuring the increase in the integrated in
sity due to the diffuse component of scattering by distortio
in the ~333! reflection, using the formula4

Rie5~12r0!RD1r0RK , ~2!

whereRieRD ,RK are the integrated intensities, respective
measured and calculated from the dynamic and kinem
models of scattering.

We investigated undoped single-crystal InAs. T
samples were cut from a single ingot and were polished
etched in order to remove the surface layer. The crystals
near-stoichiometric composition with a slight tendency
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hadp- andn-type conductivity, respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Samples cut from a single-crystal bulk plate were fou
to have different types of conductivity at 77 K. The carri
concentration inn-type samples was practically independe
of temperature down to the region of instrinsic conductio
At low temperatures, the degree of concentration was pr
ably determined by electroactive intrinsic defects, lying de
in the conduction band, so that they were not seen in
temperature dependence of the Hall constantRH or the con-
ductivity s. Samples of the second type, whose conductiv
at 77 K wass7750.2531021 Om21 cm21, had RH(T)
typical for p-typical samples, i. e., the conduction type
inverted as the temperature is increased (T52402250 K!.
For n-type conduction, the behavior of the Hall coefficie
RH(T) is the same as in the first case.

The samples were then exposed to the laser radia
(\v50.118 eV,Eg50.35 eV, \v,Eg) . For low power
densities (W1510 Wcm2), the measured concentration o
electrons in type-1 samples decreases slightly with expo
time. An increase in the power density toW2520 W/cm2

produces an appreciable rise in carrier concentration fo
shorter exposure time as compared withW1. Further expo-
sure under the same conditions leads to a monotonic re
tion in electron concentration to below the initial level~Fig.
1!. The carrier mobility atT577 K was found to increase
during the exposure of the crystals to the laser radiation,
eventually exceeded the initial value by a factor of 2.

X-ray studies suggest that all this is accompanied b
change in the distribution of InAs atoms in the lattice. T
integrated intensityRi at first decreases from its initial valu
corresponding to a surplus of In atoms. This continues
most down to the stoichiometric value~Fig. 2!, but then rises
with increasing power densityW2 to a level greater than the
initial value. Continuing exposure withW25const leads to a
reduction inRi below the level corresponding to the stoichi
metric value~excess An!.

In p-type crystals, the low power densityW1515
W/cm2 does not induce appreciable changes at room t
perature, whereas at 77 K the hole concentration at first
creases with time, but then tends to saturate~Fig. 3!. As the

10371037-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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power density increases (W1,W2), the hole concentration
rises rapidly in a timet530 min, followed by a fall with
increasing exposure time. When the power density is t
increased toW2525 W/cm2, the samples undergo a trans
tion to the state withn-type conductivity and anomalousl
high mobility at 77 Km77563105 cm2/~V•s! ~Fig. 4!. How-
ever, this is an unstable state and the samples return to
state with p-type conductivity over a period of two days
Continuing illumination with the same power density pr
duces a reduction in the hole concentration and, after a
tain inverval of time, the crystals assume then-type state
throughout the temperature range that was investigated.
concentration of carriers with the characteristic tempera
dependence is close to the electron concentration inn-type
crystals in the original state~prior to illumination!. After this
transition, the crystal becomes stable and there are
changes in the electron concentration or their mobility
illumination continues withW5const. However, when the
power density is stepped up toW3540 V/cm2, the concen-

FIG. 1. Ratio of Hall coefficientsRL /R0 as a function of exposure to th
infrared radiation for InAs samples with excess In.R0 is the Hall coefficient
prior to exposure.

FIG. 2. Integrated reflection intensityRi of quasi-forbidden~222! reflection
as a function of exposure time for InAs samples:1—excess In,2—excess
As.
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tration at 77 K and at 300 K again increases, as it does in
case of crystals with initialn-type conductivity @Fig. 1,
t55.5 h and Fig. 3,t59 ~h!# but at higher values ofW and

FIG. 3. Carrier concentration as a function of exposure time for In
samples with excess As at the following temperatures~in K!: 1—300, 2—
77. Power densities~W/cm2):W1515, W2525, W3540, W454

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of electron mobility in InAs crystals:1—
calculated for the case of scattering by lattice vibrations.5 Crystal experi-
ments:2—initial crystal with excess of In,3–5—excess of As. Measure
ments on n-type regions: 3—unstable, 4—stable, 5—simultaneous
application of constant electric field and laser radiation.
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longer exposure. The power density is then substantially
duced toW454 W/cm2, and a constant electric fieldE,0.1
V/cm is applied to the sample parallel to the electric vec
in the laser wave. It was shown in Ref. 6 that the las
stimulated changes in the lattice in this case occur m
more rapidly and, moreover, a directed migration of intrin
and impurity components occurs with increasing exposur
the simultaneous action of the fields. In InAs, the elect
concentration begins to fall in the presence of these fie
~Fig. 5!.

The results of these experiments can be explained
assuming that the changes in the crystal are not thermal
are related to the laser-stimulated tranformations in the se
intrinsic point defects.

As in other semiconducting compounds such as Ga
PbSnTe, and PbSnSe~Refs. 6 and 7!, the laser-stimulated
transformations of InAs occur in both sub-lattices, but
different rates. The metal component usually reacts more
tively to a change in the laser power density than to chan
in the dose, which is in fact confirmed experimentally.

The same mechanism for laser transformation of defe
is typical for samples with excess As. The particular form
the functionRH(T) that is observed only when the electr
field and the laser radiation are applied to InAs~Fig. 5! is
unusual and may be connected with a resonance level in
conduction band that transfers electrons to this band w
the temperature is reduced. By analyzing the form ofRH(T)
we were able to calculate the position of this hypotheti
level on the assumption that the donor level was formed
the s-type wave functions:

Ed~T!5Ed~0!2aT,

where Ed(0)50.05760.005 eV anda5(2.060.2)31024

eV/K. As already noted, when the crystals with excess A
illuminated by laser radiation, there is a characteristic reg
with n-type conductivity and an anomalously high mobili

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of carrier concentration for InAs sam
1—InAs sample with excess of In after a 13-hour exposure,2—InAs sample
with excess As in a region with stablen-type conductivity prior to the
simultaneous application of the electric field and laser radiation~9 h, 30
min!, 3—InAs sample with excess As in a region with stablen-type con-
ductivity under the simultaneous application of the electric field and la
radiation~the solid curve is theoretical!.
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~Fig. 4!. This state is not observed in crystals with excess
It is clear from Fig. 4 that the electron mobility in the orig
nal samples is not very high because the best InAs crys
grown by the Czochralski method, had mobilities reach
m77553104 cm/~V•s! at liquid-nitrogen temperatures
Naturally, the greater the concentration of clusters of intr
sic components or impurities, the lower the electr
mobility.8,9 Figure 6 shows the relative volume fraction
lattice distortions as a function of the exposure time. It
clear that the quantityr0 monotonically decreases with ex
posure time, indicating a reduction in the volume fraction
large-scale inhomogenities in the crystal. This result is
agreement with the measured stoichiometry~spreading of co-
agulated intrinsic components during exposure leads t
change in state of the atoms in the lattice! and also with the
increase in carrier mobility with increasing dose of radiatio
We note, however that this mechanism is hardly the do
nant one in the unstable phase ofn-type conductivity, where
for relatively high volume fraction of distortions the mobilit
at T577 K reaches values that are actually restricted by
theoretical limit for scattering by lattice vibrations under t
illumination ~Fig. 4, curve 1!. Interestingly, when
NI'n775231016 cm23, the mobility should not exceed
m7757.53104 cm2/~V•s! ~when scattering by ionizing im-
purities and lattice vibrations is taken into account!, where
NI is the concentration of ionized impurities. The measu
mobility is higher than this value by an order of magnitud

A possible reason for this behavior ofm(T) is the order-
ing of the set of charged scattering centers in the field of
laser radiation, due to Coulomb repulsion and the format
of corrrelated mixed-valence point defects.10 This ordering
of scattering centers requires concentrations of not less
531018 cm23, which is feasible in compensated semico
ductors with low point-defect formation energies, e.g., III-
compounds. We note again that this situation occurs only
the case of laser-stimulated inversion fromp- to n-type con-
ductivity, followed by a transition to the stablen-type.

The carrier mobility in crystals with stablen-type con-
ductivity is somewhat lower than the mobility observed
samples with excess In after exposure to laser radiation. T
suggests a higher concentration of scattering centers
samples with excess As.

Moreover, it is clear from Fig. 4 that, as the power de
sity increases, the initial rise in the electron concentration
accompanied by a reduction in mobility. However, the ch
acter of the temperature dependence remains nearly

s:

r

FIG. 6. Relative volume fraction of distorted lattice as a function of exp
sure time for InAs samples with excess In.
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m(T) throughout the temperature range when the laser ra
tion with power density reduced by an order magnitude a
weak electric field are applied together~Fig. 4, curve5!. In
this case the mobility increases with temperature, th
reaches a maximum, and finally falls. This shows that th
is a change in the scattering mechanism not only at
temperaturesT,130 K, but also at higher temperature
130,T,400 K. The functionm(T) is largely determined
for T,130 K by scattering by ionized impurities that a
generated under the simultaneous application of the lase
diation and the external field. This contribution increas
with increasing radiation dose, in good agreement with
dose dependence of the carrier concentration in the s
interval. It follows from the analysis ofRH(T) and the inten-
sities of quasi-forbidden reflections that these centers p
ably include As atoms in the interstices of their planes.

4. CONCLUSION

We conclude that the effect of laser radiation, w
\v,Eg and power density much less than the thresh
1040 Semiconductors 31 (10), October 1997
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used to vary the electrical and structural properties of InAs
a result of the redistribution of electrically neutral intrins
components in the field of the laser wave.
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Effect of superstoichiometric components on the spectral and kinetic characteristics of

f

the luminescence of ZnSe crystals with isovalent impurities
O. V. Vakulenko, V. N. Kravchenko, V. D. Ryzhikov, V. I. Silin, and N. G. Starzhinskii

Physics Department, Taras Shevchenko Kiev University, 252127 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted April 22 1996; accepted March 20 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1211–1215~October 1997!

The spectral and kinetic parameters of the X-ray luminescence of ZnSe crystals doped with Zn,
Se, and Te were investigated during the growth process at temperatures in the range
80–500 K, and also after annealing in Zn vapor. ZnSe crystals grown from a stoichiometric
mixture, or mixture containing chalcogenide impurities, typically produce the minimum level of
afterglow and a rapid rise of X-ray luminescence, as well as a shift of its peak from the
infrared region toward shorter wavelengths after annealing in zinc. ZnSe crystals grown from
material with excess of Zn have a relatively low X-ray luminescence yield and a
substantial level of afterglow. It is assumed that the growth of Te-activated crystals is accompanied
by the development of thermally stable complexes of the formVZnTeSe that act as radiative
recombination centers. The introduction of excess Zn into the initial mixture produces a reduction
in the concentration ofVZn and, hence, in the concentration of radiative recombination
centers. It is shown that, for free-electron concentrationsn,1018 cm23, the afterglow time
constantt can be described as a function ofn by a model of radiative recombination that involves
a single impurity level, whereas forn.1018 cm23, the time constant decreases with
increasingn, which cannot be explained in terms of the simple model. It is suggested that
radiative recombination centers of a new type are produced as a result of prolonged annealing in
Zn vapor. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01610-4#
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concentration of intrinsic lattice point defects~IPDs! even in
the presence of extraneous impurities.1,2 Ways of controlling
the luminescence properties of zinc selenide by introduc
the isovalent Te impurity, which produces mixtures w
much better properties that those of traditional phospho6

were discussed from theoretical and experimental point
view.3–5 Since the ensemble of IPDs has a determining
fluence on scintiliation processes, it is interesting to inve
gate the effect of excess intrinsic components~Zn, Se, Te!
that are introduced during the synthesis of the original m
dium from which the crystals are grown, and the mechan
responsible for their luminescence.

1. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

We have investigated ZnSe crystals grown by
Bridgeman-Stockbarger method in argon at a press
<60 atm. The same original portion of zince selenide w
used in all these experiments. It was subjected to heat tr
ment in vaccum in order to reduce the concentration of
traneous impurities and components that have not reacte
the system.7 Excess Zn, Se, and the Te dopant were int
duced into the initial mixture with concentrations of 2% b
weight. The grown crystals were held in Zn vapor at 1290
and 1 atm for 24 h, or in liquid zinc at 1000 K for 24–72 h8

The elemental composition of samples was monitored
means of X-ray luminescence and chemical analysis.
concentration of oxygen-containing impurities was<0.1%
by weight, the concentration of carbon was 531024 % by
weight, and the concentration of other extraneous impuri
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and selenium, is given in Table I.
The luminescence spectral characteristics were inve

gated using the KSVU-23 measuring and computing syst
The crystals were excited by the REIS-I X-ray source. L
minescence kinetics was investigated with a dedicated m
suring and computing system.9 The RAPAN-160/200 source
~tungsten anode, 160–200 kV, 0.1–0.5 mA,t IM P52 sec!
was used in measurments of the afterglow levelh, and the
emission time constantt was measured under excitation b
the MIRA-2D X-ray source~hn<200 kV, t IM P<10 msec!.
The afterglow level was determined as the ratio of lumin
cence intensityI (T) at time t510 msec~after excitation! to
its maximum valueI M multiplied by 100%. The afterglow
time constant was defined as the time during which the i
minescence intensity fell by a factor ofe after the end of
excitation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The basic luminescence parameters measured at 30
were: the position of the peak in emission spectrumlM , the
luminescence decay time constantt, and the afterglow level
h due to zinc selenide crystals that had undergone var
types of heat treatment~the values are listed in Table I!. The
impurity introduced into initial material is indicated in pare
theses and the annealing atmosphere is indicated afte
colon. The notation Zn0,Se0, and Te0 refers to doping with
the respective elements andTe22 represents doping with
zinc telluride.

10411041-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



TABLE I. Spectral and kinetic parameters of ZnSe crystals containing isovalent impurities at 300 K.
No. Crystal lM , nm t, ms
h,%

in 10 ms
I xL ,

arb. units

A1 ZnSe 620 ,1 2 1
A2 ZnSe:Zn 628 55 17 12
A3 ZnSe~Se0! 870 ,1 25 1.4
A4 ZnSe~Se0!:Zn 625 90 ,0.05 150
A5 ZnSe~Zn0! 617 270 20 0.3
A6 ZnSe~Zn0!:Zn 625 220 23 2
A7 ZnSe~Te0! 830 30 5 0.7
A8 ZnSe~Te0!:Zn 635 80 ,0.05 320
B1 ZnSe~Te22! 890 26 12 83
B2 ZnSe~Te22!:Zn 640 100 ,0.05 980
B3 ZnSe~Te22,Zn0! 620 550 7 45
B4 ZnSe~Te22,Zn0!:Zn 630 .5000 31 28
B5 ZnSe~Te22,Se0! 850 70 5 75
B6 ZnSe~Te22,Se0!:Zn 640 180 ,0.05 610
B7 ZnSe~Te22,Te0! 880 280 21 102
B8 ZnSe~Te22,Te0!:Zn 640 140 ,0.05 820
B9 ZnSe~Te22!:Zn* 595 <3 ,0.05 580

*Note: The B9 crystals were obtained after prolonged heat treatment ofb1 crystals in zinc.
After annealing in zinc, only three of the eight selected
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the rangelM5620– 640 nm. The only exception are the un-
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ark-
crystals, namely, samplesA1, A5, and B3, had an X-ray
luminescence spectrum with its maximum in the red. T
other five samples (A3,A7,B1,B5,B7) produced a dominan
band with a maximum in the infrared prior to annealin
After annealing this maximum shifts into the red. This
accompanied by a substantial rise in the intensity of the
ray luminescence (I XL) and a fall in the afterglow level.

Crystals grown from primary mixture containing exce
Zn are less sensitive to annealing in Zn. For example,
A5→A6 process results in a rise in X-ray luminescence
tensity by a factor of 6-7, whereasA3→A4 produces an
increase inI XL by a factor of more than 100. The rever
result is observed forB3→B4, namely,I XL decreases with
substantial rise int andh.

At T580 K, the spectra of most of the crystals that we
investigated are dominated by a broad band with a pea
e

.

-

e
-

in

dopedA1 crystals andA2 samples derived from them~i.e.,
annealed in Zn!. Their spectra are dominated by the ba
with lM5560 nm. The exceptional samples also includeB4
with lM'500 nm ~Fig. 1a! which, in addition, has a rela
tively large afterglow time constant.

SamplesB2 have a very stable intensityI XL at high tem-
peratures and a single impurity X-ray luminescence band
the entire temperature rangeT54.2–350 K, and also a
strong near-edge emission~see Fig. 1a!. These results are in
agreement with Ref. 10. When excess Zn is added to
initial ZnSe1Te mixture ~crystalsB3 and B4!, the X-ray
luminescence bands become very unstable, the near-
emission is absent, and afterglow kinetics increases m
edly.

For B9, produced by heat treatment ofB1 in zinc at
FIG. 1. X-ray luminescence spectra of the following crystals:1—B2, 2—B4 atT580 K ~a!, and the crystalB9 at the following temperaturesT ~in K!: 3—80,
4—300,5—470 ~b!.
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T51000 K, the characteristic feature that is unusual for
ZnSe~Te! crystal is the stationary X-ray luminescence
300 K with lM5595 nm~Fig. 1b!, fast decay kinetics, and
the absence of afterglow and near-edge emission. When
temperature is raised from 80 to 500 K, these crystals sho
double inversion of the dominant X-ray luminescence ba
in the range 80–100 K, the X-ray luminescence maxim
lies in the range 620–630 nm, whereas in the ranges 1
350 K and 400–500 K it lies at 595 nm and again in t
region 620–630 nm. Moreover, whenT,130 K, the X-ray
luminescence spectra of samplesB9 contain an infrared
emission band withlM'880 nm. The above temperatur
dependent features of the X-ray luminescence spectrum
due to a different temperature dependence of the initial
tensity at the maximum of each of these bands~Fig. 2!. The
intensity of the band withlM5630 nm decreases as the tem
perature is raised above 80 K, with thermal quenching a
vation energies«T50.05, 0.12, and 0.6–0.7 eV in the tem
perature ranges 80–100, 100–400, and 450–550
respectively. The intensity of the band withlM5595 nm
increases as the temperature is raised from 80 to 220 K,
at higher temperatures it is found to decrease w
«T50.5 eV. The intensity of the infrared band decrea
monotonically with increasing temperature, and falls to z
at T'120 K.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

In terms of their physical, chemical, and optoelectro
properties, the above zinc selenide crystals can be div
into two groups:~1! crystals grown from a mixture with
stoichiometric composition or with a chalcogenide impur
and ~2! crystals grown from a mixture containing an exce
of zinc. After annealing in vapor, the first group displa
dominant infrared bands in the X-ray luminescence spec
an absorption band in the range 500–550 nm, and, after
nealing, a sharp rise in the X-ray luminescence intensity
shift of the maximum of this intensity into the region 630

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the X-ray luminescence band inte
of crystalsB9 with the following values oflM ~in nm!: 1—595, 2—630,
3—880.
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nescence centers are formed in this group of crystals in
cordance with the model proposed in Refs. 3 and 4: z
vacanciesVZn are generated when Te-activated crystals
grown, and the complexesVZnTeSe are found to be thermo
dynamically stable even after the subsequent annealin
the ZnSe~Te! crystals in zinc; in addition, they act as cente
of selective absorption~in the range 500–550 nm! and of
radiative recombination.

The second group of crystals is characterized
selective-absorption bands in the range 470–1500 nm, in
red bands in the X-ray luminescence spectra, a consider
level of afterglow, and a very low luminescence yield, whi
can be explained as follows. The addition of excess Zn to
initial mixture, ensures that when the crystal is grown
temperatures up to 1900 K and the excess pressure is a
dozen atmospheres, this superstoichiometric component
enter the crystal lattice, fill the vacancies at the sites of
cation sublattice, and prevent the formation of complexes
the form (VZnTeSe); moreover, it can generate vacancies
the anion sublatticeVSe ~and interstitial SeI! that gives rise to
deep donor levels in the bandgap, withEa50.3–0.45 eV
~Ref. 11!.

Such crystals, which usually have high resistivitie
should have a distribution of electrical and optical para
eters that is highly inhomogeneous and is due to the fluc
tion potential of the impurity.12 The fluctuation potential, as
we know,13 is responsible for the so-called long-term ‘‘fro
zen’’ photoconduction in the semiconductor. This seems
us to be the reason for the extended decay kinetics of X
luminescence in samplesB3 andB4.

We have found that samples in the second group h
varistor-type nonlinear current-voltage characteristics, wh
confirms the above picture.

The absence of near-edge emission can also be expla
in terms of the influence of the impurity fluctuation potentia
which produces the spatial separation of charges in the
cited electron-hole pairs14 which impedes the formation o
excitons or direct band-band recombination.

We note the following points in relation to the time p
rameters of the luminescence emitted by the above sam
We know that inn-type crystals with generally high conduc
tivity, the decay time constantt is largely due to two main
factors, namely, the capture of a hole by a recombinat
center (tp) and the recombination of an electron~free odd
donor! with a bound hole (tn). Whentp!tn , the intensity
decay time constant ist'tn . The time constanttn is obvi-
ously inversely proportional to the total concentrationn of
free electrons, which in turn is equal to the sum of two co
centrations, namely, the dark concentrationn0 and the non-
equilibrium concentrationn1 . Whenn0 is high enough, we
can assume thatn'n0 , so that t;(n0)21. Accordingly,
ln(t21) is a linear function of ln(n0) for n<1015 cm23 ~Fig.
3!.

Whenn0.1015 cm23, the reduction int with increasing
n0 is probably limited bytp which in turn is determined by
the concentrationn of capture and recombination centers.
is clear from Fig. 3 that for 1015<n0<1018 cm23, the time
constantt remains nearly constant, which may be an indic

ity
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tion that N remains nearly constant in these samples. T
fact thatN is independent ofN0 is not unusual because th
concentration of majority recombination centers is set, as
have already noted, by the concentrationVZn , and the latter
is determined by crystal growth conditions, whereas sub
quent annealing of the samples in zinc, which completes
formation of radiative recombination centers, determinesn0,
which can vary between broad limits for the same values
the concentration of Zn vacancies.

To obtain a more detailed description of the recombi
tion of nonequilibrium carriers in low-resistivityn-type
samples~annealed in zinc!, consider the following simple
scheme of electron transitions for a single recombinat
level Ea . The corresponding kinetic equations take the fo

dp/dt5g2Cpp~N2pa!, ~1!

dpa /dt5Cpp~N2pa!2Cnnpa , ~2!

whereg is the rate of generation of electron-hole pairs a
result of interband excitation,p is the concentration of non
equilibrium free holes in the valence band,pa is the concen-
tration of nonequilibrium holes localized at recombinati
centers, andCp,n are coefficients describing the trapping
holes or electrons, respectively, by an impurity center. T
remaining notation was described above. The luminesce
intensity is given byI XL5Cnnpa .

Whenpa!N, the solution of~1! and ~2! gives

pa~ t !5
p`

tp /tn21
e2t/tp1F ~pa!`2

p`

tp /tn21Ge2t/tn,

~3!

where p` and (pa)` are the stationary~initial! concentra-
tions of nonequilibrium free and localized holes, resp
tively, andtn51/nCn , tp51/CpN.

It is clear from ~3! that, in general, the luminescenc
decay law is not exponential. We shall consider two spe
cases. Whentp@tn , the first term on the right-hand side o
~3! is the dominant term, i.e., the luminescence decay t
constant is determined by the concentration of recombina

FIG. 3. The temperature decay time constantt plotted as a function of the
free-carrier concentrationn0 : 1—theory, 2—experiment with ZnSe~Te!
crystals.
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luminescence kinetics is determined by the concentration
free electrons.

The above electron transition scheme thus provides
explanation of the behavior oft for n,1018 cm23. However,
when n.1018 cm23, the luminescence decay time consta
is again found to decrease with increasingn. This may mean
that a new type of trapping-recombination center is form
in the highly doped crystals, or the shape of the elect
track produced by an X-ray photon is altered in some wa

Another possible reason for the reduction in the X-r
emission time constant with increasing dark concentration
electrons may be found in the influence of Auger-type no
radiative transitions in which the energy of the recombini
electron is transferred to another free electron~third particle!,
which thus becomes ‘‘hot’’.13 Auger processes involving
free carriers become significant only at high concentrati
of the latter, and this was, in fact, the case here. Moreo
the X-ray luminescence intensity of the crystalB9 was lower
than that of the parent crystalB2, so that the contribution due
to nonradiative transitions may be significant in the case
B9. The Auger mechanism is also supported by the abse
of near-edge emission in crystals with the lowest resistiviti

The proposed formation of a new type of recombinati
center in the case of high free-electron concentrations is
supported by the fact that the crystalB9, which had the low-
est resistivity, had an anomalous X-ray luminescence sp
trum with lM5595 nm atT5300 K and an anomalous tem
perature dependence of emission intensity. The band w
lM5595 nm was also seen in the low-resistivity ZnSe:
crystals (n.1019 cm23) after prolonged annealing of sto
ichiometric samples in liquid zinc.15 If we start with the
above idea that a new type of center is being formed, we
proceed to the tentative consideration of the possible st
ture of such centers. The most likely scenario is that the n
centers areVZn

22TeSe(Znl
1)n, where n>2. The Te atom,

which replaces the Se atom, plays the role of a stabilize
the vacanciesVZn and prevents the atom Zn from filling a
empty site. We thus obtain the complexVZn

22TeSe, which is
surrounded by two or more interstitial zinc atoms. This ty
of center has a repulsive barrier for a hole and low proba
ity of trapping it at low temperatures. The hole trappin
probability rises rapidly with increasing temperature and,
a result, the afterglow intensity in thelM5595-nm band is
found to increase.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The ZnSe crystals grown from the initial stoichiometr
mixture or a mixture containing a chalcogenide impurity, a
also crystals grown from a mixture containing an excess
zinc, have significantly different spectral and kinetic lum
nescence parameters, indicating that intrinsic lattice def
play a dominant role in the formation of radiative recomb
nation centers in this material.

The substantial change in the X-ray luminescence
rameters of these crystals after prolonged annealing in zin
probably due to the formation of a new type of combinati
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dependence of luminescence intensity.
The measured dependence of the decay time consta

carrier concentration inn-type ZnSe crystals can be inte
preted in terms of a recombination model involving a sin
impurity level, and also a significant contribution of Aug
processes at high free-carrier concentrations.
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Electroluminescence of the unconfined heterostructure p -GaInAsSb/ p -InAs at liquid-
helium temperatures

N. L. Bazhenov, G. G. Zegrya, V. I. Ivanov-Omski , M. P. Mikha lova, M. Yu. Mikha lov,
K. D. Moiseev, V. A. Smirnov, and Yu. P. Yakovlev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021, St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 26, 1997; accepted for publication April 1, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1216–1219~October 1997!

The electroluminescence of the single unconfined type-II heterojunctionp-GaInAsSb/p-InAs was
investigated in the temperature rangeT54.2277 K. As the temperature was reduced below
T577 K, the luminescence bands with maxima at 311 meV~bandA) and 384 meV~bandB) were
found to shift toward higher energies. At 4.2 K, the short-wave band split into two bands,
B1 andB2. These results are explained in terms of a model involving recombinations of electrons
from the conduction band to an acceptor level of InAs, and also recombinations of electrons
and holes localized in self-consistent quantum wells on either side of the heterojunction. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01710-9#

Luminescence from an unconfined type-II single in an earlier paper.2,3 The substrate for this structure was Z
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p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterojunction at 77 K was recently di
covered and investigated,1 and a qualitative analysis of thi
phenomenon was carried out. It was shown that the e
troluminescence of thisp2p heterostructure was due to re
combinations of electrons and holes localized in se
consistent quantum wells on either side of the heterojunct
However, the question as to whether the shape of the po
tial barriers and the self-consistent quantum wells on the
erojunction is determined directly by the fabrication techn
ogy, or whether it also depends on the external bias, has
been fully answered. It was therefore desirable to investig
the electroluminescence under pulsed excitation in orde
be able to vary the current across the heterojunction i
broad range and to estimate the characteristic time cons
of the attendant radiative processes. Radiative recombina
in an unconfined type-IIp2p-heterojunction under pulse
excitation at liquid-nitrogen temperatures was investigate
Ref. 2. It was shown that the luminescence spectra conta
two emission bands with maxima at 384 and 311 meV, w
half widths of 18–19 meV, and an estimate was made of
time constants of radiative and nonradiative recombinati
on the type-II boundary, which were found to b
tR.231027 sec andtA25(0.5 – 1.4)31027 sec, respec-
tively.

The aim of the research reported here was to investig
the electroluminescence of the unconfined heterojunc
p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs under pulsed excitation at liquid-helium
temperatures. The experiments were performed for diffe
currents and different positions of the measuring pulse r
tive to the current pulse.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND SAMPLES

The single p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterojunctions were
produced by liquid-phase epitaxy. The fabrication techn
ogy and the measurement techniques were described in d
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doped to a concentration of the order of 5310 cm . The
wide-gap epitaxial layer of the solid solutio
Ga12xInxAsySb12y(x50.17,y50.22) was also Zn doped to
a concentration ofp51018 cm23.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the luminescence spectra of the ab
junction when a negative potential was applied to t
narrow-gap semiconductorp-InAs ~reverse bias! at four tem-
peratures between 4.2 and 100 K. AtT577 K, the spectra
contained two lines with maxima at photon energies of 3
meV ~line A) and 384 meV~line B), respectively. As the
temperature was reduced toT54.2 K, bandA became nar-
rower, but its peak remained practically fixed~at 314 meV!.
This was accompanied by a change in the structure of b
B, which split into two lines with peaks at 371 meV (B1)
and 400 meV (B2). The position ofB1 was nearly the same
as the position of the bandB at T577 K. When compared
with the spectrum recorded at the intermediate tempera
of T515 K, it was clear that an increase in temperature fr
liquid-helium temperatures produced a rise in the intensity
B1, but its position remained constant and coincided w
that of bandB at T577 K, whereasB2 shifted toward lower
photon energies and expanded, eventually absorbingB1.

The position of the two long-wave bands is thus prac
cally independent of temperature, whereas the short-w
band shifts toward higher energies as the temperature is
duced. The temperature coefficient of the shift
22.231024 eV/K, which is close to the temperature coef
cient of the gap width in InAs22.831024 eV/K ~Ref. 4!.

The current-voltage characteristics of the above struc
changes little as the temperature is reduced from 77 K do
to 4.2 K. This shows that the current flow is of the tunnelli
type. We note that bandA is not observed in the case o
forward bias, when the positive potential is applied to t

10461046-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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semiconductorp-InAs with the narrower gap.
Figure 2 shows the spectra ofB1 andB2 for the above

structure, both for reverse bias and forward bias. It is cl
that the shape of the spectra is similar in the two cases
the excitation intensity inceases, the emission line inten
rises linearly, but the band positions remain the same.

Band B2 is symmetric in the case of the forward bia
and has the Gaussian shape. BandB2 is asymmetric in the
case of reverse bias. Its short-wave edge is, as before
scribed by the Gaussian distribution with the same par
eters as in the case of the forward bias, but the long-w
edge is Lorentzian. Nevertheless, it may be concluded

FIG. 1. Electroluminescence spectra at 4.2 K~1!, 15 K ~2!, 77 K ~3!, and
100 K ~4!.

FIG. 2. Electroluminescence spectra at 4.2 K under reverse bias~1! and
forward bias~2!.
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the shape of the spectrum of the above heterostructure
pends only slightly on either the degree of excitation or
direction of the current. This suggests that the bound str
ture is determined largely by the fabrication technolog
rather than by the applied bias. Moreover, carrier recom
nations occur in the same part of the heterojunction for b
bias polarities.

The nature ofB2 can be better understood by conside
ing the band diagram shown in Fig. 3 (EF is the Fermi level!.
The heterojunction is reverse-biased in the figure. The ef
tive process in this case is hole tunnelling from the valen
band of the solid solution to the valence band of InAs.
hole that has tunnelled through has lost energy by the Au
process, and this is accompanied by the excitation of a n
equilibrium electron from the valence band of InAs to t
conduction band, and by the transition of the hole to the
of the valence band. The electron in the conduction ba
undergoes a radiative recombination to an acceptor le
which leads to the appearance of the bandB2 in the elec-
troluminescence spectrum. Since both substrate and laye
doped with Zn, which produces the 25-meV acceptor leve
InAs ~Ref. 5!, and the gap width of InAs determined from
photoluminescence atT54.2 K is 423 meV, it is natural to
assume that the recombination of electrons occurs on an
ceptor level corresponding to zinc. In the case of forwa
bias, there is an analogous process, but tunnelling of h
occurs from the valence band of InAs to the valence band
GaInAsSb. Moreover, in the case of forward bias exceed
the contact potential difference~this was so in our experi-
ment!, electrons can tunnel from the valence band
GaInAsSb to the conduction band of InAs, and recombi
tion of holes can take place. We note that, since band be
ing is greater under reverse bias, and since electron rec
bination occurs precisely in the region where the bands
highly bent, we may expect that the low-wave edge of
electroluminescence band is shallower than that of the sh
wave edge because of the contribution due to recombinat
accompanied by tunnelling. It is precisely this behavior th
we saw in the experiment.

The fact that the position of the electroluminescen
band is bias-independent can be explained in our mode
the band diagram as follows. A quantum well is present

FIG. 3. Band diagram of the heterojunction under reverse bias.
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the p–p-heterojunction, and its shape is virtually indepe
dent on the magnitude and polarity of the applied bias. W
the bias is applied, the local levels in the well are filled w
electrons, and their tunnelling recombination with ho
leads to the appearance of the bandsA andB1.

Figure 4 illustrates the electroluminescence decay kin
ics after a 102msec current pulse across the heterojunct
under reverse bias. It is clear that, when the excitation c
rent is turned off, there is a fall in the intensities ofB1 and
B2. A reduction by a factor ofe occurs in a time of approxi-
mately 8msec, which is close to the relaxation time of th

FIG. 4. Electroluminescence spectra recorded under reverse bias at 4.2
the following times after the end of the current flowing through the hete
junction ~in m sec!: 1 — 0, 2 — 4, 3 — 8, 4 — 12.
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this confirms the assumption that the energy structure of
heterojunction is essentially independent of the applied v
age. At the same time, the rate of reduction in the ba
intensity with shifting measuring gate confirms that the tw
radiative recombination channels have the same sourc
nonequilibrium electrons.

CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the electroluminescence spectr
the single heterojunctionp-GaInAsSb/p-InAs in pulsed
electric fields atT54.22100 K. The experimental data ob
tained in this investigation have resulted in an improvem
of the radiative recombination model proposed in Refs. 1 a
2. In addition, when applied to the recombination of ele
trons localized in the self-consistent quantum well on
heterojunction on the side ofp-InAs, this model describes
radiative transitions of electrons to the acceptor level
p-InAs.

This research was carried out with the partial support
the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 96-
02-17841a! and INTAS ~Grant No. 94-0789!
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Effect of deep levels on current excitation in 6 H-SiC diodes
N. I. Kuznetsov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Insitute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

J. A. Edmond
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~Submitted January 30, 1997; accepted for publication April 3, 1997!
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The results of an experimental study of deep levels in thep-base of 6H-SiC diodes are
presented. A deep level of unknown origin, with ionization energyEc21.45 eV, acts as an
effective recombination center for minority carriers, and controls recombination processes. A level
with ionization energyEc20.16 eV is attributed to a nitrogen donor impurity. Electron
capture and thermal activation processes associated with this level substantially extend the duration
of current relaxation in thep2n junction. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!01810-3#
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Silicon carbide is at present attracting considerable
tention as one of the most promising wide-gap semicond
tors for fast high-power instrumentation, capable of ope
ing at high temperatures. Traps with energy levels in
bandgap of the semiconductor, as we know, affect adver
the response of such devices. Two types of trap are c
monly recognized: recombination levels and attachment
els. According to the interaction with band conduction,
tachment levels can be divided into two types, namely, sin
attachment levels~b-levels! for which the establishment o
thermal equilibrium with the band takes much longer th
the carrier lifetime and multiple attachment levels~a-levels!,
for which the time for establishing thermal equilibrium wi
the band is shorter than the carrier lifetime. The effect
attachment levels on current relaxation inp2n junctions
was discussed in Refs. 1 and 2, where it was shown tha
b-levels have practically no effect on current relaxation b
cause of the low rate of thermal depletion, whereas the ef
of a-levels can be appreciable only at high densities of th
levels. The current-relaxation time constant then increase
a factor of 11Na /Nca as compared with the lifetime o
minority carriers, whereNa is the density ofa-levels,
Nca5Nc exp(2Ea /kT), Ea is the ionization energy of the
a-levels, andNc is the density of states in the conductio
band.

Very little is known at present about the traps in 6H-SiC
that act as centers for the effective recombination of mino
carriers.3–5 The effect of attachment levels on photocondu
tivity in SiC was described in Refs. 6–8, where it was sho
that thea-levels, which are identified with the nitrogen do
nor impurity, determine the slow component of the pho
conductivity decay curve.

The aim of the research reported here was to determ
the parameters of recombination and attachment levels
transient and current spectrometry of deep levels and to
vestigate the effect of traps on current relaxation in 6H-SiC
diodes.
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We have investigated 6H-SiC diodes. The diode struc
ture was grown in a single technological process, us
vapor-phase deposition~CVD! ~Ref. 9!. The substrates were
n1-type 6H-SiC wafers with impurity concentrations of th
order of 1018 cm23, available from Cree Research In
~USA!. The expitaxial layers were deposited on the~0001!
face of the Si substrate. Aluminum and nitrogen were use
the acceptor and donor impurities, respectively. The first s
was to grow then1-type expitaxial layer, highly doped with
nitrogen, and then the Al-dopedp-type epitaxial layer. In the
final stage, thep1-layer, highly doped with aluminum, wa
deposited. The thickness of thep layer was approximately 5
mm. The electrical parameters of thep2n-junctions were
investigated on mesa-structures with a diameter of 300mm,
using plasma-ion etching.10 The contacts with thep1-layer
and then1-substrate were produced by depositing Al and N
respectively, followed by fusing into the medium.

The mesa-structures had the diode-type current-volt
characteristics. The cutoff voltage on the forward I–V ch
acteristic was about 2.7 V. The total voltage drop across
structure was 4.5 V at constant forward current of 1 A. A
abrupt breakdown voltage of about 600 V was observed
the reverse I–V characteristic.

The measured capacitance-voltage characteristics w
used to determine the concentration profile for the unco
pensated acceptor impurity in thep-layer of the diode. Fig-
ure 1 shows the typical dependence ofNa2Nd on distance
from thep2n junction, measured at room temperature. It
clear from the figure that the differenceNa2Nd increases
with increasing distance from thep2n junction, and then
reaches a constant level of about 331016 cm23. The concen-
tration gradient on the rising segment is 231020 cm24. The
dependence of the barrier capacitance of such diodes on
applied voltage isC23;U, suggesting a continuousp2n
junction. The cutoff voltage on the capacitance-voltage ch
acteristic was about 2.6 V. This figure is close to the built
potential of the 6H-SiC p2n junction in which thep andn
layers are doped with aluminum and nitrogen, respective

10491049-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The diffusion length of minority carriers~electrons! in
the p-layer was determined at room temperature by mea
ing the current induced by an electron probe. It was found
be 121.5 mm. This corresponds to an electron lifetime
(2 – 5)31029 sec, which yields an electron mobility o
200 cm2/~V•s! ~Ref. 11!.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Deep levels.Deep levels in the bandgap of a semico
ductor are commonly investigated by capacitive deep-le
transient spectroscopy, known as thec-DLTS method, which
was originally proposed by Lang.12 However, capacitive
methods have a limited temperature range whenp-type SiC
levels are investigated, because the holes are frozen-in w
the sample is cooled below 200 K. We have therefore e
ployed current transient spectroscopy—thei -DLTS method13

— to investigate these levels at low temperatures.
The DLTS measurements were performed in the te

perature range between 77 and 700 K. A reverse bias of
was applied to the mesa-structure. The traps were filled w
majority carriers~holes! by abruptly reducing the revers
bias to zero. To fill the traps with minority carriers, the r
verse bias was abruptly switched to a direct current of
mA. The level parameters were determined by recordin
family of DLTS spectra for a constant ratiot2 /t152 and
different t1 in the range between 1 and 500 msec and
tween 10msec and 10 msec, usingc-DLTS and i -DLTS,
respectively. The quantitiest1 andt2 are the instants of time
at which the capacitance and current-relaxation amplitu
were measured in thec-DLTS andi -DLTS.

Figure 2 shows fragments of thec-DLTS spectrum. It is
clear that there are two peaks at temperatures in exces
400 K, markedHK5 andEK4, respectively. Each peak in th
DLTS spectrum corresponds to a level in the bandgap. Pe
with a negative sign are due to majority-carrier~holes in this
case! charge transfers on the corresponding level, wher
peaks with positive sign are due to minority-carrier~elec-
trons! charge transfers.

Figure 3 shows fragments of thei -DLTS spectrum. It is
clear that there are three peaks at temperatures above 2
markedHK1 , EK2 , and EK3 . Since the direction of the

FIG. 1. Typical plot ofNa2Nd5 f (x) in thep-layer of the 6H-SiC diode at
room temperature.
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current passing through thep2n junction is independent o
the carrier type~electron or hole! involved in the deep-leve
charge transfers, the peaks on thei -DLTS spectrum have the
same sign.13 The HK1 peak is due to majority-carrier~hole!
charge transfers on theHK1 level. The peaksEK2 andEK3

are due to minority-carrier~electrons! charge transfers on th
EK2 andEK3 levels.

The parameters of these levels were determined from
Arrhenius relation~Fig. 4!, which was constructed from th
family of DLTS spectra. The numerical results are summ
rized in Table I. The capture cross sections were calcula
using the following effective masses for electrons and ho
me* 50.27m0 ~Ref. 14! andmh* 51.0m0 ~Ref. 15!.

Since the levelEK4 lies near the midpoint of the band
gap ~see Table I! and since it has a relatively high captu
cross section for minority carriers~electrons!, it can act as a
center for the effective recombination of carriers. Actual
the electron lifetimetn determined by this level is approxi
mately 1028 sec. The value obtained fortn is close to that

FIG. 2. Fragments of thec-DLTS spectra recorded att15100 msec,
t25200 msec. a—spectrum recorded when the reverse bias across
sample was switched over to a forward current of 10 mA. b—spectr
recorded when the reverse bias was abruptly reduced to zero.

FIG. 3. Fragments of thei -DLTS spectra recorded att150.1 msec,
t250.2 msec. a—spectrum recorded when the reverse bias across
sample was switched over to a forward current of 10 mA. b—spectr
recorded when the reverse bias was abruptly reduced to zero.
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calculated earlier from the diffusion length. The small d
crepancy between the values oftn may be due to the pres
ence of an additional channel for recombination on deep
ergy levels.

Since the ionization energy ofHK1 is close to the ion-
ization energy of the aluminum impurity in 6H-SiC ~Ref. 16
and 17! and since thep- layer was doped with aluminum, w
attributeHK1 to the aluminum impurity. We note, howeve
that the parameters ofHK1 were determined with allowanc
for the temperature dependence of the hole capture c
section of the charged center.18

Measurements performed on different mesa structu
have shown that theEK2 concentration is relatively high
i.e., (3 – 5)31017 cm23. It is important to note that this leve
is concentrated near thep2n junction. TheEK2 ionization
energy is close to that of the nitrogen atom that occupies
cubic position in the crystal structure of 6H-SiC ~Refs. 14
and 19!. We therefore assignEK2 to the nitrogen donor im-
purity. We emphasize that theNa2Nd concentration profile
~Fig. 1! could have been due to the diffusion of nitrogen in
the p-layer when the structure was grown. Judging by
interaction with the conduction band, theEK2 level can be
attributed to thea-levels, because the time taken to establ
thermal equilibrium between this level and the conduct
band, ta52310210 sec, is much shorter than the electr
lifetime tn . SinceEK2 has a sufficiently high concentration
it may influence the current relaxation across thep2n junc-
tion. Actually, as noted in the Introduction, the current rela
ation time should increase by the factor 11Na /Nca , i.e., by
a factor of 8–12 at room temperature when theEK2 concen-

FIG. 4. Arrhenius plot for the new levels.
TABLE I. Parameters of the new level.
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kinetics across thep2n junction is investigated, one ca
expect relaxation with a time constant much greater than
lifetime of minority carriers. On the other hand, attachme
processes have no effect on the steady distribution of
carriers in the case of direct current flow. This is so beca
the capture of nonequilibrium carriers to the attachment l
els under steady conditions is balanced by the thermal e
tion of carriers from these levels. Hence the current-volta
characteristics of diodes under steady-state conditions are
termined by carrier recombination processes and not att
ment processes.

Current-voltage characteristics.The forward branches
of the current-voltage characteristics have an exponen
shape. At low currents (102621023 A/cm2), the behavior
of the current can be described by the classical theory
Shockley, Noyce, and Sah.20 According to this theory, the
flow of current is due to the recombination of carriers with
the space charge layer via the recombination level lying n
the center of the bandgap the effective carrier lifetime cal
lated from these current-voltage characteristics w
531029 sec. This figure is practically equal to the value
tn obtained from the diffusion length. TheEK4 level can
take on the role of the recombination level among the d
levels that we have detected. For average currents in
range to 102321 A/cm2, the behavior of the current can b
described by the generalized Shockley-Noyes-Sah theo21

According to this theory, the flow of current is due to carri
recombination via a doubly charged center. Unfortunate
our DLTS measurements have not revealed the presenc
this center, but we note that the presence of this dou
charged center could explain the discrepancy between
values of the electron lifetimes deduced from theEK4 level
parameters and from measurements of the diffusion len
and current-voltage characteristic. We recall that, in addit
to the recombination channel via theEK4 level, there is a
further recombination channel in the form of the doub
charged center mentioned above.

Current kinetics in the p2n junction.The current kinet-
ics in the p2n junction was investigated using equipme
with time resolution of the order of 5310210 sec. The
sample used in these measurements was forward-biased
ducing a forward currentJf . At time t50, a reverse-bias
pulse of 102721026 sec was applied. The reverseJr was
produced during this pulse. The shape of the reverse cur
pulse was observed on a high-frequency oscillograph~Fig.
5!. The variation in this current with time can be divided in
two phases. In phase 1 (0,t,t r), the reverse currentJr was
constant. It was assumed that phase 1 concludes durint r
Level Et , eV sn , cm2 sp , cm2 Nt , cm23 Method

EK2 Ec20.16 ;10214 - (3 – 5)31017 i -DLTS
EK3 Ec20.34 8310213 - ;431014 i -DLTS
EK4 Ec21.45 ;10213 - ;1014 c-DLTS
HK1 Ev10.24 - 7.4310213 (300/T)3 ;1016 i -DLTS
HK5 Ev11.41 - 6310216 ;1014 c-DLTS
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when the density of the injected minority carriers falls
zero. During phase 2 (t.t r), the reverse currentJr falls
rapidly to values corresponding to the leakage current.
time t r depends on the ratioJr /Jf and the lifetimet r of
minority carriers. It can be found from the transcenden
equation22

Jf

Jf1Jr
5erfSAt r

t r
D . ~1!

Measurement of the durationt r of the reverse-current ste
~Fig. 5!, when the diode is switched from forward to rever
current, is widely used to determine the lifetime of minor
carriers. WhenJr /Jf51, the duration of the forward curren
phase is approximately 0.3t r ~Ref. 23!. Measurements oft r

with Jr /Jf51 performed on different diodes have show
that t r lay in the range (2 – 5)31028 sec. Hence,
t r5(7 – 17)31028 sec, which means thatt r is much
greater than the value oftn obtained earlier from the diffu-
sion length and the current-voltage characteristic. This
ference betweent r andtn is due to a difference between th
conditions under which the measurements were perform
The diffusion length and the current voltage characteris
were measured under steady-state conditions, so that th
sults obtained were independent of the attachment lev
The current kinetics in thep2n junction, on the other hand
was examined under nonsteady conditions and the re
obtained were influenced by the attachmenta-levels. Cap-
ture and thermal activation of minority carriers associa
with theEK2 level control the lengtht r of the reverse curren
Jr . Actually, a correlation was observed between betw
the concentration of theEK2 level and the timet r . The time
t r increases with theEK2 level concentration. Hence the ste
durationt r does not directly correspond to the electron lif
time in this case.

CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated 6H-SiC diodes, whose structur
was grown by CVD in a single process. Aluminum and

FIG. 5. Oscilloscope trace of a current pulse when the diode is switc
from forward to reverse current (Jf→Jr).
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spectively. It was found that a level with ionization ener
Ec21.45 eV was present in thep-layer of the diodes and
acted as an effective recombination center for minority c
riers. A level with ionization energy ofEc20.16 eV can be
attributed to the donor nitrogen impurity. Electron captu
and thermal activation processes associated with this l
greatly extend the duration of current relaxation in thep2n
junction.
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ments.
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Effect of the electric field in the space-charge layer on the efficiency of short-wave

ld
photoelectric conversion in GaAs Schottky diodes
T. V. Blank, Yu. A. Gol’dberg, O. V. Konstantinov, O. I. Obolenski , and E. A. Posse

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 17, 1997; accepted for publication April 17, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1225–1229~October 1997!

A study is reported of the quantum efficiency of the short-wave photoelectric effect as function
of the reverse bias applied to GaAs Schottky diodes when the light absorption length is
much shorter than the width of the space charge region. The quantum efficiency of photoelectric
conversion is found to depend strongly on the contact electric field and the photon energy.
The field independence of the quantum efficiency is interpreted in terms of a fluctuational trap
model. The model can also be used to determine the loss factor for hot photocarriers,
which is found to increase in a stepwise manner with increasing photon energy. This effect is
explained in terms of the formation of excitons inX- andL-valleys of the semiconductor.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01910-8#
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The research reported here is the continuation of pr
ous studies1,2 of the short-wave photoelectric effect i
Schottky diodes based on III–V semiconductors. In an e
lier paper we reported strong temperature dependenc
photoelectric conversion~PEC! in the surface-barrier struc
tures~Schottky diodes! Ni–GaAs~Ref. 1! and Au-GaP~Ref.
2!. Classical models of PEC do not involve the mechani
responsible for the strong temperature dependence of
quantum efficiency. To explain fully the observed relatio
ships, we proposed in Ref. 1 a model involving a specia
form of traps in the space-charge region~SCR!. When an
electric field is present, such traps arise from fluctuations
the bottom profile of the conduction band and the ceiling
the valence band~Fig. 1!. Such traps are capable of holdin
both photoelectrons and photoholes by localizing them
neighboring regions. The idea of traps for photocarriers
SCR constitutes a modification of the usual picture of
photoelectric conversion process. It is usually conside
that the contact electric field separates all the photocarr
that have cooled down in the SCR. The presence of trap
the SCR offers a further mechanism for recombination l
that was disregarded earlier. This mechanism is very t
perature sensitive. It facilitates the thermal dissociation
occupied energy levels in traps, which leads to a exponen
rise in the PEC quantum efficiency. The localization~activa-
tion! energy determined in Ref. 1 from the temperature
pendence of the photocurrent was found to be of the orde
20 meV.

In this paper, we report that the proposed fluctuatio
traps in the SCR can receive additional experimental con
mation by the observed rise in the photocurrent with incre
ing electric field in the SCR. It is clear from Fig. 1 that th
trap potential well is triangular: the application of a rever
bias, i. e., the increase in the field, compresses the wel
that, for a fixed temperature, the increase in the electric fi
is accompanied by a reduction in the number of photocarr
localized in traps in the SCR, which means that there i
reduction in the recombination loss, and this is respons
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was found to be very large: when this field is increased fr
E51.53104 to 4.53104 V/cm, the photocurrent rises by
factor of more than 2. By using the simple triangular pote
tial well model we are able to provide an entirely satisfacto
qualitative explanation of the field dependence of the P
quantum efficiency. This is clear from Fig. 2.

We note that previous work3–5 was largely confined to
other mechanisms for the effect of the applied voltage
PEC quantum efficiency. A rapid rise in the PEC quantu
efficiency was observed in Ref. 3 in highly doped structu
and was attributed to collisional ionization. The increase
PEC quantum efficiency observed in Refs. 4 and 5 was
to an increase in the width of the space charge region wh
reverse bias was applied. This mechanism operates whe
SCR is sufficiently narrow and its widthW is less than the
light absorption lengthl . In our case, the latter condition wa
not only violated in short-wave PEC, but it was also fou
that l !W for hn.2 eV. Moreover, collisional ionization
was impossible when the contact field amounted to a
tens of kV/cm. It follows that traditional mechanisms for th
field dependence of the PEC quantum efficiency are not v
in the case of the short-wave photoelectric effect.

We also note that, in the research reported here, we
not use the concept of internal quantum yield in order
avoid confusion in terminology. We assume that each pho
is absorbed in the semiconductor with the creation of o
electron-hole pair. In this sense, the internal quantum yiel
assumed to be equal to unity. However, this concept o
incorporates various types of loss as well. In our case,
internal quantum yield is a function of temperature and
the applied bias as well of the wavelength of the incide
light. We therefore prefer to assign an individual coefficie
to each type of loss and avoid using the phraseinternal
quantum yield.

2. FORMULATION OF EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

We have investigated Ni–GaAs surface-barr
structures—a highly doped substraten-type GaAs with elec-

10531053-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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tron concentrationn51017 cm23 at 300 K. A weakly doped
n-type GaAs expitaxial layer (n51015 cm23 at 300 K!, 10
mm thick, was grown on one side of the substrate. A se
transparent nickel barrier contact6 was then deposited chem
cally on the expitaxial layer and an ohmic contact was pla
on the substrate by fusing indium to it. The total thickness
the structure was of the order of 200mm and the illuminated
surface area was about 0.06 cm2.

We investigated the short-wave PEC quantum efficie
as a function of the reverse bias in the range 0–6 V. T
photocurrent spectra were recorded at 300 K, using

FIG. 1. Traps for electrons (e) and holes (h) produced by fluctuations in the
bottom profile of the conduction band (Ec) and the top of the valence ban
(En) in the presence of the contact electric field.

FIG. 2. External quantum yieldg as a function of maximum electric field
strength in the SCR at 300 K. Points represent the measured valuesg.
The increments in the electric field correspond to increments in the rev
bias between 0 and;6 eV. The values ofhn are~in eV!: 1—2.25,2—2.7,
3—3.1, 4—4.13,5—5.1.
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eV. The structures under investigation were examined in
short-circuit photocurrent regime.

The PEC quantum efficiency~external quantum yield!
was determined from the standard formula

g5
1

eP
hn, ~1!

whereI is the photocurrent,P is the incident photon power
andhn is the photon energy.

Figure 2 shows the measured PEC quantum efficienc
a function of the field.

3. MECHANISM OF THE FIELD DEPENDENCE OF PEC
QUANTUM EFFICIENCY

It is clear from Fig. 2 that the PEC quantum efficien
depends strongly on the applied bias. As noted above, a s
lar phenomenon was explained earlier4,5 in terms of an ex-
pansion of the space charge region with increasing app
reverse bias and the corresponding increase in the fractio
electron-hole pairs separated by the contact electric fi
However, this picture is valid only for photon energies ju
greater than the band gap, when the light absorption len
exceeds the SCR thickness. In our case, the opposite co
tion, namely,l !W was satisfied, so that the increase in t
SCR width should in no way influence the PEC quantu
efficiency. The increase in quantum efficiency with increa
ing electric field could be related to the increase in the hei
of the potential barrier experienced by photoelectrons en
ing the metal, i. e., a reduction in the loss of photoelectro
However, simple estimates show that this phenomenon co
not have such a strong influence on the PEC quantum y
as was revealed experimentally. Another possible mec
nism for the dependence of the PEC quantum efficiency
the applied bias is a change in the thickness of the dead l
on the surface of the semiconductor from which all the el
trons are extracted into the metal by image forces. Howe
the width for this layer amounts to a few tens of an angstr
and does not depend strongly on the reverse bias. This m
that the change in this width for photon absorption lengths
the order of a few hundred angstroms can in no way exp
the substantial change in the observed PEC quantum
ciency.

We consider that the large increase in the PEC quan
efficiency with increasing electric field can be explained
terms of the model proposed in Ref. 1 for the description
the temperature dependence of PEC quantum efficie
This model assumes the presence of fluctuations in the
tom profile of the conduction band and the ceiling of t
valence band~Fig. 1!. In the contact electric field, this kind
of fluctuation becomes a trap for electrons and for hol
Carriers of different sign become localized in closed spa
regions, which may give rise to their recombination.

The PEC quantum efficiency is essentially the proba
ity that a photon will be absorbed in the semiconductor w
the creation of an electron-hole pair which is then separa
by the contact electric field and which contributes to t

se

1054Blank et al.



photocurrent. The following formula, reproduced in Ref. 1,
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gives this probability as the product of the probabilities
three successive events:

g5~12R!~12dhot!~12d therm!, ~2!

where 12R is the probability that the photon will not b
reflected by the surface and will be absorbed by the se
conductor~R is light reflection coefficient!, 12dhot is the
probability that the electron-hole pair produced by a pho
will cool down in the SCR, i. e., it will be influenced by th
contact field~dhot is the coefficient representing the loss
hot carriers, which depends on the photon energy in
properties of the semiconductor!, and 12d therm is the prob-
ability that the cooling electron-hole pair will be separat
by the contact field and will contribute to the photocurre
(d therm is the coefficient representing the loss of thermaliz
carriers; it is determined by the recombination of carri
captured by the traps and depends on both the temper
and the electric field in the SCR!.

We note that recombination losses on the surface w
neglected because they are small in this particular serie
samples.

The concentration of thermalized free carriers increa
with increasing temperature because of the thermal disso
tion of electron-hole pairs captured by the traps. Con
quently, the PEC quantum efficiency increases with incre
ing temperature. The temperature dependence of
quantum efficiency was used in Ref. 1 to determine the c
rier localization energy in the absence of bias across
structure. This was the starting point for the calculation
the field dependence of the PEC quantum efficiency.

The proposed mechanism for the dependence of the
quantum efficiency on the applied reverse bias may be
scribed as follows. As the reverse bias increases, i.e.,
contact electric field increases, the band slope in the SC
found to increase, which in turn leads to a reduction in
localization energy of the electron-hole pair in the trap. Fo
given temperature, this reduction in the localization ene
leads to an increase in the concentration of thermalized
carriers and, consequently, an increase in the PEC quan
efficiency.

In the case of the Boltzmann statistics

12d therm5e2DE~E !/kT, ~3!

whereDE is the localization energy of the electron-hole pa
E is the electric field in the SCR,k is Boltzmann’s constant
and T is the temperature. The quantum efficiency given
~2! then takes the form

g5~12R!~12dhot!e
2DE~E !/kT. ~4!

The dependence of the localization energy on the con
electric field is given by

DE~E !5DE02@«~E !2«~E0!#, ~5!

where DE0522 meV is the localization energy in the a
sence of the reverse bias when the electric fieldE in the SCR
is E0515 kV/cm, and«~E! is the level energy measure
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from the bottom of the well. Using the triangular potenti
well with infinite walls as the initial coarse approximatio
we obtain

«~E !5j1S \2e2

2m
E2D 1/3

. ~6!

where j1.2.34 is the first root of the Airy function,\ is
Planck’s constant, ande andm are the charge and effectiv
mass of the electron.

It is clear from ~5! and ~6! that the localization energy
decreases rapidly with increasing contact electric field in
SCR, which it turn leads to an increase in the PEC quan
efficiency. When the contact field is so strong that the loc
ization energy is zero, the PEC quantum efficiency cease
depend on the electric field. The triangular-well model w
infinite walls is, of course, too approximate and disrega
several factors, e. g., tunnelling through the potential barr
This is why the theoretical curves show the ‘knee’ as th
enter the saturation regime~Fig. 2!.

4. EXCITONIC MECHANISM FOR SHORT-WAVE DECREASE
OF THE PHOTOELECTRIC CONVERSION QUANTUM
EFFICIENCY

If we know the dependence of the PEC quantum e
ciency on photon energy we can construct the spectral
pendence of the hot-carrier loss coefficient~Fig. 3!. We have
found thatdhot is a stepped function of the photon energ
with two rapidly rising segments. The first of them is locat
near the photon energyhn.2.8 eV and the second a
hn.4.5 eV. This behavior can be explained in terms of t
properties of the GaAS band structure illustrated in Fig.

FIG. 3. Hot-carrier loss coefficientdhot , PEC quantum efficiencyg, and
reflection coefficientR as a functions of photon energy.
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This figure shows segments of the Brillouin zone in whi
the conduction and valence bands run almost parallel to
another. These segments provide a major contribution to
absorption of photons. Region 1 corresponds to interb
transitions in theL-valley with energy of the order of 2.8 eV
whereas region 2 corresponds to interband transitions in
X-valley with energy of the order of 4.5 eV.

Since in the neighborhood of theX- andL-points on the
Brillouin zone the bottom of the conduction band runs
most parallel to the top of the valence band, the photoe
tron and photohole velocities point in the same direction a
are also close in absolute value. The Coulomb interac
then ensures that an electron and a hole can form a ho
citon. This exciton should tightly bind the electron to th
hole, and should not allow their separation by the cont
field in the SCR.

The formation of a hot exciton in direct transitions in th
X- and L-valleys was examined in Ref. 8, where it w
shown that the reciprocal of the effective massm is given by

1

m*
52

d2

d~\k!2 @Ec~k!2En~k!#uk5km
. ~7!

Here km is the point of local minimum separation betwe
conduction and valence bands.

It is clear from Fig. 4 that the curvature of the dispersi
relations is small in the neighborhood of theX- andL-points,
which leads to greater effective reduced mass of the exci
i.e., greater binding energy. This type of exciton is n

FIG. 4. Band structure of GaAs according to Ref. 7. Rectangles mark1
and2 represent the Brillouin zones in which there is absorption of phot
with energieshn.2.8 eV~1! and 4.5 eV~2!. We assume that electrons an
holes produced in these regions form a tightly bound exciton and do
contribute to the photocurrent.
1056 Semiconductors 31 (10), October 1997
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because of its small radius, the exciton has a weak inte
tion with optical phonons, i. e., a large mean free path.

Studies of the properties of such hotX- andL-excitions
constitute a separate topic because of the large numbe
interesting physical effects, e. g., re-emission.

It seems possible, therefore, that excitons can p
through the entire SCR, reach the metal or the quasi-neu
portion of the semiconductor, and recombine there. The g
eration of photocarriers in the neighborhood ofX- and
L-points does not, therefore, contribute to the photocurre
In our view, this is the reason for the rapid fall in the PE
quantum efficiency with increasing photon energy.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out an experimental investigation of
quantum efficiency of the photoelectric effect in the sho
wave part of the spectrum as a function of the applied
verse bias in GaAs Schottky diodes, in which the light a
sorption length is much smaller than the width of the SC
The field dependence of the PEC quantum efficiency w
found to be very strong. It was explained in terms of a mo
involving fluctuational traps in SCR, used earlier to descr
the temperature dependence of quantum efficiency. It
established that this model was also suitable for the desc
tion of the field dependence of the PEC quantum efficien

A mechanism has also been proposed for the loss
photocarriers due to the formation of excitons in theX- and
L-valleys of the semiconductor. The dependence of the
efficient representing the loss of hot photocarriers on
photon energy was deduced by investigating the spectral
pendence of the PEC quantum efficiency. It fits satisfacto
into the above physical picture of the ongoing processes
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A RHEED study of the transition from two-dimensional to three-dimensional growth in

tion
the InAs/GaAs system
G. É. Tsyrlin, N. P. Korneeva, V. N. Demidov, N. K. Polyakov, V. N. Petrov, and
N. N. Ledentsova)

Analytic Instrumentation Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 198103 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 18, 1997; accepted for publication April 23, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1230–1232~October 1997!

A specially developed detection system and an analysis of RHEED diffraction patterns were used
to investigate the dynamics of transition from two-dimensional to three-dimensional growth
mechanism in the heteroepitaxial InAs/GaAs system. An analysis of the dynamics of the diffraction
patterns was used for the first time to investigate the dynamics of formation of quantum
dots. A time shift in the dynamic behavior of the diffracted intensity for diffraction patterns
recorded at different angles was found. This shift is explained in terms of the size
differences in the three-dimensional islands at the initial stage of decay of the pseudomorphic
layer. InAs/GaAs quantum dots grown under certain conditions produce reflections at
45° relative to the principal reflections. This is evidence for the ordering of islands in the@001#
and @010# crystallographic directions. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!02010-3#
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There is now considerable interest in fabricating se
conductor nanostructures by direct molecular beam epit
~MBE!.1–3 One of the most promising ways of producin
quantum dots as objects that limit the motion of charges
all three directions is heteroexpitaxial growth in mismatch
systems, e. g. , in InAs/GaAs systems.4–10 In this case, quan-
tum dots are produced by using the spontaneous decay
pseudomorphic layer onto a set of coherent nanoisland
the interface between semiconductors of different comp
tion and with severe enough lattice mismatch. There is no
relatively extensive literature on the geometric properties
an ensemble of quantum dots in which these properties
investigated by transmission electron microscopy~TEM!,
scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!, atomic force micros-
copy ~AFM!, and other methods. However, none of the
methods provide a way of studying surfacesin situ. TEM
images are very sensitive to the stress field and the
obtained by STM and AFM represent the structure of
surface after the hardening of the sample. In the case
MBE, reflective high energy electron diffraction~RHEED! is
the most widely usedin situ diagnostic technique for moni
toring the state of the surface and its variation dynamics
this paper, we report an investigation by RHEED of the d
namics of transition from the two-dimensional to the thre
dimensional mechanism of heteroepitaxial growth in
InAs/GaAs system for different modifications of MBE tec
nology.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

For the RHEED investigation, we have constructed
system for the detection and analysis of RHEED pattern
operates in real time in steps of 40 nsec~Ref. 11! and incor-
porates a sensitive video camera connected via an inter
to a computer and a video recorder. The software used
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image, and also the variation in intensity on the diffracti
pattern in a chosen direction.

The growth experiments were performed with t
EP1203 MBO equipment. After the GaAs buffer layer w
grown with (234) surface reconstruction, and to exlude t
desorption of In atoms, the surface temperature was redu
until the (232) superstructure was seen to appear. T
growth conditions were identical in all these experimen
the rate of growth of InAs was 0.1 monolayer per second,
As/In flux ratio was of the order of 10, and the temperatu
of the substrate for the indium arsenide layers was 470
We used two modifications of MBE, namely, submonolay
MBE ~SMBE!12 and submonolayer migration-stimulated e
itaxy ~SMSE!.13 In the SMBE method, the shutter of the A
source is always open, whereas the shutter of the In so
opens periodically. In the case of SMSE, the two shutters
open alternately. In both cases, each In deposition cycle
counts for 0.5 monolayer. The state of the surface was m
tored visually on a TV monitor with simultaneous recordin
on the videotape.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of the diffraction patterns showed that volum
reflections corresponding to the transition from the tw
dimensional to the three-dimensional growth mechanism
pear for a larger amount of deposited InAs in the SMB
method as compared with the SMSE under identical gro
conditions. This is so because the accumulated stress~due to
the mismatch between the lattice constants of GaAs
InAs! occurs more rapidly in SMSE because of the mo
metal-stabilized growth conditions (331) and (131) sur-
face reconstructions in SMSE and SMBE, respectively.14

Intensity measurements on the diffraction patterns alo
the principal reflections showed that the transition from
two-dimensional to the three-dimensional growth mechan

10571057-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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in the decay of the pseudomorphic InAs layer onto ensem
of islands is governed by a relatively complex mechanism
SMBE, the RHEE pattern becomes somewhat diffuse a
the deposition of 0.2 monolayers of InAs, and the volu
component of the diffraction spots begins to appear in
range 10-15 monolayers. This growth stage is character
by a corrugated surface structure.15 When the thickness o
the InAs layer reaches its critical value of the order of 16-
monolayers, the diffraction pattern transforms rapidly to p
volume reflections and shows no changes for up to dozen
monolayers of InAs. The overall picture remains the same
the case of SMSE, but the transition from diffuse reflectio
to the pure volume reflections occurs more rapidly. T
separation between the volume reflections corresponds to
InAs lattice constant for both growth modes. Figure 1 illu
trates the dynamics of the intensity variation in the case
the 0.1 reflection in SMSE. The onset of islands on the s
face, estimated from the RHEED data, occurs when
monolayers are deposited within accuracy of 0.02 mo
layer.

Our investigation of the kinetics of the transition fro
two-dimensional to three-dimensional growth mechani
has shown that there is an interval during which thr
dimensional islands are formed on the surface. Figur
shows the time dependence of the RHEED intensity recor
at different reflection angles. We see that there are diffe
instants of time at which the reflection intensity begins
rise rapidly. The onset of intensity saturation is also found
occur at different times for different reflection angles. T
intensy minimum corresponds to the beginning of the tran
tion of the two-dimensional to three-dimensional grow
mechanism, whereas saturation occurs when the island
assume steady values. In our view, the observed shift ca
associated with different island dimensions~height and pe-
rimeter! at the intial stage of decay of the pseudomorp
layer. Once saturation has been reached, the island dim
sions become ordered and only their surface density
creases. This is confirmed by STM data and optical stud
of such structures16 where an increase in the amount of InA

FIG. 1. Variation in the intensity of the~01! reflection during submonolaye
molecular-beam epitaxy. Numbers next to the drawings represent the t
ness of the InAs layer in terms of the number of monolayers. Arrow sh
the appearance of volume reflections.
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deposited on GaAs from two to three monolayers was fou
to lead to a rise in the density of quantum dots on the s
face, whereas their lateral dimensions remained the sam
before. According to the data reported in Refs. 17 and 18,
transition from two-dimensional to three-dimensional grow
mechanism in InAs/GaAs passes through an intermed
formation of quasi-three-dimensional clusters~height 234
monolayers!, and the appearance of InAs islands on the s
face occurs via a stage with a large spread in the geom
dimensions. Further deposition of InAs results in the stab
zation of the island dimensions. Recent data on the opt
properties of the InAs/GaAs ensemble on the whole confi
this model of heteroepitaxial growth, and are in agreem
with the dynamics of RHEED patterns on the initial stage
decay of the pseudomorphic layer.

The growth experiments revealed changes in
RHEED patterns consisting of the appearance of reflecti
at 45° relative to the principal reflections when the critic
thickness of the InAs layer was exceeded. These chan
suggest that the islands become ordered in the@001# and
@010# directions. In accordance with the conclusions repor
in Ref. 19, the surface energy minimum corresponds to
spatial distribution of islands in the form of a two
dimensional square lattice with axes along the@001# and
@010# directions. The theoretical results given in Ref. 19 a
thus seen to provide a qualitative explanation of the dyna
ics of the RHEED patterns. The data obtained for such str
tures by TEM and STM methods have also confirmed t
the islands are distributed in the form of a two-dimensio
periodic lattice.5,16

k-
s

FIG. 2. Time dependence of the diffracted intensities at 4°(1),5°(2), and
8°(3) during submonolayer molecular-beam epitaxy.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
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The above results thus constitute evidence for the
that RHEED studies can be used as a precise means ofin situ
monitoring the onset of the transition from the tw
dimensional to the three-dimensional growth mechani
e. g., during heteroepitaxial growth in the InAs/GaAs sy
tem. Studies of the dynamics of RHEED patterns confi
that the growth kinetics has a substantial effect on the e
lution of surface morphology during the initial stages
growth.
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High-temperature irradiation of gallium arsenide

ral
V. V. Peshev and S. V. Smorodinov

V. D. Kuznetsov Siberian Technical Insititute, 63405 Tomsk, Russia
~Submitted March 26, 1997; accepted for publication April 29, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1234–1235~October 1997!

Deep level transient spectrocopy was used to investigate the introduction of P2 and P3 centers
into n-type epitaxial layers of GaAs as a result of exposure to 4-MeV electrons in the
temperature range 3802550 °C. It is shown that the rate at which the centers are introduced into
the layers is independent of temperature in this range. The P2 center concentration is
proportional toD0.7, whereas for theP3 center this function isD0.5, whereD is the electron
dose. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02110-8#

Only a few papers dealing with high-temperature irradia-trum of a Schottky diode exposed at 380 °C to an integ
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tion of GaAs have been published. Deep electron traps w
reported in Ref. 1 after exposure to radiation at 300 °C. I
shown in Ref. 2 that the dominant center inn-type GaAs
irradiated at 400 °C is theP3 center. However, the tempera
ture range in which defects introduced at high temperatu
are stable is not known; not known either is the kinetics
their acquisition by the layer. In this paper we report a stu
of the dose dependence of the concentration of the radia
induced defects in GaAs in the temperature ran
3802550 °C.

We investigated Schottky-barrier diodes produced by
deposition of Ti onn-type epitaxial GaAs layers with elec
tron concentrationn'331015 cm23. The layers were ex-
posed to 4-MeV electron pulses with mean current densit
0.8 mA/cm2, with the temperature maintained by a heat
The deep level parameters were measured byc-DLTS.

Figure 1 shows the high-temperature part of the sp

FIG. 1. High-temperature branch of the Schottky barrier diode, measure
c-DLTS. The diode was exposed to an electron beam atT5380 °C,
t5531023 sec.
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electron fluxD52.4310 cm . Comparison of the diode
spectra recorded at 380 °C with the spectra of diodes irr
ated at room temperature and annealed at 380 °C has sh
that the center introduced at high temperatures correspo
to centers formed during the annealing process. Meas
ments of the emission activation energyEna and of the ef-
fective capture cross sectionsna for electrons trapped by the
dominant center ~Fig. 1! yielded Ena50.74 eV and
sna510213 cm2, which is close to the corresponding param
eters for theP3 center.3 Unfortunately, the peaks are no
well resolved, so that reliable identification of theP2 peak
~Fig. 1! was not possible. Our data (Ena50.6 eV,
sna510214 cm2) are inconsistent with the data reported
Ref. 3, but are close to those obtained in Ref. 4 for theP2
center.

Figure 2 shows the concentrationNP3 of P3 defects as a
function of the irradiation dose, obtained at different te
peratures, givingNP3;D0.5. We note that this type of dos
dependence corresponds to a care in which a defect th
complementary to theP3 center is mobile at the ‘irradiation
temperature’ and vanishes at unsaturated sinks5 – possibly
dislocations. Moreover, it follows from Fig. 2 that the rate

byFIG. 2. Concentration of P3 centers plotted as a function of the elect
beam flux density at the following temperatures~in °C!: 380 ~1!, 480 ~2!,
550 ~3!.

10601060-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



which the P3 defects are introduced is independent of the
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centers should be mobile at room temperature. Further re-
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irradiation temperature in the range 3802550 °C. We have
shown that the concentration ofP2 centers is also a nonlin
ear function of the dose and is described byNP2;D0.7. It has
not yet been established unambiguously whether theP3 cen-
ters in samples irradiated at room temperature are produ
as a result of the modification of defects during subsequ
annealing (T>300 °C! or whether they are defects which a
acquired during irradiation at at room temperature, but wh
are masked by peaks due to the well-known centersE4 and
E5. In the former case,NP3 should be a linear function o
the dose because it is known that theE4 andE5 acquisition
kinetics is linear. If, on the other hand,NP3;D0.5 for the
same samples, then it may be concluded that we have
second case and defects that are complementary to theP3
1061 Semiconductors 31 (10), October 1997
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search should yield the functionNP35 f (D) for samples an-
nealed atT>300 °C after irradiation at room temperature.

We have thus shown that the concentration of theP2
andP3 centers is proportional toD0.7 andD0.5, respectively,
and that the rate at which these centers are acquired is i
pendent of temperature in the range 3802550 °C.

1D. Stievenard and J. C. Bourgoin, J. Appl. Phys.59, 743 ~1986!.
2V. N. Brudnyi and V. V. Peshev, Phys. Status Solidi~A! 105, K57 ~1988!.
3D. Pons and J. C. Bourgoin, J. Phys. C: Sol. St. Phys.18, 3839~1985!.
4V. A. Ivanyukovich, V. I. Karas’, and V. M. Lomako, Fiz. Tekh. Polu
provodn.24, 1427~1990! @Sov. Fiz. Semicond.24, 893 ~1990!# .

5M. W. Thompson,Defects and Radiation Damage in Metals, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge,~1969!.
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The role of defects in the formation of local states induced by atoms adsorbed on a

tate
semiconductor surface
S. Yu. Davydov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted November 11, 1996; accepted for publication February 18, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1236–1241~October 1997!

The generalized Anderson-Haldane band model of a semiconductor is used to consider the
influence of quasi-localized electron states in the band gap on states induced by metal atoms
adsorbed on the semiconductor surface. The formation of the Schottky barrier is discussed
for low degrees of metal cover. Numerical calculations were performed for the metal-p-GaAs
~110! system. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02210-2#

The problem of the formation of the Schottky barrier on the operator describing the creation of an electron in the s
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a metal-semiconductor boundary has a long history, but
awaits an unambiguous solution.1,2 At present, there ar two
popular models of the contact, namely, the unified mode
a defect, originating in the work of Spiceret al.3 and the
model in which states are induced in the band gap by
metal. The latter is based on an idea reported by Heine.4 The
defect model provides a satisfactory explanation of the Fe
level pinning and, consequently, of the weak dependenc
the Schottky barrier heightF under different metallic com-
ponents of the contact with the semiconductor. Convers
the induced-states model is capable of describing the sig
cant changes inF as one passes from one metal coating
the semiconductor to another. Both tendencies are obse
experimentally. In addition, both weak and strong variatio
in the Schottky barrier height have been observed in
same system~see, for example, Refs. 5 and 6, which repor
study of the metal–silicon carbide contact, which is proba
due the technology used to produce the contact!.

At present, the popular approach to Schottky barr
theory is borrowed from the physics of adsorption.1 This
approach has also been used to formulate the defect mo7

and the model of induced states.8,9 It is therefore interesting
to consider a unified model of the metal-semiconductor c
tact. In this paper, we shall consider the influence of surf
defects on the position and population of local and qua
local levels of an isolated adatom, which will model the ea
stage of contact formation.

1. THE MODEL

We shall consider the adsorption of a one-electron a
on the surface of a semiconductor. The Hamiltonian of
system in the spinless approximation can be written in
form

H5(
k

«kck
1ck1Eaa1a1(

k
Vk~ck

1a1H.c.!, ~1!

where the first term represents the semiconductor,«k de-
scribes the electronic structure of the semiconductor ande1

is the operator representing the creation of an electron in
state uk& ~the band index is omitted!; the second term de
scribes an atom with single-electron energy levelEa , a1 is
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ua&; and the third term describes the hybridization of t
semiconductor and atomic states.

The Green’s functionG corresponding to the Hamil
tonian ~1! is

G21~v!5v2Ea2L~v!1 iG~v!, ~2!

where

G~v!5p(
k

uVku2d~v2«k!, ~3!

L~v!5P
1

p E
2`

` G~v8!

v2v8
dv8. ~4!

Herev is the energy variable,d(x) is the Diracd-function,
P denotes the principal value of the integral, andG~v! is a
function which is proportional to the semiconductor dens
of statesrk5Skd(v2«k) and which determines the half
width of the atomic quasi-level.

We shall write the density of statesG~v! in the form~see
Fig. 1!

G~v!5H G, if uvu.D/2;

g, if uvu,d/2;

0 in other cases.

. ~5!

HereG5pVb
2rb , andg5pVi

2r i , whereVb( i ) is the matrix
element describing the hybridization of the atomic stateua&
with the defect band states, andrb( i ) is the density of the
defect band states. We thus have two semi-infinite ba
~conduction and valence! with density of statesrb5const,
separated by a gap ofD. A band of impurity states~the
i -band! lies at the center of the gap. It has a widthd and
constant densityr i . Wheng50, this model becomes iden
tical with the well-known Haldene–Anderson model.10 We
note that although we have placed thei -band at the center o
the gap merely for simplicity, this is probably in approxima
agreement with the experimental situation.1,2

Substituting~5! in ~4!, we obtain

L~v!5
G

p
lnUv2D/2

v1D/2U2 g

p
lnUv2d/2

v1d/2U. ~6!

The shift functionL~v! is shown in Fig. 1. The position o
the adatom levelsv* ~both local and quasi-local! is given by

10621062-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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v2Ea2L~v!50. ~7!

In what follows, we shall confine our attention to solutions o
~7! that lie in the region of the gap,2D/2,v* ,D/2. A
graphical method of finding these solutions is shown in Fig
1. It is clear from this figure that the minimum number o
roots of ~7! is three. Two of them lie in the gaps
(2D/2,v* ,2d/2) and (d/2,v* ,D/2) and correspond
to local levels of the adatom, and one overlaps thei -band
and is a quasi-local level. However, if the atomic level with
energyEa lies near the center of thei -band, it can be shown
that when the inequality

C[
4

p S g

d
2

G

D D,1 ~8!

is satisfied, two additional quasi-levels appear in the seco
gap and the total number of solutions of~7! is five.

We note, however, that the local solutionsv* corre-
sponding to regions that are very close to the top of th
valence band and the lower and upper edges of thei -band,
and also the quasi-local solution in the region of the to
i -band, may be fictitious. The point is that, because of th

FIG. 1. Different branches of the solution of~7! are marked 1, 2, 3. Atomic
level broadeningG~v! ~dashed! and shiftL~v! ~solid!. The top of the va-
lence band isEV52D/2 and the bottom of the conduction band is
EC5D/2. The impurity band lies between2d/2 andd/2. The arrows at the
crossing points of the linev2Ea with the profileL~v! show the solutions
of ~7! corresponding to two local and one quasi-local levels.
f

.

d

e

p
e

discontinuities atv56D/,6d/2. When a better approxima
tion for the density of states is adopted for the semicond
tor, the functionL~v! does not show these discontinuitie
The result is that some of these solutions will be absent n
the points (6D/2) and (6d/2). However, these possibly fic
tious solutions have little effect on the charge of the adat
~see below!.

2. ADATOM LEVELS AND THEIR POPULATIONS

It follows from Fig. 1 that, asEa increases from2` to
1`, the local energy levelv* shifts from the top of the
valence band to the bottom of conduction band. It can
shown that this shift increases more rapidly asG decreases.
For givenEa , smallerG corresponds to local levels which li
closer to the gap edges.

When the defecti -band is present@we shall refer to this
model as the ‘defect model’ and will distinguish it from th
‘defect-free model’ corresponding tog50 in ~5!#, the func-
tion v* (Ea) is as shown in Fig. 2. The conditions for th
inequality given by~8! are satisfied for the case shown
Fig. 2a. This is precisely why in the case of atomic levelsEa

which lie near the center of the gap, Eq.~7! has five solu-
tions, three of which correspond to the quasi-local levels t
overlap thei -band. It can be shown that it is necessary a
sufficient for the realization of the five solutions for th
atomic level energyEa to satisfy the inequality

2Ẽa<Ea<Ẽa , ~9!

where

Ẽa5~2/3!ṽ~12C!,

ṽ5
Ap

4
A 12C

~g/d3!2~G2D3!
. ~10!

As the ratiog/G increases~other parameters being constan!,
the inequality given by~8! ceases to be valid. It can b
shown that, asg increases, the adatom level in the upper g
2 shifts toward the bottom of the conduction band~for the
FIG. 2. Local energy levelv* of an adatom as a function ofEa in the presence of thei -band. The unit of energy is the gapD andd50.2,G50.25.g/G50.5
~a! andg/G51 ~b!.
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note that the greatest shift is displayed by levels lying n
the top of thei -band.

We must now consider the population of the adatom.
population is

na5
1

p
Im E

2`

EF
G~v!dv. ~11!

We shall writena in the form of the sum

na5Zb1Z11Zi1Z2 , ~12!

whereZb represents the contribution due to the hybridizat
between the stateua& and occupied states in the valen
band:

Zb5
1

p E
2`

EV G

@v2Ea2L~v!#21G2 dv. ~13!

The quantityZi represents the contribution of thei -band:

Zi5
1

p E
2d/2

EF g

@v2Ea2L~v!#21g2 dv. ~14!

Naturally, this expression is valid only ford/2>EF>2d/2.
WhenEF,2d/2, we haveZi50.

The population of the local levels in the lower (Z1) and
upper (Z2) gaps can be determined from the formula10

Z1,25U12
dL~v!

dv U
v

1,2*

21

, ~15!

which in our case leads to

Z1,25H 11
1

p F GD

~D/2!22v2 1
gd

v22~d/2!2G J
v

1,2*

21

. ~16!

Naturally, these contributions are also realized only when
local level lies below the Fermi level.

The integral given by~13! can be evaluated approx
mately. We shall begin with the caseg50 ~defect-free
model!. It can be shown that, approximately,

Zb~g50!5
1

p
arctg

D/21Ẽa

G
, ~17!

where

Ẽa5Ea1
G

p
ln

11R

12R
, R5A11~4G/pD!. ~18!

The formula given by~17! provides a qualitative descriptio
of the dependence ofZb on the parameters of the problem
e.g., on the position of the levelEa ~see Fig. 3 in Ref. 10!,
which constitutes an upper bound, i.e., it tends to overe
mateZb . We recall that the sum of all the contributions
the adatom populationna @see~12!# must not exceed unity.

If we now turn to the defect model, we must take in
account the fact that, for energies corresponding to the
lence band, the quantityd/2uvu is a small parameter. It ca
then be shown that allowance for thei -band leads in the firs
approximation simply to a shift of the levelEa :

Ea→Ea22~gd/pD!. ~19!
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negative energies gives rise to an increase in its populat
If we now look upon the ratiod/D as a small parameter

we can show that

Zi5
1

pA H arctgS EFA2Ea

g D1arctgF ~dA/2!1Ea

g G J , ~20!

whereA512C. We know that, whatever the sign ofA, the
quantity Zi is always positive. The functionZi(Ea) has a
maximumZi max for the following relationship between th
two diameters:

Ea5
1

2 S EF2
d

2DA, uEFu<
d

2
, ~21!

We then have

Zi max5
2

pA
arctgFA~EF1d/2!

2g G . ~22!

We note that the dependence ofZi on the Fermi energyEF

~for standard values of the parameters of the problem! is
nearly linear.

The functionZ1,2 peaks at

Ea1,2* 5v* 2L~v* !,

where

v* 56
1

2
AD2r 1d2

11r
, r 5Agd/GD. ~23!

HereZ1 max5Z2 max5Z2 max5Zmax and

Zmax5F11
4~11r !2

p

GD

D22d2G21

. ~24!

The functionsZ1(Ea) and Z2(Ea) are mirror reflections of
one another relative to the center of thei -band.

The total populationna of the adatom is shown in Fig. 3
as a function of the position of the Fermi level. For simpli
ity, the functionZi(EF) is approximated by straight lines i
all cases. Figure 3 shows the results for the defect-f
~dashed! and defect~solid! models. It is clear from the figure
that the maximum difference between the population nu
bersna in the two models occurs whenEa andEF lie close
to the center of thei -band. However, if the energy level o
the atom is shifted toward the edges of the bands~valence
and conduction!, the difference between the population num
bers na for the two models becomes appreciable only
small values ofuEFu.

3. ADSORPTION OF METAL ATOMS ON p-type
SEMICONDUCTOR AND FORMATION OF THE SCHOTTKY
BARRIER

At present, the formation of a Schottky barrier during t
adsorption of metal atoms onp-type semiconductors withou
surface defects is commonly described as follows~we are
concerned here with low substrate temperatures when m
islands cannot be formed!.1,7,11 States induced by adsorbe
metal atoms fall into the band gap of the semiconductor.
p-type doping, electrons from localized states leave for
interior, creating a positive charge on the surface and a ne

1064S. Yu. Davydov
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FIG. 3. Adatom populationsna in the defect-free
case~dashed! and in the presence of thei -band
~solid! as functions of of the position of the Ferm
level; D51, d52, G50.25, g/G50.5. The cal-
culations were performed forEa520.35D ~a!,
Ea50 ~b!, andEa520.35D.
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bending near the contact. This bending depends on the
face concentration of the adatoms~degree of cover!. The
band bending continues until the Fermi level on the surf
crosses~coincides with! the adatom level. For the most ex
tensively investigated metal-GaAs~110! system with accep-
tor concentration 1019 cm23, this occurs when the degree o
cover is of the order of 0.01 monolayers~Ref. 11!. It is clear
that, for this type of cover, the adatoms can be regarde
isolated. Consequently, we are entitled to use our mode
calculations involving the Schottky barrier.

Let us consider the adsorption of metal atoms~M5Na,
K, Rb, Cs, Cu, Ag, Au, Al, Ga, In! on the~110! surface of
p-type GaAs. We assume a band gapD51.52 eV~Ref. 12!
and electron affinityx54.05 eV ~Ref. 1!. The midpoint of
the gap from which the energy is measured lies below
vacuum level at the distancex1D/2. The atomic level en-
ergy relative to the midpoint is

Ea5211x1D/2, ~25!

whereI is the ionization potential of the adsorbed atom.
The parameterG5prbVb

2 can be estimated in two ways
First, we can consider the interaction between theusp3& or-
bital of the semiconductor and theus&a orbitals of the metal
atoms~in the case of the alkali metals and Cu group meta!
or up&a orbitals~in the case of Al, Ga, and In!. We can then
set Vb equal to the universal Harrison matrix elementV2

~Refs. 13 and 14!. We then find thatVb5214.4/d2 and
Vb5220.06/d2 for the usp3&2us&a and usp3&2up&a , re-
spectively~d is measured in Å andVb in eV!. The adsorption
bond length isb5r a1r s wherer a andr s are the atomic radii
TABLE I. Model parameters used to calculated the Schottky barrier form
ur-

e

as
in

e

adatom is directly coupled. The density of statesrb is esti-
mated by analogy with the Friedel model:15

rb54/WV , ~26!

whereWV is the width of the valence band of the semico
ductor that contains four electrons per atom~for GaAs,
WV512.5 eV; Ref. 13!. Table I lists the calculatedEa andG
~see variant1!. The ionization potentials and atomic radii a
taken from Ref. 16. We considered adsorption on the
atom.

The second method of determiningG is as follows. As is
done in quantum chemistry and in the theory of alloys,
assume that the matrix element isVb5(tats)

1/2, whereta and
ts are the interatomic matrix elements of the adsorbate
adsorbent, respectively. On the other hand, in the tig
binding theory the width of the valence band of the semic
ductor is WV52nsts, where ns is the number of neares
neighbors. If we again use the Friedel model for the den
of statesrb , we obtain

G5
p

2
ta . ~27!

Table I lists the values ofG calculated from~27! ~variant 2!.
Figure 4 plots the calculatedv* 2EV as a function of the
ionization potentialI of the metal atoms. It is clear from th
figure that, in variant2, v* 2EV is an almost linear function
of I ~with the exception of Au!, whereas in variant 1, the fal
in v* 2EV slows down with increasingI . The experimental
data are shown in Fig. 5~Refs. 1 and 8!. Comparison of the
ed by metal atoms adsorbed onp-type GaAs~110!.
Quantity
Calculation

variants Na K Rb Cs Cu Ag Au Al Ga In

2Ea /D 0.22 20.31 20.41 20.61 1.68 1.82 2.91 0.77 0.78 0.64
G/D 1 1.23 0.69 0.61 0.53 2.70 2.14 2.14 4.21 4.46 3.08
G/D 2 0.78 0.57 0.44 0.38 1.59 1.24 1.25 214 2.93 1.65
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theory with experimental data shows that the overall t
dency of these data is better described by variant 2, whe
the differencev* 2eV is better described by variant 1, esp
cially for metals with high ionization potentials~Eu, Ag, and
Au!.

We now consider the defect model forg50. Differenti-
ating ~7! with respect to the ionization potential, we obtai

]v1,2*

]I
52Z1,2, ~28!

whereZ1,2 is given by~16!. It is readily seen that the func
tion v1,2* (I ) tends to a linear relationship as the term
square brackets decreases. In the region under consider
(uv* u.d/2), the quantityu]v* /]I u for the defect model is
smaller than for the defect-free model because the expres
in the square brackets in~16! acquires an additional positiv
term. Moreover, when thei -band appears, the local levels a
closer, as compared with the defect free model, to the ed
of the corresponding bands (6D/2,6d/2), so that there is a
reduction in the derivativeu]v* /]I u. These conclusions ar
in qualitative agreement with results reported in Ref. 7.

FIG. 4. Position of local levels of the metal atoms~relative to the top of the
valence band! adsorbed on the GaAs surface as functions of their ioniza
potentialsI . The digits1 and2 refer to the two variants in Table I.
1066 Semiconductors 31 (10), October 1997
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the other hand, quantitative results are difficult to obtain
cause we do not have the values of the parametersg andd,
since the nature of the defects produced on the contac
unknown.1

We have thus been able to use a single model to prov
a qualitative~and, in the absence of defects, a quantitati!
explanation of the experimentally observed tendencies
companying the formation of the Schottky barrier on t
metal–p-GaAs ~110! contact.
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Characteristics of the formation of „Al, Ga …Sb/InAs heterointerfaces in molecular-beam

e

epitaxy
P. V. Neklyudov, S. V. Ivanov, B. Ya. Mel’tser, and P. S. Kop’ev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted February 25, 1997; accepted for publication March 5, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1242–1245~October 1997!

A thermodynamic model is given for the molecular-beam epitaxy formation of InSb, GaAs, and
AlAs heterointerfaces in~Al, Ga!Sb/InAs heterostructures. The maximum critical
temperature of formation of a planar InSb-type heterointerface on an~Al, Ga!Sb layer,T'390 °C,
is determined from a comparison of the pressure of Sb4 molecules in the external flux with
their equilibrium value above a stressed monolayer on a heterointerface and is found to be in good
agreement with existing experimental data. In contrast, the critical temperature of formation
of a heterointerface of the AlAs~GaAs! type, corresponding to the onset of rapid reevaporation of
As, is much higher than the growth temperatures normally used in molecular-beam epitaxy
~350–550 °C!. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02310-7#
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In addition to the usual technological factors underlyi
the production of high-quality layers in the development
molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! technology for the growth of
efficient radiation sources using~Al, Ga, In!~As, Sb! hetero-
structures with a quantum well and short-period super
tices, the type of chemical bond at the~Al, Ga!Sb/InAs het-
erointerface in the quantum well and the existence
stressed, short-period superlattices must also be taken
consideration. The problem is that the transition throu
such a heterointerface is accompanied by a simultane
change of the atomic species in both the cationic and
anionic sublattices, and the atoms arrange themselves in
possible configurations at the heterointerface: An ‘‘InS
like’’ heterointerface is formed when the InAs layer term
nates in In atoms, while the Al~Ga!Sb layer begins with Sb
atoms. In the second case As atoms from the InAs layer
Al or Ga atoms from the Al~Ga!Sb layer create an
‘‘Al ~Ga!As-like’’ heterointerface, on which Al–As or
Ga–As bonds form.1

It has been shown earlier that each type of heteroin
face can be deliberately created in MBE growth by prope
sequencing the operation of the individual shutters for
Al ~Ga!, Sb, In, and As molecular beams.1 The type of het-
erointerface has also been observed to have a significan
fluence on the electrical and optical characteristics of
quantum well,2 with considerable preference for heterointe
faces of the InSb type. Further detailed Raman scatte
studies of heterointerfaces have revealed major difficultie
preparing heterointerfaces of the AlAs type at growth te
peraturesTs.350 °C~Ref. 3!, as well as an explicit growth
temperature dependence of the intensity of the peak cre
in the Raman spectrum by a heterointerface of the InSb ty
this dependence was interpreted as an increase in the ro
ness of the formative InSb-type heterointerface as the gro
temperature is increased.4

THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

In the thermodynamic context the formation of hete
interfaces of the type Al~Sb–In!As, Sb~Al–As!In, Ga~Sb–
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of pseudomorphic growth, i.e., growth on a substr
strongly mismatched with the epitaxial layer in terms of th
lattice parameters; this stage has been investigated p
ously for the MBE growth of GaSb on a GaAs substrate5 and
of InSb on GaAs~Ref. 6!. By analogy we assume that th
elastic stress generated in the formation of the transi
monolayer on the heterointerface produces a marked incr
in the partial pressure of the group V element above t
monolayer. As a result, an equilibrium pressure of this kin
which increases as a function of the temperature, can exc
the value customarily used in MBE for the pressure
group-V molecules in the external flux (1025–1026 Torr!.
This phenomenon can deplete group-V atoms from the
face of the monolayer formed on the heterointerface and
a result, make it impossible to form a perfect heterointerfa
of the type required. In this case the two-phase gas-^solid
phase& equilibrium is replaced by three-phase gas-^ liquid
phase&-^solid phase& equilibrium. In the given situation
therefore, it is necessary to investigate the equilibrium pr
sures of molecules of group-V elements~As2, Sb4) above the
corresponding liquidus of group-III elements for each bina
compound capable of forming at the heterointerface in
presence of high elastic stress.

The reaction of formation of III-V compounds~which
we denote by AB from now on, A standing for In or Ga, an
B for Sb or As! in MBE ~evaporation! and the corresponding
effective-mass equation have the form

Agas1
1

n
~Bn!gas5ABsol, ~1!

KAB
21~T!5PA~PB!1/n, ~2!

where Agas and (Bn)gas are the molecules in the gaseo
phase, ABsol is the compound AB in the solid phase,n is the
number of atoms in a group V moleculen52 for As ~Ref. 7!
andn54 for Sb~Ref. 5! in the range of growth temperature
Ts of interest#, KAB(T) is the equilibrium constant of the
reaction~2!, andPA andPB are the equilibrium partial pres
sures above the surface of AB. The minimum pressure

10671067-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



group-V molecules in the external fluxPB
0 for the AB layer
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TABLE I. Lattice constanta0 and elastic constantsC11 , C12 , C44 for
III 2V compounds.
to grow without the formation on the growth surface of dro
lets enriched with group-III element, at a given growth ra
i.e., for given values ofPA

0 andTs , can be written as

PB,min
0 5

1

n
AmB /mA~PA

0 2PA
A2L!1PB

A2L , ~3!

where mA /mB is the ratio of the molar masses,PA
A–L and

PB
A–L are the equilibrium partial pressures of group-III a

group-V molecules, respectively, above the liquidus of
A–AB phase diagram for the compound AB, according
Eq. ~1!. Also, the equilibrium partial pressures of group-
atoms above the A–AB liquidus can be written in the for

PA
A2L5PA

L @AL#gA , @AL#1@BL#51, ~4!

where PA
L , gA , and @AL# are the equilibrium pressure o

group-III atoms above the pure melt, the activity coefficie
of the element in the liquid phase, and the concentration
component A in the liquid phase~in mol.%!, respectively;
and @BL# is the concentration of the component B in t
liquid phase. The activity coefficient is the quantity

gA5exp@a~T!@BL#2/kT#, ~5!

wherea(T) is the interaction parameter in the liquid phas
andk is the Boltzmann constant. The resultant expression
the equilibrium partial pressurePB

A–L in the growth of com-
pounds with matched lattice parameters can be obta
from ~1! and ~4!:

~PB
A2L!1/n5KAB

21PA
A2L . ~6!

For the pseudomorphic, heteroepitaxial growth of a mo
layer at a heterointerface we must take into account
stress-induced additional Gibbs free energyDGstr with the
corresponding change of enthalpy8

DHstr52G@~11n!/~12n!#Vm@~a2a0!/a0#2, ~7!

where n5C12/(C111C12) is the Poisson ratio,Vm is the

molar volume of the buffer layer~in m3/mol!, G5 1
2C44 @for

the ~100! surface#, andC11, C12, C44, anda are the elastic
constants and lattice constant of the unstressed binary c
pound formed on the heterointerface. SincePA

A–L , which is
the pressure above the A–AB liquidus, does not chang
the presence of stress, it is the only variable parameter in
~1! due to the variationDGstr. If it is valid to assume that the
crystal order is invariant in pseudomorphic growth of
monolayer on a buffer layer, the reaction entropyS remains
constant, i.e.,DSstr50. Consequently, using the appropria
constants from Table I and the temperature depende
from Table II, we can write the equilibrium partial pressur
of group-V molecules above the A–AB liquidus as follow
for the pseudomorphic formation of a monolayer at a hete
interface:

a! InSb-type heterointerface on an AlSb buff
(DHstr56.3431022 eV!

~PSb4

In2L!str53.0931015 exp~23.39/kT!

3g In
24~12@SbL# !24, ~8!
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b! InSb-type heterointerface on a GaSb buffer (DHstr

57.8431022 eV!

~PSb4

In2L!str53.0931015 exp~23.33/kT!

3g In
24~12@SbL# !24, ~9!

c! GaAs-type heterointerface on a GaSb buffer (DHstr

52.0731021 eV!

~PAs2

Ga2L!str58.9831011 exp~23.54/kT!, ~10!

d! AlAs-type heterointerface on an AlSb buffer (DHstr

52.1131021 eV!

~PAs2

Al2L!str53.973108 exp~24.02/kT!

3gAl
22~12@AsL# !22. ~11!

Here the activation energies are given in eV, and the pres
in atm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the above-calculated temperature cu
of the equilibrium partial pressures of As and Sb over
corresponding stressed compounds of the heterointer
monolayers and, for comparison, the equilibrium pressure
antimonyPSb4

In2L ~curve1!, calculated according to Eq.~6! for

the homoepitaxial growth of InSb/InSb. The dotted curv
represent the minimum required pressures in the exte
fluxes of antimony and arsenic molecules@see~3!# for the
growth surface to be enriched with a group-V element in
growth of pseudomorphic InSb and GaAs layers on the s
face of AlSb and GaSb buffer layers at various growth rat
It is evident from the figure that the formation of a
InSb2type heterointerface on AlSb or on GaSb causes
partial pressure of Sb above the In2InSb liquidus to increase
significantly ~by more than two orders of magnitude!, to
pressures normally used in the growth of~Al, Ga!Sb, at criti-
cal temperaturesTC'390 °C andTC'380 °C for AlSb and
GaSb buffer layers, respectively. A further increase in
increment of the growth temperatureTs aboveTC could lead
to the rapid reevaporation of Sb from the surface, preven
the formation of a homogeneous, planar monolayer of In
on the heterointerface. The results of our thermodyna
analysis are in good agreement with the experimental res
of Seta et al.,13 who have shown that the deliberate impla
tation of an InSb monolayer on an InAb/AlSb heterointerfa
at Ts.400 °C tends to suppress the oscillations of the d

Compound a0 ,Å C11 C12 C44

(T5300 K! 1011dyn/cm2

GaAs 5.6533 12.10 5.42 6.04
AlAs 5.6605 12.50 5.34 5.42
InAs 6.0584 8.32 4.50 3.95
GaSb 6.0959 8.83 4.10 4.44
AlSb 6.1355 8.70 4.30 4.07
InSb 6.4794 6.10 3.00 2.90

1068Neklyudov et al.



TABLE II. Reaction equilibrium constantsKAB
21 , pressuresPA

L of group-III atoms above the pure melt, activity coefficientsa, and concentrations@BL# in the
liquid phase for III2V compounds.
Parameter InSb GaAs AlAs

KAB
21 7.6831011exp(23.31/kT) 2.7331011exp(24.72/kT) 1.6331011exp(25.39/kT)

PA
L , atm 1.033105exp(22.4/kT) ~Ref. 6! 2.7331011exp(24.72/kT) ~Ref. 10! 8.183105exp(23.17/kT) ~Ref. 9!

@BL#, mol% 47exp(20.33/kT) ~Ref. 11! '0 ~Ref. 11! 26.6exp(21.08/kT) ~Ref. 12!
a(T), eV ~Ref. 11! (0.14725.2)31024T (0.22323.93)31024T (20.27622.38)31024T

Note: The numbers in brackets give the literature references for the values of the parameters.
fraction of high-energy reflected electrons. Selaet al.4 have
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observed that the intensity of the In2Sb mode in the Raman
spectrum of InAs/AlSb structures grown at various tempe
tures increases systematically asTs is increased. This behav
ior was attributed to an increase in the number of In2Sb
bonds at the heterointerface, i.e., an increase in the rough
of the heterointerface. The slope of the intensity2
temperature curve increased abruptly atTs54402450 °C;
this event can be identified with the start of rapid reevapo
tion of Sb from the surface of the monolayer.

In contradistinction to the formation of an InSb-type he
erointerface, it is evident from Fig. 1 that the maximum te
peratures of formation of GaAs or AlAs monolayers on
~Al,Ga!Sb/InAs heterointerface with a quantum well a
much higher than the temperatures used in the MBE of th
heterostructures~3502550 °C!, despite the greater mismatc
with the GaSb or AlSb buffer layer in terms of their lattic
parameters. This result suggests that the difficulties pr
ously encountered in the preparation of heterointerface

FIG. 1. Calculated temperature dependence of the equilibrium partial p
sures.1–3! Sb4 molecules:1! above the In2InSb liquidus without lattice
mismatch;2, 3! with mismatch for the formation of an InSb2type hetero-
interface on buffer layers of:2! Sb @see Eq.~8!#; 3! GaSb@Eq. ~9!#; 4, 5!
As2 molecules with lattice mismatch above the liquidus of:4! Ga2GaAs
@Eq. ~10!#; 5! Al2AlAs @Eq. ~11!#. The dotted curves represent the min
mum pressures of different molecules in the external flux@see~5!# at various
growth rates. a! Sb4 molecules, 1mm/h; b! Sb4, 0.6mm/h; c! As2, 1 mm/h;
d! As2, 0.6mm/h.
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to the temperature dependence of As2Sb exchange reaction
at the heterointerface or to breakdown of the structure of
AlAs monolayer formed on AlSb when the critical thickne
is less than one monolayer,16 and not to stress-induced A
depletion of the surface.

It therefore follows from the submitted thermodynam
model of the formation of an~Al, Ga!Sb/InAs heterointer-
face with a quantum well that the large stress-induced
crease in the equilibrium partial pressure of group-V elem
above the formed monolayer can inhibit the formation of t
desired type of heterointerface at growth temperatures s
that the given pressure exceeds the pressure in the ext
flux. This behavior can be manifested as an appreciable
crease in the roughness of the heterointerface due to
depletion of group-V atoms from the monolayer. The ma
mum temperatures corresponding to the formation of a
mogeneous, planar heterointerface of the InSb type
TC'390 °C andTC'380 °C for AlSb and GaSb buffer lay
ers, respectively. The given values of the critical tempe
tures are in good agreement with experimental data. In
thermodynamic model planar heterointerfaces of the t
AlAs and GaAs can form over the entire temperature ran
3002550 °C.

Based on the foregoing analysis, a technology has b
developed for the formation of InSb interfaces on
~Al, Ga!Sb/InAs interface, completely devoid of bonds of th
Ga2As type. The objects used as test samples w
quantum-well AlSb/InAs/AlSb structures with a two
dimensional electron channel, in which the carrier mobil
depends critically on the type of interface.17 The attainable
electron mobilities@above 200 000 cm2/~V•s! at T54.2 K#
and the presence of only the peaks in the Raman spe
which correspond to the In2Sb mode, are conclusive ev
dence that heterointerfaces of the type InSb are ind
formed.

This study has received support from the Internatio
Association for the Promotion of Cooperation with Scienti
from the Independent States of the Former Soviet Union~IN-
TAS Grant 94-1172! and the Russian Fund for Fundamen
Research in conjunction with Deutsches Forschungsgem
schaft~Grant RFFI-DFG-96-02-0023G!.
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Influence of the quality of the heterointerface on the cyclotron resonance spectra

of InAs/ „AlGa …Sb heterostructures

Yu. B. Vasil’ev, S. D. Suchalkin, S. V. Ivanov, B. Ya. Mel’tser, A. F. Tsatsul’nikov,
P. V. Neklyudov, and P. S. Kop’ev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 15, 1997; accepted for publication April 22, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1246–1248~October 1997!

Cyclotron resonance is measured in solitary type-II InAs–AlGaSb quantum wells grown by
molecular-beam epitaxy under various growth conditions. Quantum oscillations observed in the
cyclotron resonance spectra in InAs–GaSb samples are attributed to scattering by a short-
range potential due to roughness of the heterointerface. A new method based on measurement of
the cyclotron resonance spectra is proposed for assessing the quality of the heterointerface.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02410-1#
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The properties of heterostructures are known to be
termined largely by the surface quality of the heteroint
faces. In AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures with quantum we
for example, the quality of a heterointerface formed by
deposition of GaAs on the surface of AlGaAs is far inferi
to that obtained when AlGaAs is grown on a GaAs surfa
this condition leads, for example, to poor transport char
teristics of a two-dimensional electron gas in modula
structures with a quantum well or with superlattices by co
parison with solitary heterojunctions. Since the presence
heterointerface creates an additional mechanism of ca
scattering by roughness of its surface, the quality of the
terface can be assessed by measuring the carrier mobili
the quantum well~see, e.g., Ref. 1!.

Here we propose a new method for evaluating the s
face quality of heterointerfaces by analyzing the cyclotr
resonance spectra. In contrast with other methods, it ca
used to estimate the longitudinal dimensions of irregulari
on a heterointerface and to determine the main type of s
terers in a structure, features that are extremely useful w
ever luminescence characterization is difficult, as, for
ample, in type-II InAs/GaSb structures with a discontinuo
band gap at the heterointerface. It is well known that
cyclotron resonance lineshape has distinctive characteri
in the form of quantum oscillations in the case of short-ran
scatterers.2 These oscillations have been observed previou
in the system of a two-dimensional electron gas on a
surface,3 but the observation of such a cyclotron resonan
lineshape in other materials has not been reported. We h
observed quantum oscillations in a study of submillime
absorption in a solitary GaSb–InAs–GaSb quantum w
We have carried out investigations that enable us to re
the cyclotron resonance lineshape to the presence of sm
scale roughness on the surface of a heterointerface.

The object chosen for the investigation was the sys
InAs/AlGaSb, in which different types of bonds can b
formed at the heterointerface@In–Sb or ~Al !Ga–As#, de-
pending on the technique and conditions of its formation
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The samples were structures with solitary GaSb–InA
GaSb and AlSb–InAs–AlSb quantum wells grown by m
lecular beam epitaxy on GaAs~001! substrates. The proce
dure used to grow a thick (;2 mm! GaSb/Al~Ga!Sb buffer
structure is described in detail in Ref. 4. All the structur
were grown at a substrate temperature of 500 °C, wh
makes it very difficult to form a solitary heterointerface
the In–Sb type, almost regardless of the barrier mate
because of the strong reevaporation of Sb from the stra
InSb boundary monolayer.5 Heterointerfaces were formed i
the InAs/GaSb structure by switching the fluxes of group
elements onto the GaSb surface with a minimum hold
time ~3 s! under the As flux before turning on the In flux. I
all other structures with InAs/AlSb a single InSb monolay
was specially grown on the AlSb surface with a more th
sixfold excess flux of Sb atoms above the flux of In atom
after which the Sb and As fluxes were switched simul
neously.

Cyclotron resonance was measured at a fixed laser e
sion wavelength (l5119mm! by sweeping a magnetic field
oriented perpendicular to the sample surface. All the sam
were ground off to a wedge configuration to avoid interfe
ence in the substrate. As a rule, the samples were addi
ally furnished with electrical contacts for measurements
magnetoresistance oscillations.

The density and mobility of electrons in the two
dimensional InAs channel were measured by means of
Hall effect in the temperature range 4.2–300 K.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows cyclotron resonance spectra obtained
two solitary InAs quantum wells with differently configure
heterointerfaces. The upper curve corresponds to meas
ments for a structure with GaSb barriers, and the lower cu
corresponds to measurements for a structure with AlSb
riers. The two wells have essentially the same width~ap-
proximately 20 nm! and similar values of the surface carri
density in the two-dimensional InAs channel~approximately
331012 cm22) and the mobility at 300 K @;2.5
3104 cm2/(V•s)]. However, the values of the low

10711071-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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temperature carrier mobility in the InAs/AlSb structu
(23105 cm2/(V•s), Ref. 6! are more than three times th
values in the InAs/GaSb structure, probably because o
higher-quality heterointerface. Significant differences,
only in the width, but also in the shape of the cyclotr
resonance line are observed in the cyclotron resonance s
tra.

The upper curve in the figure corresponds to a cha
teristic lineshape clearly indicative of quantum oscillation
The prominent features of the cyclotron resonance line c
respond to magnetic fields at which the Fermi level coinci
with one of the Landau levels in accordance with the th
retical predictions of Ando.2 This statement is further cor
roborated by measurements of the magnetoresistance os
tions using a two-contact procedure, conduc
simultaneously with absorption measurements. It is evid
that the oscillations on the cyclotron resonance line corre
with the magnetoresistance oscillations. Control meas
ments in oblique magnetic fields have shown that the qu
tum oscillations in the absorption shift identically with th
magnetoresistance oscillations and, in accordance with
expected behavior of the two-dimensional electron gas,
cording to the law of the cosine of the angle of inclinatio

Conversely, for a structure with a quantum well of t
type InAs/AlSb quantum oscillations are not visible on t
cyclotron resonance line, and the linewidth is much sma
than for the upper curve. The splitting of the peak~lower
curve in Fig. 1! is not associated with the kind of filling o
the Landau levels; its nature is discussed in another pap7

We now discuss the cause of the quantum oscillation

FIG. 1. Cyclotron resonance spectra~1, 2! at l5119mm and dependence
of the magnetoresistanceDR/R on the magnetic fieldH (18, 28) for quan-
tum wells.1, 18) GaSb–InAs–GaSb;2, 28) AlSb–InAs–AlSb.
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erties of the system depend on the distribution of carri
among the Landau levels. Additionally, the characteris
space scale of the scattering potential plays an important
in the investigation of cyclotron resonance. As mentioned
one survey,2 this influence is strongest for the cased! l ,
where d is a characteristic length of the scatterers, a
l 5(\c/eH)1/2 is the magnetic length. When a set of cond
tions is satisfied such that the Fermi level crosses the Lan
levels several times within the limits of the cyclotron res
nance line, the cyclotron resonance spectrum can acquir
oscillatory structure. The onset of oscillations is a con
quence of the dependence of the absorption coefficient of
two-dimensional electron gas on the density of states at
Fermi level. As in the case of ordinary magnetoresista
oscillations, these oscillations are determined by the car
density and have a characteristic period 1/H along the axis.
In accordance with theoretical predictions,2 in the range of
lower magnetic fieldsvc,v0 (v0 is the frequency of the
sensing radiation, andvc is the cyclotron frequency! the ab-
sorption maxima coincide with the magnetoresistan
maxima, whereas at the edge of the absorption line, co
sponding to high magnetic fields (vc.v0), the magnetore-
sistance maxima correspond to absorption minima. It
been shown2 that the presence of quantum oscillations is
sign that the main type of electron scattering in the giv
system is scattering by a short-range potential. The pr
candidate for the source of such a scattering potentia
roughness of the heterointerface with a characteristic len
shorter than the magnetic length. We can approximately
timate the characteristic dimensions of this roughness fr
the fact that for the given magnetic fieldsH;3 T the mag-
netic lengthl 515 nm. This estimate gives a length of th
order of several tens of angstroms. It is obvious that m
precise estimation of the dimensions of the irregularities w
require additional measurements over a broad range of m
netic fields. The observation of quantum oscillations in t
absorption in the system InAs/GaSb is for the most part a
ted by a sufficiently high electron density in the quantu
well ~more than 1012 cm22), for which small-scale rough-
ness plays an especially major role.8

Such a significant difference in the cyclotron resonan
spectra of the two structures, which is consistent with
results of low-temperature Hall measurements, can be at
uted to a departure from planarity and probably to a lo
variation in the type of bond at the InAs/GaSb heteroint
face as a result of the substitution of As atoms for Sb ato
a reaction that is greatly accelerated at high temperatur9

whereas in the InAs/AlSb structure the type of bond at
heterointerface is predominantly In–Sb~Ref. 6! in the pres-
ence of substantially better planarity.

In addition to scattering by surface roughness eleme
another possible cause of the onset of quantum oscillation
InAs–GaSb structures could be the presence of a ne
layer of holes in the valence band of GaSb. Indeed,
screened hole gas has the properties of a short-range
terer, which in principle is capable of leading to quantu
oscillations in the absorption. Additional experiments ha
been performed on a series of InAs/AlSb/GaSb samples

1072Vasil’ev et al.
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holes in GaSb was varied from 2 nm to 30 nm, and the In
AlSb heterointerface was formed by growing a single mo
layer of InSb at a high excess Sb pressure. However, q
tum oscillations were not observed in any of these samp
ruling out the hole layer as a cause of absorption oscillatio
We note that absorption oscillations have been observed
viously at GaSb/InAs heterointerfaces.10 The authors in this
case interpreted their cause as intersubvalley transitions
tween Landau levels located in the conduction band of In
and Landau levels in the valence band of GaSb.

It is important to note that the absence of quantum
cillations in structures with an AlSb barrier might be attri
uted, not to improvement of the quality of the heteroint
face, but to a lower probability of scattering by roughne
due to the greater height of the AlSb barriers. It follows fro
our estimates, however, that the height of the barriers d
not have an appreciable influence on the probability of s
tering by roughness of the heterointerface in contrast w
for example, the width of the well.

We have thus observed for the first time quantum os
lations in the cyclotron resonance spectrum in a solit
quantum well in InAs/GaSb. We have proposed a n
method for investigating the surface quality of a heteroint
face by measuring the cyclotron resonance spectra. We
obtained preliminary data that can be used to estimate
longitudinal dimensions of scatterers at the interface. M
detailed studies in different magnetic fields will be requir
to improve the accuracy of such estimates.
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Deep-level transient spectroscopy in InAs/GaAs laser structures with vertically coupled

ar-
quantum dots
M. M. Sobolev, A. R. Kovsh, V. M. Ustinov, A. Yu. Egorov, A. E. Zhukov,
M. V. Maksimov, and N. N. Ledentsov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 6, 1997; accepted for publication March 19, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1249–1255~October 1997!

Indium arsenide/gallium arsenide structures with vertically coupled quantum dots imbedded in
the active zone of a laser diode are investigated by deep-level transient spectroscopy
~DLTS!, and the capacitance-voltage characteristics are analyzed. The DLTS spectrum was found
to undergo significant changes, depending on the temperature of preliminary isochronous
annealing of the sample,Ta,Tac5245 K or Ta.Tac , and on the cooling conditions, with a bias
voltageVb50 or with an applied carrier pulseVf.0. The changes are attributed to the
onset of Coulomb interaction of carriers trapped in a quantum dot with point defects localized in
the nearest neighborhoods of the quantum dots and also to the formation of a dipole when
Ta,Tac and cooling takes place withVf.0, or to the absence of a dipole whenTa.Tac and
Vb50. It is discovered that the tunneling of carriers from the deeper states of defects to
the shallower states of quantum dots takes place in the dipole, and the carriers are subsequently
emitted from the dots into bands. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!02610-0#
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Research on heterostructures with spatial confinemen
the carriers in three dimensions has attracted growing inte
in recent times.1 Structures of this kind are of major impo
tance from the viewpoint of their fundamental properties a
hold considerable promise for applications in optoelectr
ics. Arakawa and Yariv1 have predicted theoretically the po
sition of the threshold laser current density and a signific
increase in its temperature stability. We have now succee
in generating radiation through the ground state of quan
dots up to room temperature in injection heterolasers with
active zone utilizing vertically coupled~In, Ga!As/GaAs
quantum dots. This type of laser has an unprecedented ro
temperature threshold current density of 100 A/cm2 ~Ref. 2!.
On the other hand, the specific conditions under which
quantum dots are grown, above all the low growth tempe
ture of the GaAs layer covering the dots, are conducive to
formation of point defects in the vicinity of a quantum do
which act as centers for the trapping and nonradiative rec
bination of nonequilibrium carriers. At near-room tempe
tures the thermal emission of carriers from the dots and t
retrapping by defects can only lower the quantum efficien
of radiative recombination. Further optimization of the acti
zone of quantum dot lasers requires investigation of the
rameters of the quantum states of such structures, the p
ence of defects and impurities with deep levels, the inter
tion of charged defects with carriers localized in the quant
dots, and the tunneling of carriers between deep states
quantum states.

Deep-level transient spectroscopy~DLTS! is the most
effective method for the spectroscopy of deep-level defe
and impurities.3 This method has been very successful
application to the study of quantum wells.4,5 Its potential for
the investigation of quantum dots was first demonstrated
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acterization of quantum dots and the determination of a nu
ber of electrical parameters is capacitance-voltage~C–V!
spectroscopy.7

In the present article we report the results of an exp
mental study of heterolaser structures with an active z
based on an array of vertically coupled InAs/GaAs quant
dots, using theC–V and DLTS methods. We have found th
the DLTS spectra contain peaks associated with deep s
of known defects and impurities and also with quantum
states. We have observed for the first time the Coulomb
teraction of carriers localized in quantum dots and in de
impurity and defect states. We have disclosed carrier tun
ing effects between states in a vertically coupled array
quantum dots and deep impurity and defect states.

2. SAMPLES AND METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

The laser heterostructures were grown onn1-GaAs~100!
substrates. The active zone, which consists of an arra
vertically coupled quantum dots, was placed in the middle
a p0-GaAs layer of thickness 0.12mm bounded on both
sides by AlAs~20 Å!GaAs~20 Å!315 short-period superlat
tices. The quantum dot array was formed by the sixfo
deposition of InAs layers of thickness 5 Å separated by
GaAs spacer layer of thickness 50 Å. The dots had a squ
base with sides oriented along the@001# and@010# directions
and formed a primitive square lattice in the horizontal pla
The laser structures were grown in standard geometry~with
separate confinement of the electron and light beams!. The
geometry of the laser structure is similar to that described
Ref. 2. At room temperature a strong line athn51.1 eV is
observed in the photoluminescence spectra of such
structure,2 because of the ground state of electrons and ho
in the tunnel-coupled dots. The quantum states of the d

10741074-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the deep levels of defects and impurities, and the profile
the carrier distribution in the laser heterostructures were
vestigated by DLTS andC–V spectroscopy using a BIO
RAD DL4600 spectrometer operating in the dual-gate in
grating mode. A Boonton-72B bridge operating at
frequency of 1 MHz was used for the capacitance meas
ments. This device has a sensitivityDC/C0'1024.

3. RESULTS

The carrier-density profiles were determined from t
C–V characteristics measured at various temperatures in
range 80–300 K. Figure 1 shows the profiles of the effect
hole-density distributionp* (x) determined from theC–V
characteristics. AtV50 the space-charge layer takes up
most the entire waveguide, including the active zone cons
ing of six rows of quantum dot arrays and a wetting layer.
the reverse bias voltage is increased, the space-charge
broadens in the direction of thep1-emitter. To determine the
profile of the effective hole density in the active zone a
waveguide, theC–V characteristics were measured by app
ing a forward bias voltageVf to the structure. Samples wer
specially selected with a high cutoff voltage on the cur
1/C25 f (V), making it possible to determine thep* (x) pro-
files in these regions. It follows from Fig. 1 that a pe
~labeled QD in Fig. 1! associated with carrier accumulatio
is observed at the center of the GaAs waveguide, where
active zones with the quantum dots and the wetting la
should reside. The position of the maximum of this pe
depends on the temperature at which theC–V characteristics
are measured. Since the regions of interest to us appe
only after the application of a forward bias voltage, it w
necessary to modify the DLTS method for the determinat
of spectra associated with carrier emission from the quan
dots and deep-level traps. In accordance with the result
the C–V measurements, the carrier pulse was transmitte
the forward direction and varied in the interv
Vf5(1.7–0.95)V. This pulse had a duration of 5ms. Also
sent in the forward direction was a voltage pulse, at the le
of which the DLTS signal was recorded. This voltage w
varied in the intervalVb5(0.9–1.6)V and was always lowe

FIG. 1. Profile of the distribution of the effective carrier densityp* for laser
structure with six rows of InAs/GaAs quantum dots plotted as a function
the thickness of the space-charge layerx;y at various temperatures.1!
T586 K; 2! 122 K; 3! 170 K; 4! 200 K. The vertical bars indicate th
boundaries of the waveguide and the emitter; the position of the quan
dots is labeled QD.
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thanVf . Special measurements of the forward current w
not performed. For the DLTS measurements in the temp
ture range~80–260! K the total capacitance of the samp
was easily compensated. The DLTS spectrum was also
affected by switching of the measurement range of the
pacitance bridge and the connection of a resistance in se
with the sample. This fact is indirect evidence that the f
ward current was insignificant and did not produce an app
ciable change in the capacitance of the sample, and tha
conditionRCv.1 was satisfied. Moreover, if not mentione
specifically, all the measurements were performed in da
ness. Prior to each measurement the sample was subject
isochronous annealing for 1 min at a fixed temperature. T
annealing temperature was varied in the interval~240–
300! K. The sample was then cooled toT580 K with a for-
ward biasVf or with Vb50. Then the DLTS measuremen
procedure was initiated with the sample heated to 300 K
was established that the DLTS spectrum depends on the
chronous annealing temperatureTa ~Fig. 2!. The critical tem-
perature of transition from one type of spectrum to anot
wasTac5245 K ~Fig. 2, curve2!. The DLTS spectrum rep-
resented by curve1 in Fig. 2 was observed atTa.245 K,
and the spectrum represented by curve3 was observed a
Ta,245 K. Also, the DLTS spectra measured atTa,245 K
depended on whether the sample was cooled withVb or at
Vf.0 and also on the value ofTa . The thermal activation
energiesEa and the capture cross sectionssn,p of the levels
observed in the spectra were determined from the Arrhen
relations for these levels~Table I!. The corresponding carrie
emission rate was determined from the relation

en,p5Asn,pT3/2 exp~2Ea /kT!, ~1!

whereA is a constant independent ofT, andk is the Boltz-
mann constant.

f

m

FIG. 2. DLTS spectra of a laser structure with six rows of InAs/Ga
quantum dots for various isochronous annealing temperatures,Vb51.06 V,
Vf51.71 V. 1! Ta5250 K; 2! 245 K; 3! 240 K.
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As
To determine the spatial localization of the levels o
served in the DLTS spectra in the cases of isochronous
nealing atTa.245 K andTa,245 K, the spectra were mea
sured whileVb andVf were varied~Figs. 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b!.
Unusual properties are exhibited by the levelH1
(Ta.240 K! asVb is varied~Fig. 3a! and by the levelH1*
asVf is varied~Fig. 4b!. As Vb is increased, theH1 peak in
the spectra shifts toward lower temperatures with scarc
any change in the amplitude and shape of the pulse. It
pears atVb51.0 V and disappears atVb51.3 V. It is evident
from the results in Table II that atVb51.07 V the thermal
activation energy is equal to 194 meV, and asVb is in-
creased,Ea drops abruptly to 132 meV and then slowly in
creases. An increase inVb corresponds to a decrease in t
electric field in our case. AsVf is varied, a peak appears
Vf.1.4 V and goes to saturation atVf51.7 V. These
changes correspond to localization of the peak and the pr
of the carrier distributionp* (x) ~Fig. 1!. As Vb is increased,
the H2 andH3 peaks of the DLTS spectrum disappear, a
an E3 peak appears, providing further evidence of their s
tial localization. The amplitudes of theH2 andH3 peaks do
not depend on the amplitude of the carrier pulse. In isoch
nous annealing atTa,245 K ~Fig. 4! the E1, H1, andH2
levels vanish, and theE1* andH1* levels appear. The po
sition of theH1* peak in the DLTS spectra depends on t
amplitude of the carrier pulse and shifts toward higher te
peratures asVf is increased. The thermal activation energy
the H1* level varies from 194 meV to 89 meV asVf is
increased from 1.2 V to 1.6 V~Table II!. The amplitudes of
the corresponding peaks remained essentially constant a
~Fig. 4b!. Another prominent feature of theH1* peak is the
fact that it has considerable width and on the hig
temperature side makes a smooth transition to theH2* peak
~Fig. 4!. The H1* andH3* peaks decrease with increasin
value ofVb and vanish atVb51.3 V. This behavior further
confirms their spatial localization. The variation ofVb is ac-
companied by a change in the amplitudes of theH1* and
H3* peaks. The concentration of these centers decre
considerably forVb.1.3 V. The activation energies of th
E1 andE1* levels are very close to each other, with a val

Level
symbol

Energy
Ea , meV

Capture cross
sections, cm2

Level
identification

Ta.Tac

E1 111 1.7310217

E2 235 1.3310214 EL14 ~Refs. 10 and 11!
E3 426 4.2310216 NiGa ~Ref. 12!
H1 194 2.5310216

H2 390 1.8310213 HL5 ~Ref. 8!
H3 420 1.6310214 HL4 ~Ref. 8!

Ta,Tac

E1* 110 5.2310216

H1* 194 2.5310218

H2* 420 1.6310214 HL4 ~Ref. 8!

Note: The parameters of theH1 and H1* states are determined fo
Vb51.07 V andVf51.60 V. In the last column the numbers in bracke
indicate the corresponding references.
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Ea5110 meV. The DLTS peak of theE1* level, unlikeE1
and likeH1* , is broad.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The deep-level parameters determined from the Arrh
ius relations~Table I! and the observed trends in the vari
tion of the DLTS spectra~Figs. 2–4! provide a basis for
identifying theH2, H3, H3*,E2, andE3 peaks with well-
known levels from previous papers.8–12 The parameters o
the H2 level are close to those of theHL5 level first ob-

TABLE II. Dependence of the thermal activation energies of theH1 and
H1* levels onVb andVf .

Ta,245 K, Vb50.9 V Ta.245 K, Vf51.64 V
VfV Ea meV VbV Ea meV

1.2 89 1.07 194
1.4 103 1.15 132
1.5 132 1.20 156
1.6 194 1.25 163

1.30 184

FIG. 3. DLTS spectra of a laser structure with six rows of InAs/Ga
quantum dots after isochronous annealing atTa.245 K and precooling at
zero bias (Vb50!. a! Measured atVf51.64 V with various biasesVb : 1!
1.07 V; 2! 1.15 V; 3! 1.20 V; 4! 1.25 V; 5! 1.30 V. b! Measured at
Vb51.07 V for various carrier pulse amplitudesVf : 1! 1.40 V;2! 1.59 V;3!
1.69 V.
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served in GaAs grown by liquid-phase epitaxy.8 The corre-
sponding center comprises a complex of native defe
whose composition includes an arsenic vacancyVAs ~Ref. 9!,
and it is formed in the presence of a Ga excess in the solu
melt. In our case a defect includingVAs can appear as th
result of a local deviation from stoichiometry during th
growth of a heteroepitaxial GaAs layer and the formation
quantum dots. The maximum density ofH2-type centers in
our samples wasNt58.531014 cm23. Both the H3 peak
and theH3* peak have been identified as theHL4 level,
which is associated with a Cu impurity.8 This state, like the
center with theH2 level, is localized in neighborhoods of th
quantum dot on the side of thep1-emitter. TheE2 andE3
levels have also been identified with known levels. The c
ter with energyE2 is identified with theEL14 level first
observed in Ref. 10, and its appearance has previous11

been linked to the presence of Ni. This defect is fairly u
formly distributed in the neighborhoods of the quantum d
TheE3 level is found to have parameters close to those o

FIG. 4. DLTS spectra of a laser structure with six rows of InAs/Ga
quantum dots after isochronous annealing atTa,245 V and precooling with
Vf.0. a! Measured atVf51.64 V with various biasesVb : 1! 1.0 V; 2!
1.15 V; 3! 1.30 V. b! Measured atVb50.9 V for various carrier pulse am
plitudesVf : 1! 1.6 V; 2! 1.5 V; 3! 1.4 V; 4! 1.2 V.
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a

stitutional Ni impurity in the Ga lattice. This defect is loca
ized in the neighborhood of the quantum dot on the side
the n1-emitter. The formation of defects associated with C
and Ni impurities is probably attributable to the presence
residual contaminants in the epitaxial growth sources.

As for theH1 andH1* levels, their behavior as a func
tion of the isochronous annealing conditions, temperatu
and variations ofVb andVf ~Figs. 3 and 4! defy interpreta-
tion if they are linked to any kind of defect, including th
bistable variety.13 The position of theH1* peak in the DLTS
spectra depends on the annealing temperature~Fig. 2! and on
the cooling conditions (Vf.0 or Vb50) and changes in op
tical illumination. This phenomenon is usually observed
configuration-bistable defects, but it is not characteristic o
metastable defect for the position of the maximum of
DLTS peak to change asVf is varied.13 In studies of hetero-
structures by the total-conductivity method14,15 the effective
energy of the band discontinuity has been found to decre
with decreasing temperature or the frequencyf at which the
conductivity and capacitance measurements are perform
Similar variations in the thermal activation energy of carrie
in level-to-band emission have also been observed fo
quantum well.4,5,16 In Ref. 16 the variation of the band dis
continuity has been attributed to the presence of an ‘‘int
face dipole’’ formed by donors ionized in a thin laye
(<50 Å! and to in-plane acceptors at a distance of seve
tens of angstroms from the heterointerface. The authors
tulate that the electrostatic potential of this dipole is su
tracted or added to the dipole potential of the band disco
nuity at the heterointerface. Since the distance between
contaminated planes are of the same order or smaller than
de Broglie wavelength of the carriers, upon crossing the h
erointerface they ‘‘see’’ a new band discontinuity. The e
ergy Ea5194 meV determined by us for theH1* level at
Vb51.07 V andVf51.64 V is much higher than for the wet
ting layer if it is regarded as a quantum well. Grundma
et al.17 have observed a photoluminescence peak from
wetting layer at an energy of 1.43 eV (T58 K!; the width of
the band gap of GaAs at this temperature isEg51.51 eV.
Consequently, the energy of the ground state of the quan
well cannot exceed 80 meV. It can therefore be assumed
theH1* level is not associated with the quantum well of t
wetting layer, but is a hole state of the quantum dot. T
variations observed by us in the DLTS spectra with chan
in the isochronous annealing temperature and the coo
conditions (Vf.0 or Vb50) most likely tie in with the fact
that in cooling withVf.0 the allowed bands contain carrie
that become trapped in quantum states in the quantum d
thereby contaminating them. On the other hand, we h
already determined that the DLTS spectrum of deep-le
defects in the immediate vicinity of a quantum dot is simi
to the spectrum customarily observed for GaAs prepared
liquid-phase epitaxy with an excess of Ga in the solut
melt. Also characteristic of GaAs prepared by this techniq
is the presence of a GaAs defect, which is a double accepto
with energy levels of 77 meV and 230 meV~Ref. 18!. These
levels are not usually detected in the temperature rang
our investigation. ForVb.1.30 V we have observed only th
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230 meV. Consequently, since the thermal activation ene
of the levels of the GaAs defect in the immediate vicinity o
a quantum dot is lower than for the quantum stateH1* , it is
possible to have a temperature interval in which deep ac
tors still do not trap holes, are ionized, and have a nega
charge. The surface densities of GaAs and H2 defects and
holespd trapped in a quantum dot~Fig. 2!, determined from
the relation6

DC/C5pdL~2NAW2!

~L is the depth of the quantum dot layer,W is the width of
the space-charge region, andNA is the density of acceptors i
the GaAs layer!, coincide and'1011 cm22. The parameters
determined from theC-V characteristics~Fig. 1! and DLTS
measurements ~Fig. 2!, including the values
DC/C'2.531022 andNA'1.531016 cm23, are used in es-
timatingpd . The Coulomb interaction of holes localized in
quantum dot with oppositely charged defects and impuri
in its neighborhoods must lead to the formation of a char
dipole. The dot-to-band thermal activation energy of carri
changes, possibly in connection with, among other factor
change in the transmissivity of the barrier for carrier tunn
ing. To be recaptured in the quantum dot, the barrier m
also be surmounted. By varyingTa andVf we alter the popu-
lation of the quantum dot and the height of the thermal b
rier for carrier emission into a band. In cooling withVb50
carriers are not present in the bands, and a dipole is
formed. The electron levelE1* observed under these cond
tions is probably an electronic quantum state of the same
If the sum of the energies of theE1* and H1* levels is
subtracted from the width of the GaAs band gap, a quan
of the order of 110 meV is obtained, fully consistent wi
photoluminescence data.2,17

We have also observed characteristic variations in
thermal activation energy for theH1 level observed in the
DLTS spectra atTa.245 K ~Table II!. Likewise they can be
explained from the standpoint of carrier emission from qu
tum dots as long as the formation of a dipole between
quantum dot and the defect does not take place
Ta.245 K. At these isochronous annealing temperature
dipole is not formed, and the DLTS spectrum no longer
pends on the preliminary cooling conditions (Vb50 or
Vf.0). In our investigated structures the size of the qu
tum dots in each successive row of the array of vertica
coupled dots is greater than in the preceding row as a re
of the conditions attending the formation of these dots. C
sequently, atVb51.07 V we observe emission from the lar
est quantum dot, for which the levels are deeper. Holes f
quantum dots that are smaller in size and therefore have s
lower energy levels will tunnel into the largest quantum d
which has the deepest quantum level, and it then beco
the source from which the thermal emission of holes ta
place. IncreasingVb to 1.15 V causes the thickness of th
space-charge layer to decrease by approximately 9
which corresponds to the size of two quantum dots. Incre
ing Vb , therefore, we keep the largest quantum dots with
highest activation energies outside the limits of the spa
charge layer. AsVb is further increased, the activation e
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of holes from the quantum dots, which depends on the e
tric field of thep-n junction. The shape of the DLTS peak fo
this level remains unchanged for all values ofVb . This fact
doubtless indicates that emission takes place only from
quantum dot having the deepest state, to which carriers
nel from shallower states out of smaller quantum dots. T
populations of the quantum dot states for a givenVf do not
change.

Consequently, two different DLTS spectra containi
peaks associated with quantum dots can be observed
pending on the isochronous annealing temperatu
Ta,Tac5245 K orTa.245 K. Moreover, the DLTS spectr
obtained forTa,245 K does not contain any of the pea
that exist in the spectra obtained forTa.245 K. The peak of
the E1* level broadens, and theH1* peak makes a smoot
transition on the high-temperature side to a broad band
several investigated samples prepared from the same
we have observed that the DLTS spectrum measured
Vb50 and Ta,Tac changes its form to one in which th
E1* and H1* levels vanish and theE1, E2, H1, andH2
levels appear. We believe, therefore, that theE1 andE1*
levels and theH1 andH1* levels belong to the same quan
tum dot. In the first, case, with annealing atTa.Tac and
cooling with Vb50, the quantum dot is not populated, Co
lomb interaction with charged impurities and defects in t
neighborhoods of the quantum dot does not take place, a
dipole is not formed. Being situated sufficiently far from th
quantum dot, impurities and defects are not attracted to it
the case of annealing atTa,Tac and cooling atVf quantum
dot is populated with carriers, the Coulomb interaction
carriers localized in the quantum dots with charged defe
and impurities surrounding the quantum dots takes place,
a dipole is formed, becoming frozen at temperatu
Ta,Tac . In this dipole the wave functions of the impuritie
and defects overlap with the quantum states of the dots
becomes possible for carriers to tunnel from the deeper st
of these impurities and defects to the shallower states of
quantum dots and to subsequently undergo thermal emis
into bands. This phenomenon is most likely responsible
the broadening of theE1* and H1* levels, the disappear
ance of theE2 andH2 levels from the DLTS spectra, an
the appearance of a broad band.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We now summarize the results of our DLTS investig
tions of laser structures with an active zone in the form of
rows of arrays of InGa/GaAs quantum dots.

1. We have established that the low-temperature dep
tion and growth of quantum dots in GaAs epitaxial layers
accompanied by the generation of point defects in the nea
neighborhoods of the quantum dots as a result of local n
stoichiometry. The surface densities of these defects
quantum dots are close to one another and approxima
equal to 1011 cm22.

2. We have discovered that the DLTS spectrum exhib
significant changes, depending on whether the sample is
jected to preliminary isochronous annealing
Ta,Tac5245 K orTa.Tac and on the cooling conditions a
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of Coulomb interaction between carriers trapped and lo
ized in quantum dots, on the one hand, and ionized def
and impurities, on the other; the formation of a dipole wh
Ta,Tac and cooling takes place withVf.0; or the absence
of such a dipole forTa.Tac and cooling atVb50.

3. We have observed that overlap of the impurity a
defect wave functions with quantum states of the quan
dots takes place in the dipole. Carriers tunnel from
deeper states of defects to the shallower states of quan
dots.

4. We have established that one phenomenon determ
from DLTS measurements with preliminary isochronous
nealing of the sample atTa,Tac and subsequent coolin
with Vf.0 — the lowering of the thermal activation energ
of transition of carriers from quantum dots into an allow
band from 194 meV to 89 meV as the amplitude of the c
rier pulseVf is increased — is attributable to a change in t
transmissivity of the barrier for carrier tunneling as the pop
lation of quantum states in the quantum dots increases. W
the investigated sample is isochronously annealed atVb50,
the thermal activation energy of holes from a quantum
varies between the limits~132–194! meV in connection with
the onset of tunneling of holes from quantum dots, wh
depends on the electric field of thep–n junction.

The authors gratefully acknowledge P. S. Kop’ev a
S. G. Konnikov for their assistance with the study and
valuable discussions.
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Arrays of strained InAs quantum dots in an „In Ga…As matrix, grown on InP substrates

a

by molecular-beam epitaxy
V. M. Ustinov, A. E. Zhukov, A. F. Tsatsul’nikov, A. Yu. Egorov, A. R. Kovsh,
M. V. Maksimov, A. A. Suvorova, N. A. Bert, and P. S. Kop’ev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 11, 1997; accepted for publication March 19, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1256–1260~October 1997!

Arrays of strained InAs islands in an~In, Ga!As matrix on an InP~100! substrate are synthesized
by molecular-beam epitaxy, and their structural and optical properties are investigated.
According to transmission electron microscope and high-energy electron diffraction data, the
critical thickness corresponding to the onset of island growth is 3 monolayers. The resulting InAs
islands are coherently strained, and their base diameter varies from 20 nm to 90 nm. The
formation of islands produces in the photoluminescence spectra a dominant long-wavelength line,
which shifts toward lower energies as the effective thickness of the InAs increases. The
radiation emitted by the InAs islands spans a wavelength range of 1.65–2mm. © 1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02710-5#

Arrays of semiconductor quantum dots have an auspi- The investigated structures were grown by MBE using
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cious outlook for applications in injection lasers. In partic
lar, a major reduction of the threshold current density a
abatement of its temperature dependence have b
predicted.1 One of the most promising techniques for t
formation of quantum dot arrays is a method based on s
organization effects observed in deposition by molecu
beam epitaxy~MBE!. The structural and optical properties
~In, Ga!As quantum dot arrays situated in an~Al, Ga!As
matrix2,3 and injection lasers utilizing such arrays have be
well studied.4,5 Their application as the active zone of a
injection laser has resulted in the attainment of continu
lasing through the ground state of quantum dots up to ro
temperature at an output power of approximately 1 W wit
threshold current density below 100 A/cm2 ~Refs. 5 and 6!.

The majority of~In, Ga!As quantum dot lasers have bee
investigated in the wavelength range 0.9–1.1mm. The inves-
tigations have shown that the emission wavelength of qu
tum dots prepared on GaAs substrates is limited at the lo
wavelength end to 1.27–1.3mm ~Refs. 7 and 8!. The
problem of extending the emission range attainable in st
tures containing quantum dots to 2mm is timely in regard to
applications in fiber-optic communication and environmen
monitoring systems.

It will be shown below that advances into the target
wavelength range can be made by using arrays of InAs qu
tum islands situated in an~In, Ga!As matrix grown on an
InP~100! substrate. Structures of this kind are also import
from the standpoint of fundamental research on the spo
neous formation of objects with lowered dimensionali
complementing studies in the system of materials~In, Ga!As/
~Al, Ga!As. In addition, controlled variation of the degree
matching of the matrix and substrate provides a means
investigating the influence of residual stress on the proces
three-dimensional nucleation. Here we report the first M
synthesis and investigation of the structural and optical pr
erties of arrays of InAs quantum islands formed in
~In, Ga!As matrix with the lattice parameter matched to
InP substrate.
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solid-state As4 source in a Riber-32P apparatus on semiin
lating InP~100! substrates. The investigated InAs layer~is-
land array! was imbedded in the middle of an~In, Ga!As
layer of thickness 0.15mm grown on a buffer layer of thick-
ness 0.2mm and bounded on the substrate and top sides
InAlAs~2 nm!-InGaAs~2 nm! short-period superlattices. Th
effective quantityQInAs of deposited InAs in the active zon
was varied from one sample to another in the range 0
monolayers~ML !. The deposition temperature was 500 °
and the growth rate was approximately 10 nm/min for t
InGa~Al !As layers and 15 nm/min for the deposition of InA
in the active zone. The layers were grown in an arsenic-r
environment.

The degree of matching of the lattice constants of
matrix and InP substrate materials was determined by d
crystal x-ray diffraction on test layers of thickness 1mm.
The mismatch was less than 1023, which suffices to guaran
tee the pseudomorphic growth of InGa~Al !As layers to a
thickness of 1mm ~Ref. 9!. A photoluminescence study wa
performed at 10–150 K using a He–Ne laser~exciting pho-
ton energy 1.954 eV! for excitation and a cooled InSb pho
todiode for recording. The excitation power was 20 W/cm2.
Transmission electron microscope~TEM! examinations were
performed on a Philips EM 420 microscope with an acce
ating voltage of 100 kV. The TEM samples were prepared
conventional mechanical polishing and subsequent sputte
with Ar1 ions and were investigated in a planar geome
and in the cross section.

The transition from the two-dimensional to the thre
dimensional InAs growth regime was determined from
change in the observed high-energy electron diffract
~HEED! pattern in reflection. The formation of three
dimensional nucleation centers produces a striated diff
tion pattern, whereas in the case of an atomically smo
surface the observed pattern consists of a system of frin
~‘‘strands’’! running perpendicular to the substrate surfa
According to our data, this transition takes place
QInAs.3.023.3 ML, in good agreement with earlier results10

10801080-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1. Images of a structure prepared by the deposition of six InAs monolayers in an~In, Ga!As matrix. a! Viewed in the plane of the structure; b! cross
section. The data have been obtained by means of a transmission electron microscope.
for the deposition of InAs in an~In, Al!As/InP matrix and
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with observations2,11 for the system In0.5Ga0.5As on GaAs,
which is characterized by approximately the same misma
between the strained layer and the matrix. It should be no
however, that the striated contrast of the HEED pattern is
as pronounced in our situation as for the system of mate
In0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs. In our opinion, this departure indicat
that three-dimensional InAs islands formed on an InGa
InP surface are characterized by a lower height-to-base r
because the striated contrast results from the electron b
passing through microscopic relief on the surface.

Figure 1a shows a TEM micrograph~in planar geom-
etry! of the structure formed by the deposition of six InA
monolayers. The picture was taken along the@001# direction
in the reflectiong5200. A dense array of islands is clear
visible in the micrograph. The characteristic contrast is
tributable to the coherent stress of the InAs islands. The
erage base diameter of the islands, according to the T
data ~Fig. 1a!, is approximately 50 nm, which greatly ex
ceeds the corresponding dimension of strained~In, Ga!As is-
lands in a GaAs matrix, which can vary from 8 nm to 20 n
depending on the deposition conditions.12 It is important to
note that the island dimensions determined by diffract
TEM in the present study may be slightly higher as a res
of the stress fields propagating into the matrix.

Figure 1b shows an image of a transverse section of
sample (g5200). The regions of dark contrast correspond
InAs. The InAs islands, which have a roughly triangu
shape in the cross section, lie on a thin wetting layer of In
As the island array is overgrown by an InGaAs layer, t
planar growth surface is restored, as evinced by the abs
of bending of the interfaces in the InGaAs/InAlAs superl
tice ~upper part of Fig. 1b!. The islands have a typical heigh
of approximately 4–5 nm. According to HEED data, the
lands are characterized by a low height-to-base ratio~1:10!.

The TEM data therefore corroborate the formation
three-dimensional strained islands in the active zone
samples having an effective thickness of the deposited I
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structural properties of such structures by TEM methods,
cluding high-resolution techniques, will be reported in
separate paper.

Figure 2 shows the photoluminescence spectra of st
tures with different effective thicknesses of the deposi
InAs, measured at 77 K. The radiation emitted from a b
~In, Ga!As matrix for a sample withQInAs50 has a maxi-
mum at an energy of 799 meV, where the width of the pe
is 17 meV. The spectra of samples containing an island a
(QInAs>3 ML! exhibit a strong band shifted far into th
long-wavelength region relative to emission from t

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra~77 K! of ~In, Ga!As/InAs/~In, Ga!As
heterostructures. The numbers at the top of each curve indicate the qu
of deposited indium arsenideQInAs , measured in the number of monolayer
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ture
~In, Ga!As matrix. This line has a typical width of 35–
37 meV. The total photoluminescence intensity remains
proximately constant up toQInAs59 ML, after which the
intensity is observed to drop abruptly~by more than two
orders of magnitude at 11 ML!. For a sample with
QInAs513 ML no luminescence signal was recorded by
detection system used in the work.

Increasing the quantity of deposited InAs causes
photoluminescence maximum shift systematically tow
longer wavelengths. Figure 3 shows the energy position
the maximum of the photoluminescence line at 77 K a
functionQInAs . The experimental data are compared with t
results of an investigation,13 in which special technologica
procedures were used to suppress the formation of island
the deposition of InAs on a~In, Ga!As surface@~In, Ga!As/
InAs/~In, Ga!As quantum well#. It is clearly perceived that a
soon as three-dimensional InAs islands are formed, the
ergy of the peak becomes much lower than the quantum-
values. The energy difference attains 65 meV for 9-ML
lands. The data show that the emission from strained In
islands in an~In, Ga!As matrix spans the wavelength interv
1.65–2.0mm at 77 K. The longest emission wavelength
tained in our work~77 K, QInAs59 ML! is 1.944mm.

In our opinion, the data describing the dependence of
spectral position and the total intensity of the photolumin
cence line in the investigated structures with InAs island
rays on the quantity of material deposited can be explai
satisfactorily within the framework of the following mode
Redistribution of the deposited InAs leads to the format
of an array of three-dimensional islands in the active zo
and thus causes the carrier localization energy to rise sha
as a result of the increased effective size of the active zon
the direction perpendicular to the interface by comparis
with the case of a two-dimensional distribution of the sa
quantity of deposited material. This effect accounts for
long-wavelength shift of the photoluminescence line relat

FIG. 3. Spectral position of the maximum of the photoluminescence
~77 K! vs quantity of deposited indium arsenideQInAs measured in the num-
ber of monolayers.1! Two-dimensional distribution of InAs according t
data in Ref. 13;2! island distribution of InAs from data of the present stud
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to emission from an~In, Ga!As/InAs quantum well. When
the effective thickness of the deposited indium arsenide
creases, as in the case of InAs islands in a GaAs matri2,7

the average size of the islands increases, causing the l
nescence line to shift further toward lower energies. On
other hand, the pseudomorphic growth of strained isla
can be maintained up to a critical size, above which mi
dislocations begin to form. A further increase in the quant
of deposited InAs leads to an ever-greater fraction of isla
that exceed the critical size and do not participate in radia
recombination, owing to the large number of defects.7 A de-
crease in the total luminescence intensity is observed a
result. We can therefore conclude that a significant fract
of the InAs islands attain the critical size when the effect
thickness of the deposited material is of the order of 1
13 ML.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the
of the maximum of the photoluminescence band. It is evid
from this figure that structures with effective InAs thick
nesses of 6 ML and 9 ML exhibit in the temperature ran
10–80 K a more rapid shift of the photoluminescence ma
mum toward lower photon energies than for a sample w
2 ML of InAs, in which quantum dots do not form, and th
shift of the photoluminescence line reflects a change in
width of the~In, Ga!As band gap. A similar large shift of the
photoluminescence band has also been observed for
quantum dots in a GaAs matrix14 and was attributed to the
different localization energies for quantum dots of differe
sizes. An increase in the temperature raises the probabilit
thermal ejection of nonequilibrium electrons and holes fro
small quantum dots, for which the localization energy is n
very high. This effect reduces the intensity of the sho
wavelength part of the line by virtue of recombinatio
through such quantum dots, thereby producing a lo
wavelength shift of the photoluminescence band. Sin
quantum dots have smaller dimensions in a structure w

e
FIG. 4. Shift of the maximum of the photoluminescence line vs tempera
T in structures with different quantities of deposited indium arsenide.1!
QInAs52 ML; 2! 6 ML; 3! 9 ML.
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3 ML of InAs ~which corresponds to the onset of the island-
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formation stage! than in the deposition of 6-Ml and 9-ML
InAs layers, carrier ejection and, hence, shifting of the ma
mum of the photoluminescence band begin at lower temp
tures.

In summary, arrays of strained InAs islands in
~In, Ga!As matrix have been synthesized by MBE using se
organization effects, and a preliminary study of their stru
tural and optical properties has been carried out. The tra
tion to island growth of InAs, according to HEED and TE
data, takes place when the thickness attains 3 ML.
newly formed InAs islands lie on a thin wetting layer, a
coherently strained, and have a base diameter in the inte
20–90 nm with a height of 4–5 nm. An increase in the
fective thickness of the deposited InAs produces more ra
long-wavelength shifting of the luminescence maximum th
in the case of a two-dimensional distribution of the sa
quantity of material.

We close with the observation that structures contain
strained InAs islands in an~In, Ga!As/InP matrix are capable
of extending the wavelength range to 2mm and, at the same
time, possess the potential capabilities of zero-dimensio
systems.

This work has received support from the Russian Fu
for Fundamental Research~Project 96-02-17824! and the
‘‘Physics of Solid State Nanostructures’’ program of t
Ministry of Science of the Russian Federation~Project
2-001!.
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Structure and properties of porous silicon obtained by photoanodization

he
E. V. Astrova,a) V. V. Ratnikov, R. F. Vitman, A. A. Lebedev, A. D. Remenyuk,
and Yu. V. Rud’

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted December 24, 1996; accepted for publication April 3, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1261–1268~October 1997!

The results of an investigation of layers of porous silicon~PS!, which was obtained by
electrochemical etching ofp-Si under different illumination conditions — natural light,
incandescent light, and light from a mercury lamp with and without a filter — are reported. The
structure of the layers was studied by double-crystal x-ray diffractometry, the composition
was monitored by means of the IR absorption spectra, and the radiative properties were monitored
according to the photoluminescence~PL! spectra. It was established that electrochemical
etching under illumination produces PS with a higher porosity and more intense PL whose
maximum is shifted into the short-wavelength region. These changes are accompanied
by a large disordering of the structure and an increase in the oxygen content in the layer. It is
concluded that illumination accelerates the chemical interaction of PS with the electrolyte
due to oxidation. High-porosity porous silicon stored in air exhibits quenching of PL. Conversely,
PL is excited in layers with a lower porosity. Aging of PS is characterized by an increase in
the microdeformation of the layers, a decrease in the crystallite sizes with a partial loss of
coherence between the crystallites and the substrate, and an increase in the fraction of the
amorphous phase. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!03010-X#
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Despite the well-known progress made in the und
standing of the nature of visible-range luminescence of
rous silicon ~PS!, after its discovery by L. T. Canham i
1990,1 this problem has still not been completely clarified.
is known that PS is an unstable material, subject to aging
degradation, making investigation and practical applicat
of PS difficult.2 However, until now not enough attention ha
been directed to the correlation between the microstruc
and photoluminescence~PL! properties of PS in the cours
of aging for periods of several months.3

In the present work we made an attempt to relate
light-emitting properties of PS with its structural features
studying the aging process in samples of different poros
Photoanodization of p-Si under different illumination
conditions4–6 was used to control the porosity and x-ray d
fractometry was used to obtain data on the structure of P

2. EXPERIMENT

Polished boron-doped single-crystal silicon wafe
served as the starting material for the experimental samp
The resistivity of Si was equal to 1V•cm and the orientation
was ~111!. Anodization was conducted in the electroly
HF:C2H5OH51:1, to which five drops of a 1-M solution o
NaNO2 for 15 ml of etchant were added. The current dens
was equal 20 mA/cm2 and the etch time was equal to 10 mi
After the process was completed, the samples were wa
with deionized water and dried in air. The surface of t
silicon was illuminated uniformly. A comparative estima
of the intensity E of the illumination was made with a
luxmeter with a selenium F-102 photocell. Illumination w
performed by four methods:

I — natural light (E515 lx);
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surface of the wafer (E570 lx);
III — DRK-120 mercury lamp with a 3-mm-thick UFS-6

filter placed 15 cm from the sample (E570 lx!; the trans-
mission region of the filter was 303,l,405 nm ;

IV — same mercury lamp without a filter (E5120 lx!.
The gravimetric porosity and the average thickness

the layers were determined according to the formulas in R
7 . The measurements of the photoluminescence spectra
performed at room temperature with a 20-mW He–Cd la
with l5440 nm. The photoluminescence intensity is ind
cated in relative units, but in all cases the PL was measu
under the identical excitation and detection conditio
which made it possible to compare the PL intensities. T
infrared~IR! spectra were obtained by measuring the opti
transmission of the samples on a Specord-IR 75 spectrom
in a two-beam arrangement.

The x-ray ~XR! diffraction measurements were pe
formed on a DRON-2.0 double-crystal diffractometer~DCD!
with CuKa1 radiation. Two variants of a dispersion-fre
symmetric Bragg diffraction arrangement (n,2n) for
hkl5111 and 333 were used: integral~i-DCD! — with a
counter and no slit and differential(d-DCD! — with a nar-
row slit in front of the counter giving a resolution of;50
angular seconds. The latter variant of the DCD made it p
sible not only to improve the resolution of the reflectio
curve, but also to determine the angular width of the refl
tion at detected intensityi 50.5i max in directions parallel
(wi) and perpendicular (w') to the reciprocal lattice vecto
H. Accordingly, the counter with the narrow slit was plac
in the exact position of the reflection from the substrate
the PS and then displaced into a fixed position6D(2Q) and
a reflection curve was recorded in each position with rotat
of the sample (v — scanning along the normal toH; Fig. 1!.

10841084-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The envelope of the maxima of thev curves gives the so
called half-integral curve. In Ref. 8 it is shown that the cur
obtained in this manner gives a much better resolution
the diffraction pattern can be analyzed in detail by record
a series ofv curves. The radiusR of curvature of the
samples was determined according to the angular displ
ment of the peak of the substrate under the PS with step
scanning of the sample in the XR beam. The sensitivity
the method made it possible to measureR<200 m.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Photoluminescence and porosity.The PL spectra of
freshly prepared samples~on the day after the PS was ob
tained! are shown in Fig. 2. The values of the porosityp and
the thicknesst of the layer, the wavelengthlmax correspond-
ing to the maximum of the PL, and the intensity of the PL
the maximum (I mp — freshly prepared andI ms — after stor-
age! for samples 1A, 2A, 3A, and 5A are tabulated in Table
I. It is seen from the table that sample 5A with highest po-

FIG. 1. Measurement of the distribution of the diffracted intensity by
d-DCD method for sample 3A 3.5 months after preparation. CuKa1, ~111!.
The angular positions of the counter are shown to the right of thev curves.
d
g

e-
ed
f

t

tion in a wide spectral range~Hg lamp with no filter!. This
sample exhibits the strongest PL and the position of the
maximum is located at the shortest wavelength. Storing
samples changed their PL~see Fig. 2b and Table I!. The
changes were smallest for sample 1A: The intensity of lumi-
nescence and the position of its maximum for this sam
remained almost constant. In all other samples the inten
decreased and there was a small short-wavelength shi
lm . The strongest quenching of PL, as compared w
freshly prepared samples, occurred in sample 5A ~a factor of
5!.

IR absorption.The IR absorption spectra of the sampl
immediately after preparation of the PS layers were found
be very close to one another for samples 1A, 2A, and 3A
and substantially different for sample 5A. All spectra contain
distinct Si–H lines~915, 2000, and 2120 cm21), as well as
small peaks, due to O–Si–H bonds~840, 2200, 2260 cm21),
and absorption due to longitudinal Si–O–Si vibrations~near
1100 cm21). The absorption due to the presence of oxygen
strongest in the spectrum of sample 5A, prepared with the
highest illumination intensity.

Figures 3a and 3b show sections of the spectra wh
changes are observed during storage of the samples in
ambient atmosphere. During the initial stages of storage~first
three days! substantial changes occurred only in the sp
trum of sample 5A as a result of an increase of absorption
the bands associated with oxygen-containing cent
Longer-term storage for 3 months gave rise to apprecia
changes in the spectra of all samples, mainly as a resu
the weakening of the Si–H bands and intensification of
sorption by oxygen-containing groups. These changes
not very large and are close to one another for samplesA,
2A, and 3A and appreciably larger for sample 5A. Quench-
ing of absorption at frequencies corresponding to Si
bonds occurs as a result of a transformation of these bo
into Si–O–H. The915, 2090, and 2120-cm21 bands shift to
-
-

ra
i-
FIG. 2. PL spectra for PS layers ob
tained by photoanodization under dif
ferent conditions of illumination: for
sample 1A — natural illumination, 2A
— tungsten lamp, 3A — Hg lamp with
a filter, 5A — Hg lamp without a filter;
a — next day after preparation, b — 3
months after storage in air. The spect
were measured under identical cond
tions of excitation;T5300 K.
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TABLE I. Preparation conditions and luminescence characteristics of PS layers.
After 1 day After 3 months

No. Illumination conditions p, % t, m lm ,m I mp lm ,m I ms I ms /I mp

1A I natural light 67 10.3 0.84 10.7 0.79 10.5 0.98
2A II W incandescent lamp 73 9.4 0.79 40.0 0.76 15.8 0.40
3A III Hg lamp with filter 70 9.9 0.82 24.0 0.78 10.4 0.43
5A IV Hg lamp without filter 83 10.3 0.67 57.0 0.68 12.0 0.21
840, 2200, and 2260 cm21, respectively. The absorption due
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id

angular interval near the substrate peak (61000 angular sec-

ee

eak
the

ts

of
the

ek
ned
to Si–O–Sibands at 1080 and 1150 cm21 increases with
storage time, the relative contribution of the 1150-cm21

band increasing and becoming comparable in intensity to
1080- cm21 band. Of the other changes in the spectrum,
call attention to the strong decrease in the intensity of
Si–Si–H bands at 660 and 630 cm21 and the appearance o
a distinct triplet near 2930 cm21, characteristic of C–H
bands. The appearance of this latter band can be expla
by the formation, during storage in air, of an oxide contam
nated by elements from the surrounding medium, includ
carbon; this has been shown in Ref. 9 by means
secondary-ion mass spectrometry.

X-Ray diffractometry.Measurement of the radius of cu
vature for samples from batchA showed the absence of cu
vature for all samples — both starting and stored in air.
substantial transformation of the i-DCD reflection curves
observed in the case of the samples stored in air for up to
months. Of the two narrow peaks for PS and Si, after
months only a narrow substrate peak remains in all reflec
curves of samples stored for 1 week~Fig. 4a!. The PS peak
transforms into an incoherent signal, distributed in a w
e
e
e

ed
-
g
f

s
.5
5
n

e

onds and more!.
All experimental structures can be divided into thr

groups according to the form and parameters of thei-DCD
reflection curves:

Group I ~samples 1A, 2A, and 3A after one week! is
characterized by narrow PS and Si peaks against a w
incoherent background. The ratio of the intensities of
peaks at the maximum isi os

max'0.1i Si
max, the half-widths

wps'wSi , and the angular spacing of the peaksDQ95130
angular seconds.

In group II ~samples 5A after one month and 1A, 2A,
and 3A after 2.5 months! the PS peak changes form, i
intensity decreasesi os

max'0.01i Si
max, and its widths increase

wps'(527)wSi . The spacingDQ9 increases by 20%.
Group III ~samples 1A, 2A, and 3A after 3.5 months

and 5A after 2.5 months! is characterized by degeneration
the PS peak into a very weak incoherent signal near
substrate peaki ps

max'0.003i Si
max.

The i-DCD reflection curves from the PS layers 1 we
and 2.5 months, respectively, after the layers were obtai
n
FIG. 3. Transformation of the IR absorptio
spectra of samples 1A and 5A: a — near
n52000 cm21, b — near n580021150
cm21 (T5300 K).
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are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. Figure 5 shows the distribu
of the reflection intensity, obtained from the d-DCD me
surements, alongH. The results of an analysis of the curv
in Figs. 4 and 5 are presented in Table II. The relat
changes (Dd/d)' in the lattice parameter of PS in a directio
perpendicular to the Si surface were obtained from the an
lar spacingDQ9 of the PS reflection peaks from the Si su
strate. Aside from the half-widthw of the i-DCD curve, the
half-widths w' and wi obtained in directions perpendicula
and parallel to the vectorH from the d-DCD measurement
and the dimensionsL' and L i of the region of coheren
scattering in directions perpendicular and parallel to the s
face of the sample are presented. For samples 1A, 2A, and
3A ~1 week! d-DCD measurements were not performed b
cause of the inadequate resolution of the d-DCD method
this case. The values obtained forw' andwi in the reflection
hkl5333 were measured in order to analyze the angular
pendence of the components of the half-width of the sig
from PS.

4. DISCUSSION

Illumination of the sample accelerates the chemical
teraction of the PS layer with the solution. This is indicat

FIG. 4. i-DCD x-ray reflection curves for the samples 1A, 2A, 3A, and 5A
1 week~a! and 2.5 months~b! after preparation. The curves are shifted alo
the vertical axis. Right side — reflection peak from the~111! planes of the
substrate, CuKa1 radiation.
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by the increasing porosity of the layer, which is highest
sample 5A, with the thickness of the layer remaining near
constant. The spectral composition of the illumination do
not play an appreciable role, since the PS sample 2A, ob-
tained with predominantly long-wavelength light from th
tungsten lamp (l'1 mm), and the PS sample 3A, prepared
using the short-wavelength filtered light from the Hg lam
~0.3–0.4 mm!, do not exhibit any substantial difference
Storage leads to a virtually identical decrease in the brig
ness of their PL~Table I!, the IR absorption spectra rema
practically identical throughout the entire storage time of
samples, and the structural differences are also small in m
cases~see Table II!.

The IR absorption spectra demonstrate an increase in
number of oxygen bonds in the samples prepared under
mination. In Refs. 10 and 11 , the PS exposed to light in
electrolyte after anodization was investigated in a h
vacuum without intermediate contact with air. It was show
by photoemission spectroscopy that illumination results
strong oxidation of the PS surface even in solution. Furth
more, previously we observed an increase in the oxyg
containing bonds when an oxidizer was introduced into
electrolyte.12 Thus, photoinduced oxidation and accelerat
dissolution of PS occur under illumination. The crystallit
become smaller, their disorientation increases, and their
tice parameter increases. As a result, the coherent Brag
flection peak in the diffraction pattern separates from
substrate peak, the intensity at the maximum of the reflec
becomes more diffuse~the half-width increases! and de-
creases, and the incoherent background increases sub
tially ~Fig. 4b!. The initial stages of oxidation in the electro
lyte and in air result in a higher PL intensity, despi

FIG. 5. Intensity distribution in the direction of the reciprocal lattice vec
H for samples 1A, 2A, and 3A 3.5 months after preparation. The curves a
shifted along the vertical axis. The arrows mark the 0.5i max level. CuKa1,
~111!.
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TABLE II. Results of x-ray diffraction measurements on PS layers.
Storage Sample No. DQ9, ang. sec. (Dd/d)' , 1023 w, ang. sec. w' , ang. sec. L' , Å wi , ang. sec. L i , Å

1 week 1A 132 2.53 24
1 week 2A 131 2.52 30
1 week 5A 133 2.54 43
1 week 5A 159 3.05 174 160 4070 80 2050
2.5 months 1A 152 2.92 160 155 4270 75 2180
2.5 months 2A 158 3.03 159 220 2960 120 1370
2.5 months 3A* 160 3.07 156 150@100# 4350 80@100# 2050
2.5 months 5A 280 5.38 390 350 1860 90 1820
3.5 months 1A 240 4.61 690 950 190 860
3.5 months 2A 210 4.03 700 890 190 860
3.5 months 3A* 240 4.61 760@720# 870 186@360# 880

Note.* The numbers in square brackets are the values forhkl5333, CuKa1.
disordering effects, whereas the later stages of oxidation re-
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sult in degradation of the PL intensity~Fig. 2b!. It should be
noted that as long as the number of silicon–hydrogen
oxygen–silicon–hydrogen bonds with vibrational freque
cies near 2000 cm21 is large, the PL remains stable. Degr
dation of the PL in sample 5A after ;3 months is accom-
panied by a large decrease in the total number of Si–H bo
~see Fig. 3a! and a decrease in the concentration of the Si
vibrational groups atn'1100 cm21 ~Fig. 3b!. We observed
a similar picture in the dose dependence of the effect
g-irradiation on the PL,13 where in the dose range<1019

cm22 the PL increased simultaneously with oxidation of t
Si–H group without a decrease in the total concentration
these bonds. For doses>1019 cm22 the degradation of the
PL and destruction of the Si–H and O–Si–H groups p
ceeded in parallel.

Photoanodization makes it possible to obtain PS w
smaller crystallites, whose surface is nevertheless well p
sivated. This results in a low rate of nonradiative recom
nation of charge carriers on the surface of the crystalli
which can explain the intensification of PL on the basis
the quantum-well model.1 It is known that thermal oxidation
can intensify PL.12,14 However, if the crystallites and th
voids between them are small, then oxidation can break
narrow bridges in the Si framework, strongly change the
tice constant of PS, and introduce substantial microstres
At some moment, as a result of these processes, the cry
lites crack and decrease in size, down to amorphization.15 In
the process the passivation by hydrogen and oxygen is
stroyed, as is indicated by the decrease in the intensity of
Si–H and Si–O IR bands and the degradation of PL~Fig.
2b!. At the same time, any judgments about the correlat
between the structural characteristics of PS~average size of
the crystallites, the lattice constant in the crystallites, dis
entation and microstresses! and the parameters of PL ca
only be indirect. The reason is that the low transmission
the DRON-2.0 diffractometer made it possible to meas
the diffraction of x-rays only from relatively large crystallite
(d.500 Å), which do not play a determining role in the P

All experimental samples were characterized by the
sence of macrocurvature of the PS/Si compositions at
stages of storage. For this reason, the possible residual
rostresses in the PS/Si systems,1.53107 N/m2 ~as esti-
mated according to Ref. 16!. This gave us the grounds t
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angular spacingDQ9 the value (Dd/d)''(Da/a)0 , where
a is the lattice parameter of the relaxed PS lattice. It is e
dent from Table II that the relative change in the lattice p
rameter gradually increases with storage time of PS in
One reason why the PS lattice parameter increases is tho
to be the presence of a hydrogen17 or oxide18 layer on the
surface of the crystallites. The oxidation process in the
gives rise to a deformation of the Si framework of the PS a
destroys the PS when the macrocrystallites of the initial
transform into micro- and nanocrystallites followed by com
plete amorphization. The difference in (Dd/d)' after 1 week
correlates well with the porosity values of these layers. T
increase in the lattice parameter of PS during storage is l
wise apparently due to the size reduction of the fragment
its Si framework.

It can be asserted on the basis of the shape and pa
eters of the i-DCD reflection curves for PS samples 1A, 2A,
and 3A, measured 1 week after the PS was obtained~Fig. 4a,
Table II! that the main element of the structure of PS at t
stage are macrocrystallites with dimensions in the direct
of the normal to the surface of the samplesL'>4 mm ~for
hkl5111 and CuKa1, the extinction lengthL54.65mm!.

It should be noted that at all stages of storage of P
large fraction of the PS crystallites retained coherence,
the reflecting planes of the PS and the substrate were p
lel. This can be judged from the fact that the maxima of t
series ofv curves obtained by the d-DCD method remain
the H axis ~Fig. 1!. However, the degree of coherence dro
sharply with aging, reflecting the on-going process of d
struction of the PS framework. The d-DCD curves show t
the scattering in group-II and -III samples is always asy
metric (w'.wi), with the exception of the reflection~333!
for PS sample 3A ~3.5 months!.

In the classical block model of an imperfect crystal19 the
x-ray lines are broadened as a result of the finite dimens
of the regions of coherent scattering~crystallites! in direc-
tions parallel and perpendicular to the surfa
w1;1/(L icosQB) and w2;1/(L'sinQB), respectively, the
relative disorientation of the crystallitesw(w)Þ f (QB), and
the microdeformation of the individual crystallite
w@(Dd/d)'#;tanQB , i.e., wi5w11w@(Dd/d)'# and
w'5w21w(w).

To analyze the structure of the PS in the values that

1088Astrova et al.



FIG. 6. PL spectra of samples from
batchB after preparation~a! and after
storage for 6 months in air~b!. Poros-
ity of the samples: 57% — 2B, 58%
— 4B, 65% — 5B, and 73% — 6B.
obtained forwi and w', it is necessary to determine com-
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plexes of these quantities. This is done for the example of
PS sample 3A ~2.5 and 3.5 months! according to the depen
dence of the components on the diffraction angleQB for the
reflections 111 and 333. Performing these measurements
obtained for the group-II PSw'(111)/w'(333).1.5. This is
close to the computed value of the ratiow2(111)/w2(333),
i.e. in this case the broadening of the~111! reflections is
determined mainly by the size effect,w'.w2, and gives the
size L' of the crystallites in a direction normal to the su
face. The ratiowi(111)/wi(333).1.25 was found to be les
than the computed value ofw1(111)/w1(333), making the
estimate of the contributions ofw1 and w@(Dd/d)'# to wi
less certain. For this reason, the values ofL i, presented in
Table II for the PS samples 5A ~1 week! and 1A, 2A, and
3A ~2.5 months!, are approximate and give the minimu
possible lateral size of the crystallites. Therefore, the sca
ing for group-II PS is determined mainly by crystallites wi
dimensionsL'>0.4 mm andL i>0.2 mm.

A similar analysis for group-III PS shows that the lar
increase inw' andwi in this case is due to further destru
tion of the Si framework. In addition, now, the disorientatio
of the microcrystallitesw''w(w) makes the main contribu
tion to w' , sincew'(111)'w'(333). As before, less cer
tain judgments can be made about the contribution of dif
ent components towi . For this reason, the values ofL' and
L i presented in Table II should be viewed as lower limits.
addition, their ratioL' /L i'1 indicates that the shape of th
crystallites becomes more isotropic. This is apparently du
the destruction of the bridges in the thinnest regions of fr
ments of the columnar structure of PS as a result of an
crease in the mechanical stresses as a result of oxidatio

The observed pattern of almost complete and for the 5A
layer~3.5 months! complete vanishing of the diffraction pea
from PS, also observed by other authors,20,21reflects the pro-
cess of destruction of the Si framework and size reduction
its fragments during storage in air. The degradation of
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far that probably a substantial fraction of this sample cons
of amorphous SiO2 or SiOx (x,2) specked withn-Si nanoc-
rystals. The sample 5A shows the advance in the kinetics
aging even after 3.5 months of storage: According to o
phase analysis data, it contains;2 times more amorphou
phase than the 1A ~3.5 months! layer. However, the smal
dimensions and small total volume ofn-Si in PS, as well as
the strong distortion of the crystal lattice in them, make t
measurement of the diffraction from nanocrystallites in PS
difficult technical problem.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The experiments performed show that the disorder
and size reduction of the structural elements of PS occur
result of illumination during anodization and as a result
storage. Both processes are characterized by an increa
the oxygen concentration. However, this disordering is
companied by an increase in the PL intensity in the first c
~during photoanodization! and by quenching in the secon
case~during aging!. We call attention to the fact that th
quenching observed here as a result of storage in air doe
always happen. We observed excitation of PL in the batch
samplesB with a lower porosity~see Fig. 6!. Hence it fol-
lows that the brightness of the PL can change during stor
in air in one or another direction, depending on the init
porosity of the PS. It follows from the data obtained in th
study that the layers withp'70% demonstrate a higher sta
bility of PL. Less porous samples, upon oxidation, exhibit
increase in the brightness of the luminescence and the m
porous samples, upon amorphization, exhibit quenching.

Let us now briefly summarize:
1. Illumination during anodization intensifies the PL an

shifts it to shorter wavelengths, increases the porosity
oxygen content, and intensifies the disordering in the
layer.
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2. Illumination initiates in the electrolyte an oxidation
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process that accelerates the chemical dissolution of the
rous layer.

3. Storage of high-porosity layers in air results
quenching of the PL.

4. During storage the structure of the PS degrades fro
structure consisting mainly of macrocrystallites with siz
>4 mm into a structure consisting of smaller crystallite
which lose the substrate orientation and which are more
tropic with respect to size. The lattice constant increa
(Da/a'531023).

5. The aging of PS is attributable to oxidation, whi
results in a mechanical destruction of the crystallites, to d
ruption of the passivation of their surface, and to amorphi
tion.
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THE PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
Optimization of the operating conditions of thermocouples allowing for nonlinearity
of the temperature distribution

S. V. Ordin

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted December 24, 1996; accepted for publication January 17, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1269–1271~October 1997!

It is shown that the Peltier heat, previously regarded as a purely contact characteristic, must be
included in the equation describing the heat-flux balance in the volume of a sample
~simplified Ioffe–Stil’bans equation!. Analytical expressions for the temperature distribution in a
loaded thermocouple, which describe the main deviations from the linear distribution, are
derived by a self-consistent calculation allowing for a temperature dependence of the Peltier heat.
Equations which extend the Ioffe relations to the case of large temperature differentials and
large heat fluxes are obtained for the efficiency of a thermocouple. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~97!03110-4#

1. INTRODUCTION. PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF the current densityj and the heat flux densityq in an isotro-
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Active research in the field of thermoelectricity and su
sequent extensive use of thermoelectric converters sta
with the theoretical estimates obtained by A. F. Ioffe in 19
for the efficiency of a thermocouple1 and determination of
the parameterZ characterizing the thermoelectric figure
merit of materials

Z5
a2s

k
, ~1!

wherea is the thermoelectric power, ands and k are, re-
spectively, the electrical and thermal conductivities of t
material. In Ref. 1, Ioffe based his analysis of heat fluxes
a thermocouple on the accepted idea that the Peltier heatp is
of a contact character. This corresponds to the assump
that the temperature distribution in the thermocouple is
ear. Attempts have been made to describe the deviatio
the temperature distribution from linearity in a simple case
temperature-independent thermoelectric parameters, ta
into account the volume heat evolution due to the Thomp
and Joule–Lenz effects.2 An attempt was made on the bas
of this approach to obtain more accurate expressions for
efficiency.3 However, the corrections obtained in Ref. 3
the Ioffe formulas were found to be negligible and the qu
tion of refining the equations for the efficiency of a therm
couple was considered to be closed. The solution of ther
physical problems, taking into account thermoelectric effe
in cases where they are not small~refrigeration and heat
pump regimes!, was based on a model proposed in Ref.
This procedure was reflected in nearly all monographs
thermoelectricity.4–7

On the other hand, thermoelectric effects are descri
by generalized kinetic equations.8–10 If the kinetic coeffi-
cients are expressed in terms of the thermoelectric par
eters, then the following system of equations is obtained
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pic medium in the absence of a magnetic field:

j5sE1as~2“T!,

q5p j1k~2“T!, ~2!

whereT is the temperature,E is the electric field intensity,
andp5aT. The coefficients in Eqs.~2! are characteristics o
macroscopic regions in the material. Since, in general, th
are no grounds for assuming that the cross terms are zero
Peltier heatp and the thermoelectric powera must also be
included, just ass and k, in order to find the temperatur
distribution in the volume of the thermocouple. The use
Ref. 2 of the Thompson heatt and the Joule heats, previ-
ously considered to be volume terms, constituted the in
duction ofp anda in an implicit form into the equation for
the heat flux density.2 Indeed, the Thompson and Joule he
ing are components of“•(p j ), and their use in the heat-flu
balance equation2,3 is an approximate reconstruction of th
heat fluxp j from “•(p j ).

The volume nature of the Peltier heat also follows fro
its statistically macroscopic definition as the heat transfer
in the volume of the sample by a single electron.10 Contact
effects can be substantial for botha andb, as well ass and
¸, but they must be taken into account phenomenologic
in an analysis of the boundary conditions. Cases in which
influence of a boundary~contact! cannot be ignored in the
entire volume of the thermocouple are the only exceptions
phenomenological analysis shows that to solve the ther
physical problems with allowance for the thermoelectric
fects the volume nature of the Peltier heat must be taken
account using the equations of nonequilibrium thermo
namics~2!.

10911091-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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2. THERMOELECTRIC CONVERSION EFFICIENCY WITH
ALLOWANCE FOR THE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN A
THERMOCOUPLE

Let us consider the temperature distribution in a therm
couple with thermally insulated sides, unit cross section,
length L operating in the generator mode with heat fluxq
and currentj flowing along it~Fig. 1!. We shall use the sam
simplification as in Ref. 2 — the thermoelectric paramete
a, s, and ¸ are assumed to be temperature-independ
Since materials for thermocouples must have a high e
ciency in the entire working temperature interval, this a
sumption does not greatly decrease the range of applicab
of the desired solutions, but it enables us to obtain soluti
in an analytic form. For prescribed conditions the tempe
ture in the thermocouple will depend only on the coordin
x, running parallel to the axis of the thermocouple, and
heat-flux balance equation is an equation for the heat flux~2!
rewritten in the scalar form

q5a jT2k
dT

dx
. ~3!

Thus, we must solve a first-order differential equation w
constants in order to find the temperature distribution in
thermocouple. Since, ordinarily, in generator mode the te
perature of the cold end of the thermocouple is stabilized,
give the first boundary conditionT(L)5T0 and obtain the
following expression for the temperature distributionT(x):

T~x!5T0 expF2
a j

k
~L2x!G1

q

a j H 12expFa j

k
~L2x!G J .

~4!

The explicitly nonlinear form of the functionT(x) is
attributable to the fact that when a current flows in the g
erator regime, the electrons flowing from the hot into t
cold region scatter, lowering the Peltier heat and ther
increasing the heat load~gradient! on the term determined b
the thermal conductivityk. Thus, the scattering of the elec
trons results in a redistribution of the thermal energy in
volume of the thermocouple between electronic and pho
subsystems; this determines the parameterp in each macro-
scopic local region in the material.

A thermocouple can operate in the generator mode ei
in a regime with a constant heat fluxq flowing through it or
in a regime with a fixed temperature drop across it. Th
conditions fix the second boundary condition required to
tain the solution of Eq.~3!.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a thermocouple and the direction of pro
gation of a heat fluxq in it.
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distributionT(x) is given by Eq.~4!, whereq is replaced by
q* . Using the expression obtained forT(x), we can express
the temperature drop across the thermocouple as

~2DT!5T~0!2T~L !5S q*

a j
2T0D F12expS 2

a j

k
L D G .

~5!

Using the equation for the current~2!, we find another equa
tion relating j andDT

j 5
as~2DT!

~11m!L
, ~6!

where the parameterm equals the ratio of the load resistan
Rl to the internal resistanceRi5L/s of the thermocouple.

Substituting into Eq.~6! the expression for (2DT), we
obtain an equation for the current

j 5F~ j !, ~7!

which determines the current as a function of the prescri
parametersq* , Rl , a, s, andk. Equation~7! for the current
can be approximately solved graphically, approximating
functionalF( j ) by a straight line passing through the poin

F asq*

k~11m!
, 0G and F0,

q*

aT0
G .

Finding the intersection point of the chosen approximat
with the quantityj , we obtain an expression for the curre

j 5
q*

aT0

ZT0

~11m1ZT0!
. ~8!

This expression for the current can also be obtained by
panding the exponential in the expression~5! in a series and
retaining the linear term. Substituting the expression fou
for the current~8! into the relation for the efficiencyh in the
fixed heat flux regime

h5
j 2Rl

q*
, ~9!

we obtain the efficiency of the thermocouple under an a
trary load

h5
q* RT

T0

mZT0

~11m1ZT0!2
, ~10!

where RT5L/k is the thermal resistance of the therm
couple. Differentiating the expression obtained with resp
to m, we find the condition under whichh has maximum,
m511ZT0, and an expression forhmax which corresponds
to the optimal load

hmax5
1

4

q* RT

T0

ZT0

~11ZT0!
. ~11!

As one can see from the expression obtained forhmax,
the efficiencyhmax increases with increasing thermal res
tanceRT . In addition, the parameter determining the therm
electric figure of merit of the materiala2s/k2 is differerent
from Z. However, a natural constraint for the operating

a-
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perature drop, for which the maximum efficiency is reach
in accordance with the Carnot cycle. For this reason, we s
also consider the operating regime of a thermocouple wi
fixed temperature differential. We fix such a regime on
thermocouple by a boundary condition applied at the hot
of the thermocouple, fixing its temperature,T(0)5T15
const. The expression for the temperature distribution~4!
becomes

T~x!5T01~2DT!
12exp@2~a j /k!~L2x!#

12exp~2a jL /k!
. ~12!

The temperature distribution~12! is clearly nonlinear.
The derivation of the relation~12! employed an expressio
for the heat fluxq obtained from the boundary condition
the hot end of the thermocouple

q5a j FT01
~2DT!

12exp~2a jL /k!G , ~13!

which, because of the continuity of the flux, should be
same in any section of the thermocouple. Substituting
expression forT(x) @Eq. ~12!# into the initial equation~3!, it
is easy to show thatq(x)5 const. Since the temperatur
differential is fixed in this operating regime, we can writ
using directly the expression for the current~6! and the ex-
pression obtained for the total flux~13!, a formula for the
efficiency of the thermocouple with an arbitrary load

h5
~2DT!

T1

12exp@z~2DT!/~11m!#

12~T0 /T1!exp@z~2DT!/~11m!#

m

~m11!
.

~14!

For small values of the parameterZ(2DT)/(11m), which
is satisfied quite strictly under real operating conditions,
expression~14! simplifies and becomes

h5
~2DT!

T1

ZT1

~11m1ZT0!

m

~m11!
. ~15!

In Ioffe’s formula,1 put into a similar form, the denomi
nator contains instead of the termZT0 the term
ZT01(2DT)@121/2(11m)#, which appears because o
the replacement of the nonlinearity of the temperature dis
bution by the qualitative assumption that the Joule hea
uniformly distributed between the hot and cold ends of
thermocouple. Differentiating expression~15! with respect to
m, we obtain the condition for a maximum ofh:
1093 Semiconductors 31 (10), October 1997
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and the expression itself forhmax with the corresponding
optimal load in the fixed temperature differential regime

hmax5
~2DT!

T1

ZT1

~11A11ZT0!2
. ~16!

The expressions~11! and ~16! for hmax were obtained
strictly in the first approximation and can be used for h
flux densities and temperature differentials, which are e
ployed in real situations, while Ioffe’s formulas, which re
resent the zeroth approximation, are valid for extrem
weak heat fluxes and small temperature differentials. T
modern level of programming makes it possible, in princip
both to employ for the purpose of optimizing the operati
conditions of thermocouples the exact expression for the
ficiency ~14! and to find with prescribed accuracy a solutio
of the equation for the current~7!. Furthermore, the starting
equation~3! can be solved numerically, given the real tem
perature dependences of the thermoelectric parameters.

I am deeply grateful to A. Yu. Zyuzin, M. I. Fedorov
and T. A. Polyanskaya for helpful discussions and for va
able remarks.
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Effect of an external bias voltage on the photoelectric properties of silicon MIS/IL

structures

Ya. S. Budzhak, V. Yu. Erokhov, and I. I. Mel’nik

State University ‘‘L’vov Polytechnology’’ 290013 L’vov, Ukraine
~Submitted July 17, 1996; accepted for publication January 28, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1273–1277~October 1997!

The mechanism by which an external bias voltage influences the photoelectric properties of
Al/tunneling-thin SiO2/p-Si structures with an induced inversion layer is investigated theoretically.
A characteristic feature of the structure studied is the presence of a special inversion grid.
Between this grid and the substrate a positive voltage is applied. Relations expressing the
functional dependence on the bias voltage of the structure parameters and the output
electrical characteristics of photocells, which are based on it, are obtained. The results of numerical
calculations illustrating the effectiveness of using a bias voltage to increase the efficiency of
photocells based on Al/SiO2/p-Si structures with an induced inversion layer are presented.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!03210-9#
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A number of scientists have been conducting,1–4 for a
long time now, investigations of Al/tunneling-thin SiO2/p-Si
structures with an induced inversion layer~MIS/IL !. The dis-
tinguishing feature of these structures is the presence
shallow (;0.1 mm) n–p junction which arises at the surfac
of the semiconductor under the action of a fixed posit
charge in the insulator layer~Fig. 1a!. The simplicity of the
technological implementation of MIS/IL structures and t
absence of high-temperature diffusion processes and d
sion defects of the crystal lattice open up unique possibili
for producing the structures on the basis of highly efficie
and solar photocells~PCs!.5–7 However, the practica
achievement of the theoretically predicted high efficiency
MIS/IL solar cells ~SCs! has turned out to be problemat
because of large losses of the generated power in the h
resistance inversion layer~IL !. The attempts8–10 made to de-
crease the resistivity of the IL by increasing the built-
charge density have inevitably complicated the technol
for fabrication of MIS/IL structures and have increased
cost of PCs based on them.

The most noteworthy method in this connection was t
of Ref. 11, where it was suggested that, together with a p
tive charge built into the insulator layer, the difference b
tween the electronic work functions of the semiconduc
and thin strips of metal inversion grids be used to invert
type of conductivity in the surface region of the semicond
tor substrate. An inversion grid based on a metal with a l
work function was formed on top of an insulator layer
tunneling thickness between the strips of the curre
collecting grid~Fig. 1b!. The thickness of the grid was cho
sen so as to minimize the optical losses. Despite the fact
this method is acceptable from the technological standpo
it should be noted that it has a substantial drawback in
the materials for the inversion grid are limited to metals w
a work function less than 4 eV. This circumstance alo
makes this method unsuitable as means for increasing
stantially the efficiency of MIS/IL-based photocells.
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Our objective in the present paper is to give a theoret
justification for the efficacy of the method that we propo
for improving the photoelectric properties of silicon MIS/I
structures. This method is based on the use of external
tors together with internal factors~built-in charge, low den-
sity of surface states, difference in the work functions!, spe-
cifically, reverse bias voltage, in structures with an induc
inversion layer.12 While retaining all advantages of th
MIS/IL structure shown in Fig. 1b, it is suggested that
parameters be influenced by applying a positive volta
~relative to the substrate! to the inversion grid. In this case
the condition of electrical neutrality of the reverse-bias
MIS/IL structure in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium
determined, by analogy with Ref. 13, by the equation

Qi2Qsc1Qox1Qtd2Qts50, ~1!

where Qi , Qsc , Qox , Qtd , and Qts are, respectively, the
charges per unit area on the metal inversion grid, in the s
face region of the semiconductor, in the insulator layer, a
in the donor and acceptor surface states, respectively. R
resentingQsc as in Ref. 14 , we determine from Gauss’s la
the applied voltage drop across the Si–SiO2 interface

D52
d

«ox
Qi52

d

«ox
S qNox1Qtd2Qta

2A2kT«sNaFS bcs ,
ni

Na
D D , ~2!

whered and«ox are, respectively, the thickness and perm
tivity of the oxide layer, andNox is the density of the positive
charge fixed in it;

FS bcs ,
ni

NA
D5H @exp~2bcs!1bcs21#

1S ni

NA
D 2

~expbcs2bcs21!J 1/2

, ~3!
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:

cs is the surface electrostatic potential,b5q/kT; and all
other notation is standard.

Another expression forD can be obtained, as shown
Ref. 3 , byanalyzing the band diagram of a MIS/IL structu
in the reverse-bias regime~Fig. 2b!. In this case

D52FEg

q
1x2Fm2cs2Vp1VG , ~4!

whereEg andx are, respectively, the band gap and the el
tron affinity of the semiconductor,Fm is the electronic work
function of the metal of the inversion grid,Vp is the depth of
the Fermi level with respect to the valence band top, andV is
the magnitude of the external voltage applied to the invers
grid.

Combining relations~3! and~4! and taking into accoun
the dependence of the degree of filling of the acceptor
donor surface traps on the magnitude of the surf
potential,13 we obtain

FS bcs ,
ni

NA
D1

q2Dit~cs1Vp!

A2kT«sNA

5

Es

q
1x2Fm2cs2Vp1V

d

«ox
A2kT«sNA

1
qNox1qDit@Ec2q~cs1Vp!#

A2kT«sNA

, ~5!

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of solar cells with a MIS/IL structure: a
Standard structure, b — structure with an inversion grid.1 — Backside
contact,2 — p-type silicon substrate,3 — space charge region,4 — inver-
sion layer,5 — SiO2 film, 6 — current-collecting grid,7 — inversion grid.
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whereDit is the energy density of the surface traps, andEc is
the energy position of the conduction band bottom with
spect to the valence band top.

The relation~5! obtained above makes it possible to ca
culate the dependence of the surface potentialcs on the mag-
nitude of the external voltage applied to the inversion grid
the reverse-bias regime~Fig. 3!.

FIG. 2. Energy diagram of a metal/tunneling-thin SiO2/p-Si structure: a —
no external bias, b — with reverse bias.

FIG. 3. Surface potentialcs ~1! and serial resistanceRs of a MIS/IL-based
solar cell~2! versus the external bias voltageV. Computational parameters
a — Dit5531011 cm22

•eV21,NA5531015 cm23, Nox51011 cm22,
d530 Å; b — T5300 K, A** 5110 A/K2

•cm2, Nv51.0431019 cm23.
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Since the purpose of the method examined above is pri-
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marily to decrease the ohmic power losses during the op
tion of a MIS/IL-based PC, we shall determine the degree
which the external bias influences the serial resistanceRs .
On the basis of Ref. 15 and keeping in mind the analo
between MIS/IL in SCs and PCs with an1 –p junction, we
shall express the resistivity of the IL in terms of its surfa
resistanceRi and the widthd1 of the inversion grid

Rinv5Ri

d1
2

12
. ~6!

According to Ref. 7, the surface resistance of the IL is
termined by the relation

Ri5
1

mnA2kT«sNA$@bcs1~ni /NA!2ebcs#1/22~bcs!
1/2%

,

~7!

wheremn is the electron mobility in the IL. Since the low
resistances of the contacts and conductors in a MIS/IL-ba
PC device can be disregarded in contrast withRinv ,11 com-
bining Eqs.~6! and ~7! and expressing the resistivityRsc of
the semiconductor, according to Ref. 11, in terms of the s
face resistanceRss, we obtain the expression forRs

Rs5Rsc1Rinv5

RssF2d0
213d1S d01

d1

2 D G
6

1
d1

2

12mnA2kT«sNA$@bcs1~ni /NA!2expbcs#
1/22~bcs!

1/2%
,

~8!
whered0 is the distance between the current-collecting a
inversion grids. Since in a MIS/IL structure odinari
Rinv.1021 V and Rsc.1022 V, analysis of Eq.~8! gives
grounds for assuming that, to a high degree of accuracy,
serial resistanceRs of a structure of this type is a function o
the surface potential and, in accordance with Eq.~5!, a func-
tion of the applied external voltage~Fig. 3!.

Since the heightFbp of the potential barrier of the
MIS/IL structure is a sum of the bending of the energy ban
at the surface of the semiconductor and the depthVp of the
Fermi level~Fig. 2!

Fbp5cs1Vp5cs1
kT

q
lnS Nv

NA
D ~9!

~here Nv is the effective density of states in the valen
band!, it is obvious that a reverse bias will increaseFbp .
The potential barrier, in turn, is related to the saturation c
rent densityJs of the structure by an inverse exponent
function14

Js5A** T2expS 2
qFbp

kT Dexp@2~qFT!1/2d#, ~10!

whereA** is the effective Richardson constant, andFT is
the average barrier height an insulator layer of thicknessd.
Substituting the expression~9! into Eq. ~10! and making
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some simple transformations, we obtain a relation expres
the dependence of the saturation currentI s on the surface
potential

I s5AA** T2expH 2Fbcs1 lnS Nv

NA
D G J

3exp@2d~qFT!1/2#, ~11!

whereA is the area of the inducedn–p junction which, be-
cause of the small fluctuation of the junction surface, we c
assume to be equal to the area of the PC. Thus, if the de
dence ofJs on the bias voltageV is known, then the degree
to which an external voltage can affect the saturation curr
density of a MIS/IL structure can be calculated~Fig. 4!.

We also note that as the surface potential of the MIS
structure in the reverse-bias regime increases, the thick
of the induced IL will increase.16 Using the equation pre
sented in Ref. 7 for the electrostatic potentialc as a function
of the coordinatex at the surface of the semiconductor, d
termining the IL thicknesst by finding the point of intersec-
tion of c(x) and the Fermi level~Fig. 2!, and, correspond-
ingly, usingcb as the lower limit of the integral in Eq.~12!,
we obtain

t5S «s

2kTNA
D 1/2E

cb

csFbc1S ni

NA
D 2

expbc G21/2

dc. ~12!

3. EFFECT OF AN EXTERNAL BIAS ON THE OUTPUT
CHARACTERISTICS OF A MIS/IL-BASED PC

Since, according to the relations presented in Ref. 7 , the
IL thickness together with other structural parameters de
mine the photocurrent density generated in a MIS/IL-ba
SC, it is not difficult to calculate the functional dependen
of the photocurrent on the external voltage applied to
inversion grid. Accordingly, we represent the photocurren
the PC as a sum of the hole current and electron cur
generated by a light fluxF in the depleted region and in th
induced IL:

FIG. 4. Saturation current densityJs in a MIS/IL structure plotted as a
function of the reverse biasV.
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3FL1nnexpnnt1L2nnexp~2nnt !2a exp~2at !

12nn
2/a2

1
K1npexpnpt1K2npexp~2npt !2a exp~2at !

12np
2/a2 G ,

~13!

where

L15
e2~ l 1nnt !2e2~ t1nnl !

2sinh~nnl 2nnt !
, L25

e2~a l 1nnt !2e2~at1nnl !

2sinh~nnl 2nnt !
,

K15
~a1h!e2npt2~np1h!e2at

~np1h!enpt2~np2h!enpt
,

K25
~a1h!enpt1~np2h!e2at

~np1h!enpt2~np2h!e2npt
;

nn andnp are the reciprocals of the electron and hole dif
sion lengths, respectively, andh5S/Dp ; hereS is the sur-
face recombination rate on the front surface of the PC,
Dp is the hole diffusion coefficient. The coefficientR takes
into account the part of the photon current reflected from
surface of the semiconductor substrate with thicknessl and
optical absorption coefficienta. The effect of the electric
field produced by the positive charge built into the insula
and the voltage applied to the inversion grid on the diffus
length of the minority carriers photogenerated in the IL m
be also be taken into account in the expression~13!. The
quantitynp is therefore introduced in the second term of th
relation as a function of the electric field, which in turn d
pends on the external bias.

Since the photocurrentI L, together with the saturation
currentI s, determine the open circuit voltageVoc of the solar
cell

Voc5
nkT

q
lnS I L

I s
11D , ~14!

it can be asserted thatVoc is also a function of the externa
bias voltage. To obtain an analytic expression for the fu
tion Voc(cs) we substitute the expression~11! into Eq. ~14!
and transform the function in the argument of the logarith

Voc5
nkT

q F lnS I L

AA** T2D 1bcs

1 lnS Nv

NA
D1d~qFT!1/211G , ~15!

wheren is a diode figure of merit.
Having determined in this manner the kinetics of t

effect of an external bias on the structural parameters
output energy characteristics of a PC, we can now dire
investigate the dependence of the photogeneration efficie
in a SC of this type on the positive voltage applied to t
inversion grid. We thus represent the PC efficiency as a fu
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tion of the serial resistanceRs , the saturation currentI s , the
photocurrentI L , and the powerPin of the incident light
flux:16

h5F S nkT

q D I L~12g!lnS g
I L

I s
D2RsI L

2~12g!2G /Pin ,

~16!

where

g5F 11
1

112RsI LgS q

nkTD lnS g
I L

I s
D G21

.

Analysis of this relation shows that an external voltage
plied to the inversion grid will change substantially the S
efficiency, which is entirely a function of the external, bia
dependent, structural parameters and output electrical c
acteristics~Fig. 5!.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A detailed analysis of the computational relations o
tained for the structural parameters, output energy charac
istics, and efficiency of a MIS/IL-based PC as a function
the reverse bias shows that an external positive voltage r
ing from 0 to 0.6 V is most effective. Since the open-circ
voltage of a PC reaches the upper limit of this interval, it
best to use an additional MIS/IL-based SC as a source
external voltage. This implies the development of a so
module~SM! in which the output voltage of the auxiliary SC
is applied in the reverse direction on the inversion grids
several basic SCs. Since under the influence of an exte
voltage bias the leakage current through the inversion g
decreases to 10213 A/cm2 ~Fig. 4!, and since the losses o
applied voltage which are due to this current are very sm
the number of basic PCs in the proposed SM could be la
Calculations show that even with only two basic SCs
operating efficiency of such a SM will be higher than that
a solar module of standard design in which three SCs wit
MIS/IL structure are connected in series or in parallel.

In summary, it can be concluded that the propos
method for improving the photoelectric properties
AlSiO2/p-Si structures is an effective method for increasi

FIG. 5. 1 — I L8(V)/I L , 2 — Voc8 (V)/Voc , 3 — h8(V)/h, whereI L , Voc ,
andh are the output characteristics of a MIS/IL photocell without an ext
nal bias;I L8 , Voc8 , h8 — same in the reverse-bias regime.
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ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND NON-ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTORS

ts
Thermodynamic analysis of the molecular-beam epitaxial growth of quaternary III-V
compounds: Ga xIn12xPyAs12y

A. Yu. Egorov, A. R. Kovsh, A. E. Zhukov, V. M. Ustinov, and P. S. Kop’ev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted February 3, 1997; accepted for publication February 10, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1153–1157~October 1997!

A thermodynamic description of the molecular-beam epitaxial growth of quaternary III-V
compounds with two group-V elements is proposed. A thermodynamic analysis of the growth of
the compounds GaxIn12xPyAs12y and GaPyAs12y is carried out on the basis of the
proposed method. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00110-5#
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Molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! is presently the most ef
ficient epitaxial technology, which permits the fabrication
semiconductor heterostructures of ternary III-V compoun
with one group-V element and is distinguished by the h
accuracy of the composition profiles. At the same time,
the MBE of ternary compounds with two group-V elemen
and especially of quaternary compounds, controlling
composition of the growing layer becomes a very comp
task and requires a large number of growth experiments
gether with postgrowth testing. For this reason, the crea
of an adequate theoretical model of the MBE growth of m
ticomponent compounds is still of great interest. In 19
Heckingbottom showed that MBE can be regarded as a q
sinonequilibrium process, and that it can be described wi
a thermodynamic model.1 This approach was developed fu
ther in Ref. 2, which describes a method for calculating
conditions that control the growth process and presents
results of a thermodynamic analysis for the growth of bin
and ternary III-V compounds.

In this paper we describe a calculation method for
growth of ternary compounds with two group-V compone
and present the results of a thermodynamic analysis of
growth of ternary and quaternary compounds in the In–G
P–As system of materials.

2. THERMODYNAMIC MODEL OF THE GROWTH OF THE
QUATERNARY COMPOUNDS GaxIn12xPyAs12y

The thermodynamic analysis of the MBE growth of qu
ternary solutions is based on the following basic approxim
tions. Molecular-beam epitaxy is regarded as a quasiequ
rium process, in which equilibrium between the gas and s
phases is established on the surface of the growing lay1

The substrate temperature is taken as the temperature o
system. The pressures corresponding to the fluxes of at
and molecules from the substrate surface are taken as
equilibrium partial pressures. The thermodynamic proper
of the quaternary systems are approximated by a regu
solution model.3
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reach the growth surface in atomic form and that the group
elements reach it in the form of dimers, we consider
reaction between the principal components during M
of a quaternary compound having the formu
GaxIn12xPyAs12y :

xGa~g!1~12x!In~g!1
1

2
yP2~g!

1
1

2
~12y!As2⇔GaxIn12xPyAs12y~s!, ~1!

whereg refers to substances in the gas phase, ands refers to
substances in the solid phase.

The solid solution GaxIn12xPyAs12y is regarded as a
homogeneous mixture of four binary compounds with cor
sponding activity coefficients. The activity coefficients cha
acterize the degree of deviation of the properties of e
binary component in a real solution from its properties in
ideal solution. Then, according to the law of mass action,
reaction indicated will conform to the system of equation

PGaPAs2

1/2

aGaAs
5KGaAs,

PGaPP2

1/2

aGaP
5KGaP,

PInPAs2

1/2

aInAs
5K InAs ,

PInPP2

1/2

aInP
5K InP, ~2!

where theKi is the equilibrium constant of the formatio
reaction of the respective binary compound,P is the equilib-
rium partial pressure of the respective element at the s
strate surface, andai is the activity of the respective binar
compound in the quaternary solid solution.

The activities of the binary compounds in the quatern
solid solution can be expressed in terms of the interac
parameters of the binary compounds in ternary so
solutions3 and are given by the expressions

kT ln aInAs5kT ln@~12x!~12y!#1@ya11~1

2y!a2#x21@xa31~12x!a4#y22@ac2~1

2x!~a22a1!2~12y!~a42a3!#xy, ~3.1!
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kT ln aGaP5kT ln xy@ya11~12y!a2#~12x!21@xa3
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1~12x!a4#~12y!22@ac1x~a22a1!

1y~a42a3!#~12x!~12y!, ~3.2!

kT ln aInP5kT ln@~12x!y#1@ya11~12y!a2#x2

1@xa31~12x!a4#~12y!21@ac2~1

2x!~a22a1!1y~a42a3!#x~12y!, ~3.3!

kT ln aGaAs5kT ln@x~12y!#1@ya11~12y!a2#~1

2x!21@xa31~12x!a4#y21@ac1x~a2

2a1!2~12y!~a42a3!#~12x!y, ~3.4!

wherea1 is the interaction parameter between GaP and
in a ternary GaAsP solution; anda2, a3, and a4 are the
interaction parameters in GaAs–InAs, GaAs–GaP,
InAs–InP, respectively. Of the four equations~3.1!–~3.4!,
only three are linearly independent, since a restriction is
posed on the system of equations in the form of the relat
ship between the chemical potentialsm of the binary com-
ponents in the solid phase

mGaAs1m InP5mGaP1m InAs , ~4!

which specifies the parameterac . Equation~4! is actually
the condition for equilibrium in the solid-phase exchan
reaction

GaAs1InP⇔GaP1InAs. ~5!

Then, using the system of equations~2! and ~3!, we can
expressac in terms of the equilibrium constants of the fo
mation reactions of the binary compounds

ac52kT ln
aGaPaInAs

aGaAsaInP
52kT ln

KGaAsK InP

K InAsKGaP
. ~6!

In the case of the growth of the stoichiometric compou
the fluxes of the group-III and group-V atoms utilized f
growth are equal. According to the mass conservation l
we can write the expression

FGa
0 2FGa1F In

0 2F In52~FAs2

0 2FAs2
1FP2

0 2FP2
!, ~7!

where theFi
0 are the incident fluxes of atoms or molecul

onto the growth surface~the external fluxes!, and theFi are
the re-evaporated fluxes that create the equilibrium pa
pressures of the elements over the growth surface.

The ratio between the mole fractionsx and y of the
components of the quaternary solution is also determined
the ratio between the fluxes utilized for growth:

x

12x
5

FGa
0 2FGa

F In
0 2F In

, ~8!

y

12y
5

FP2

0 2FP2

FAs2

0 2FAs2

. ~9!

Using Eqs.~8! and ~9!, we can write~7! in terms of the In
and P fluxes alone:
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. ~10!

Expressing the flux in terms of the pressure according to
formula

Fi5
Pi

~2pmikT!1/2
, ~11!

wherePi is the pressure corresponding to the flux, andmi is
the molecular weight, and using~2!, we obtain

FFGa
0 2

aGaPKGaP

~PP2
!1/2~2pmGakT!1/2G1

x

52FFP2

0 2
PP2

~2pmP2
kT!1/2G1

y
. ~12!

Now, assigning the incident Ga and P fluxes, i.e.,FGa
0 and

FP2

0 , as well as the composition of the quaternary compou

i.e., the values ofx and y, we can find the solution of this
equation relative toPP2

. Substituting the values found fo
PP2

into system of equations~2!, we find all the pressures
corresponding to the re-evaporated fluxes, i.e,PGa, PIn , and
PAs2

, and then utilizing~11!, we find the re-evaporated fluxe
themselves. Finally, using Eqs.~8! and ~9!, we find the re-
quired incident In and As fluxes:F In

0 andFAs2

0 .

Thus, all the external fluxes of the group-III and group
elements needed to obtain a quaternary solid solu
GaxIn12xPyAs12y of definite composition, as well as the re
evaporated fluxes of the elements, have been establishe

In the case of the growth of a ternary compound w
two group-V elements, for example, GaPyAs12y ~i.e., when
x51), Eq. ~12! transforms into

FGa
0 2

aGaPKGaP

~PP2
!1/2~2pmGakT!1/2

52FFP2

0 2
PP2

~2pmP2
kT!1/2G1

y
, ~13!

and the expressions for the activities take on the form

kT ln aGaP5kT ln y1a3~12y!2, ~14.1!

kT ln aGaAs5kT ln~12y!1a3y2. ~14.2!

3. CALCULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The equilibrium constants of the formation reactions
the binary compounds used in the calculations were ta
from Ref. 4, and the interaction parameters of the bin
compounds in the ternary solid solutions were borrow
from Ref. 5.

The results of the calculations in the case of the grow
of GaPyAs12y on a GaAs substrate are presented in Figs
and 2. The calculations were performed under the assu
tion that an elastically stressed layer of GaPyAs12y forms on
the GaAs surface and that its crystal lattice constant in
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growth plane is determined by the lattice constant of Ga
The influence of the variation of the Gibbs free energy
formation of the binary compounds in the case of elastica
stressed growth on the equilibrium constants of the react
was taken into account in these calculations according
Ref. 7.

FIG. 1. Relationship between the fraction of the external phosphorus
in the total external flux of group-V elements and the composit
of the compound GaPyAs12y grown @FGa

0 51014 (cm2
•s)21,

FAs2

0 5331014 (cm2
•s)21# for various substrate temperaturesT, °C: 1 —

400,2 — 500,3 — 600. The dashed line is a plot of the calculation resu
from Ref. 2. The points are experimental data from Ref. 6.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the incorporation coefficient of phosphorus on
composition of the compound GaPyAs12y grown @FGa

0 51014 (cm2
•s)21,

T5520 °C# for various values of the external arsenic fluxFAs2

0 ,(cm2
•s)21:

1 — 1014, 2 — 331014, 3 — 1015.
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the external P flux in the total flux of group-V elements a
the mole fraction of P in the ternary solution grown for fixe
external fluxes of As2 and Ga and various growth temper
tures. For comparison, the figure also presents experime
data taken from Ref. 6 and calculation results from Ref. 2
which the influence of the elastic stresses on the Gibbs
energy of formation of the binary compounds was dis
garded. It is seen from Fig. 1 that allowance for the influen
of the elastic stresses leads to better agreement betwee
theoretical and experimental data.

Figure 2 presents the dependence of the incorpora
coefficient of phosphorusKP2

, which is defined as the ratio
of the part of the incident P flux that is incorporated into t
growing layer to the total incident P flux, on the compositi
of the layer grown at a fixed fluxFGa

0 51014(cm2
•s)21 for

various values ofFAs2

0 under the condition of enrichmen

with respect to the group-V elements

2~FAs2

0 1FP2

0 !.FGa
0 .

The incorporation coefficient of phosphorous is given by
following expression atT,620 °C:

KP2
5~FP2

0 2FP2
!/FP2

0 5y
1

2
~FGa

0 2FGa!/FP2

0

'y
1

2
FGa

0 /FP2

0 . ~15!

As FP2

0 approaches the value ofyFGa
0 /2 in the region of com-

positions with a small mole fraction of P, the incorporatio
coefficient becomes equal to unity, i.e., nearly all of the
cident P is incorporated. The decrease in the incorpora
coefficient as the mole fraction of P increases is associa
as is seen from Fig. 1, with an increase in the external2

flux, which is needed to obtain a compound of definite co
position at a fixed incident As2 flux, while the Ga flux re-
mains unchanged. Similar arguments also account for
decrease inKP2

asFAs2

0 increases.

Plots of the ratios between fluxes of group-III an
group-V elements as functions of the mole fractions of
components (x andy) in the quaternary solid solution in th
case of the growth of GaxIn12xPyAs12y that is lattice-
matched to GaAs at various growth temperatures in the ra
500–600 °C under the conditions of enrichment with resp
to the group-V elements are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The relationship between the fraction of the extern
phosphorus fluxFP2

0 in the total external group-V flux and

the mole fraction of P in the compound GaxIn12xPyAs12y

grown is presented in Fig. 3. In the temperature range in
cated this relationship is virtually independent of the grow
temperature. The difference between curves1 and 2 in the
range of compositions with a low P content is attributed
variation of the incorporation coefficient of P, as in the ca
of the ternary solutions.

Figure 4 presents the relationship between the fraction
the external indium fluxF In

0 in the total external group-III
flux F In

0 1FGa
0 and the mole fraction of Ga in the compoun

grown. It is seen from the figure that at a growth temperat

x

e
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of 500 °C the ratio of the external indium flux to the tot
external group-III fluxF In

0 /(F In
0 1FGa

0 ) is a linear function of
the mole fraction of Ga. This result is a consequence of
fact that at the growth temperature cited the re-evaporate
and Ga fluxes are negligibly small compared with the ex
nal fluxes of the respective elements; i.e., the sticking co
ficients of Ga and In are close to unity. However, when
growth temperature is increased, the re-evaporated In

FIG. 3. Relationship between the fraction of the external phosphorus flu
the total external flux of group-V elements and the mole fraction of ph
phorus in the compound GaxIn12xPyAs12y grown under the conditions o
enrichment with respect to the group-V elements@FGa

0 51014 (cm2
•s)21# for

substrate temperatures in the range 500–600 °C and various values
external arsenic fluxFAs2

0 ,(cm2
•s)21: 1 — 231014, 2 — 231015.

FIG. 4. Relationship between the fraction of the external In flux in the to
external flux of group-III elements and the mole fraction of G
@FGa

0 51014 (cm2
•s)21# in the compound GaxIn12xPyAs12y grown for

growth under the conditions of enrichment with respect to the grou
elements and various values of the substrate temperatureT, °C, and the
external arsenic fluxFAs2

0 ,(cm2
•s)21: 1 — 500 and 231014, 2 — 550 and

231014, 3 — 600 and 231014, 38 — 600 and 231015.
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increases significantly, as is reflected in Fig. 5, which sho
the dependence of the re-evaporated In flux on the comp
tion of the growing layer for three different growth temper
tures. At the same time, the re-evaporated Ga flux rem
negligibly small and does not exceed 231011(cm2

•s)21 at
600 °C. As a result, the dependence ofF In

0 /(F In
0 1FGa

0 ) be-
comes nonlinear at high growth temperatures in the ra
500–600 °C. An increase in the total group-V fluxFP2

0 1FAs2

0

leads to a decrease in the re-evaporated In flux~Fig. 5, curve
38). As a result, a smaller external In flux is required to gro
a compound of identical composition at high substrate te
peratures. The dependence ofF In

0 /(F In
0 1FGa

0 ) at an increased
value ofFP2

0 1FAs2

0 is shown in Fig. 4. The calculations wer

performed for an external Ga fluxFGa
0 51014 (cm2

•s)21,
which corresponds to a gallium arsenide growth r
VGaAs51 Å/s. The dependence of the growth rate of a co
pound on its composition in the case of the growth of
quaternary solid solution for the dependences in this figur
specified by the expressionVGaAs/(12x).

4. CONCLUSIONS

Thus, a method for obtaining a thermodynamic descr
tion of the MBE growth of quaternary solid solutions wit
two volatile components has been proposed in this pape
thermodynamic analysis of the growth of the compoun
GaPyAs12y and GaxIn12xPyAs12y has been performed. I
has been shown that allowance for the influence of the ela
stresses appearing in the case of the pseudomorphic gr
of GaPyAs12y on GaAs on the equilibrium constants of th
formation reactions of the binary compounds leads to be
agreement between the experimental and theoretical dat

We thank S. V. Ivanov and N. N. Ledtsov for som
helpful discussions.

This work was performed with the support of a NAT
ISEP Linkage Grant.
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FIG. 5. Re-evaporated In flux from the growth surface of GaxIn12xPyAs12y

as a function of the mole fraction of Ga@FGa
0 51014 (cm2

•s)21# in the
compound for various values of the substrate temperatureT,°C, and the
external arsenic fluxFAs2

0 ,(cm2
•s)21: 1 — 500 and 231014, 2 — 550 and

231014, 3 — 600 and 231014, 38 — 600 and 231015.
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Application of elastic mid-infrared light scattering to the investigation of internal

in
gettering in Czochralski-grown silicon
V. P. Kalinushkin, A. N. Buzynin, D. I. Murin, V. A. Yuryev, and O. V. Astaf’ev

Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117942 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted December 27, 1996; accepted for publication February 25, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1158–1163~October 1997!

The influence of the internal gettering process on the large-scale defects in Czochralski-grown
boron-doped single-crystal silicon is investigated by low-angle mid-infrared light
scattering. The large-scale defects in the as-grown material and crystals subjected to the internal
gettering procedure are classified. The applicability of low-angle light scattering in
laboratory investigations and in the industrial inspection of the operations in an internal gettering
production cycle is demonstrated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!00210-X#

1. INTRODUCTION In addition to low-angle light scattering, the changes
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Internal gettering has become one of the most impor
technological operations in the production of microelectro
ics devices based on Czochralski-grown silicon. Nevert
less, a nondestructive method that would permit direct inv
tigations of the variation of the defect composition of
material during gettering and direct inspection of the ope
tions in its production cycle has not been proposed. The p
pose of this paper is to propose such a method, which
developed on the basis of low-angle mid-infrared lig
scattering.1 This method has been successfully applied to
investigation of large-scale clusters of electrically active
fects in semiconductor materials~see, for example, Ref. 2
and the bibliography cited there!.

Low-angle mid-infrared light scattering was first applie
in Ref. 3 to the investigation of the influence of abrasive a
internal gettering in Czochralski-grown boron-doped cryst
of standard commercial silicon. The main conclusions dra
in that study are that abrasive gettering leads to signific
lowering of the impurity concentration in the large-scale i
purity clusters found in the bulk of the crystals, and th
internal gettering leads to the appearance of new defec
the substrate bulk, whose contribution to mid-infrared lig
scattering becomes dominant. Unfortunately, the basic
rameters of these defects were not established in Ref. 3

In the present study we investigate these defects
greater detail, establish their relationship to the defects
vealed in the as-grown material in Refs. 4 and 5, and de
mine their basic parameters.

In addition to standard low-angle light scattering, in t
present work we employed low-angle light scattering w
the bulk photoexcitation of nonequilibrium charge carrie
which, like electron-beam-induced current~EBIC! measure-
ments, makes it possible to investigate large-sc
recombination-active defects.1,6 This method was used to es
tablish some laws governing the alteration of large-sc
recombination-active defects as a result of internal getter

In addition, we measured the temperature dependenc
the scattering intensity, which made it possible to estim
the activation energies of the point centers appearing
large-scale clusters of electrically active defects.
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the defect composition of the material were investigated
EBIC and selective etching, making it possible to obtain
timates of the defect concentrations, which are needed
calculate the activation energies of the point centers app
ing in their composition from temperature dependences
low-angle light scattering.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND SAMPLES

In the low-angle light scattering method used in t
present work a continuous-wave CO2 laser was employed a
a source of probing radiation~the wavelengthl510.6mm!.
The details of this method were thoroughly described
Refs. 1 and 2. Here we would like to recall only that su
parameters of large-scale clusters of electrically active
fects as their effective dimensions, the product of their c
centration (C), and the square of the deviation of the fre
carrier concentration (nac) @or the square of the deviation o
the dielectric constant («ac)# within them C(Dnac)

2 @or
C(D«ac)

2# can be calculated from the angular scattering d
grams measured in low-angle light scattering. An investi
tion of the influence of the sample temperature on the s
tering of infrared light by it makes it possible to estimate t
thermal activation energy (DE) of the impurities and defects
appearing in large-scale clusters of electrically active
fects: the scattering intensity of the large-scale clusters
electrically active defectsI sc;(Dnac)

2, Refs. 2 and 7–10.
The experiments on the influence of the photoexcitat

of nonequilibrium charge carriers in the bulk of a material
the scattering of infrared light can be described as follows
a crystal contains large-scale recombination centers~for ex-
ample, precipitates and precipitate colonies, packing defe
etc.! in its bulk, regions with a reduced carrier concentrati
~depleted regions! form around these centers when noneq
librium charge carriers are excited. These regions sca
light as ordinary inhomogeneities. The scattering of light
the depleted regions can be detected by employ
amplitude-modulated photoexcitation and isolating the co
sponding component of the scattered light, which pulsate
the photoexcitation frequency. Then, employing the us
procedure used in low-angle light scattering to measure

9940994-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Typical EBIC photomicrographs o
detects: a — as-grown sample, b — after
internal gettering.T5300 K.
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characteristic dimensions of the depleted regions around
large-scale recombination centers.1,6 In the present work a
YAG:Nd31 laser which generates pulses with a duration
40 ns, a power of 1 W at a wavelength of 1.06mm, and a
frequency of 1 kHz was employed to excite nonequilibriu
charge carriers. The use of this wavelength for photoexc
tion permitted nearly uniform pumping of the entire volum
of the test sample, since the absorption at this waveleng
not excessively strong, but is perfectly adequate to ensure
efficient generation of electron-hole pairs. The layout of
experimental apparatus for low-angle light scattering w
the photoexcitation of nonequilibrium carriers in the sam
was described in detail in Refs. 1 and 6.

Besides low-angle light scattering, in the present wo
we used EBIC and selective etching to expose defects.
samples for EBIC were prepared using a special proced
involving plasma etching of the samples in a special reg
before deposition of the Schottky barrier. This procedure s
nificantly increases the sensitivity of EBIC toward larg
scale recombination-active defects in the silicon bulk.11

A total of 40 wafers of dislocation-free silicon were in
vestigated in this study. The crystals were grown by the C
chralski method and doped with boron to a resistivity
1240 V•cm. We used material which was produced
three different manufacturers and subjected to the inte
gettering procedure in five different plants. In this paper
generalize the data on the influence of different getter
regimes on the defect composition of the samples.

The following two experimental schemes were used
the low-angle light scattering measurements. In one of th
the as-grown samples were investigated preliminarily, a
then they were subjected to treatment involving an inter
gettering cycle and investigated by low-angle light scatt
ing. In the other scheme the wafers were cut into sev
samples. Some of them were subjected to the internal ge
ing procedure, while the others served as control sample

The EBIC and selective etching experiments were c
ried out only according to the second scheme.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. As-grown samples

The as-grown samples investigated by us contain
standard set of large-scale clusters of electrically active
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silicon.4,5,11,12 So-called ‘‘cylindrical defects’’ with lengths
from 15 to 40mm and diameters from 5 to 10mm were
discovered in them and can be seen on the EBIC photo
crographs~Fig. 1a!. The concentration of these defects vari
from 106 to 107 cm23. These defects correspond to the po
tions of the scattering diagrams at the anglesu,7° ~Fig. 2,
curve1!. So-called ‘‘spherical defects,’’ whose concentrati
did not exceed 105 cm23, were also observed in the as
grown samples~Fig. 1a!. They correspond to the portions o
the scattering diagrams atu.7°. The diameters of thes
defects vary from 5 to 20mm ~Fig. 2, curve1!.

According to estimates based on the temperature de
dence of the scattering intensity~Fig. 3!, the activation ener-
gies of the point centers, which determine the scattering
light by the cylindrical and spherical defects, amount
40260 meV and 1202160 meV, respectively.4,5

The depleted regions around the large-sc
recombination-active defects measured less than 4mm in the
as-grown samples and were manifested as a ‘‘plateau’’
the scattering diagrams recorded with the photoexcitation
nonequilibrium carriers~Fig. 4, curve1, u.5°). Sometimes
spherical defects were also manifested on the scattering
grams~Fig. 4, curve1, u,5°).

FIG. 2. Typical scattering diagrams of silicon single crystals recorded w
out photoexcitation:1 — as-grown sample,2 — after internal gettering.
T5300 K.
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FIG. 3. a — Temperature dependence of the intensity of light scattered by as-grown silicon samples:1 — cylindrical defects,2 — spherical defects. b —
Characteristic scattering diagrams;T, K: 1 — 300,2 — 110.
B. Samples subjected to the internal gettering procedure
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The main results obtained for the samples which und
went the internal gettering procedure are as follows.

1. As a result of internal gettering, the spherical larg
scale recombination-active defects with diameters from 1
30 mm become the dominant type of defect~Fig. 1b!, the
intensity of the light scattered by them increasing by a
proximately two orders of magnitude in comparison with t
light scattering caused by defects of this type in the as-gro
samples~Fig. 2, curve2!. The intensity of the light scattere
by the cylindrical defects increases only slightly. As a res
the light scattered by the spherical defects begins to do
nate the scattering diagrams for the samples which un
went the internal gettering procedure. It can thus be c
cluded that the concentration of the spherical defe
increases significantly as a result of internal gettering~Fig.
1b!. Increases in the scattering intensity and the concen

FIG. 4. Typical scattering diagrams of silicon single crystals recorded w
photoexcitation:1 — as-grown sample,2 — after internal gettering.T5300
K.
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which underwent the internal gettering procedure and did
depend on the gettering regime. The increase in the inten
of the light scattered by the spherical defects correlated w
the appearance of the gettering defects exposed by sele
etching, but there was no direct proportionality between
etch pit density and the scattering intensity.

2. In the low-angle light scattering experiments with t
photoexcitation of nonequilibrium charge carriers in t
samples it was found that the intensity of the light scatte
by the depleted regions around large-scale recombinat
active defects increases sharply following internal getter
~Fig. 4, curve2!. A strong correlation between the scatterin
intensity and the density of the defects exposed by selec
etching was discovered.

3. The activation energies of the dominant centers in
spherical defects are determined, in all likelihood, by t
growth conditions and by the thermal history of the sampl
As an example, Fig. 5 presents plots of the temperature
pendence of the scattering intensity measured on
samples, which were grown by different manufacturers a
which underwent the internal gettering procedure. It is se
that the plots of the temperature dependence of the scatte
intensity and the activation energiesDE of the centers,
which determine the scattering of light by the spheric
large-scale recombination-active defects at room tempera
in these samples, differ:DE51302170 meV for sample1
andDE560290 meV for sample2; i.e., different point cen-
ters appear in the spherical defects in these samples fol
ing internal gettering. At present, we cannot confidently s
which of the following factors determines the composition
the spherical defects after internal gettering: the original c
tent of uncontrolled impurities in the samples or the featu
of the gettering cycle. In our opinion, the first factor shou
be more significant.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND PROPOSED METHOD

Generalizing the foregoing material, we can conclu
that the large-scale recombination-active defects detecte

h
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the bulk of the crystals which underwent the internal gett
ing procedure are structural defects~most likely, precipitates
and precipitate colonies!, which appear during the formation
of the getter and which serve as gettering defects. As for
spherical defects, in our opinion, they are the atmosphe
formed around the gettering defects by impurity atoms dra
ing toward them.1! The conclusions drawn are confirmed b
the correlation between the intensity of the light scattered
the depleted regions around large-scale recombination-ac
defects and the etch pit density and by the increase in
intensity of the light scattered by spherical defects followin
the appearance of a large number of defects exposed by
lective etching.

The intensity of the light scattered by inhomogeneities
any type is proportional to the productC(D«)2, whereC is
their concentration andD« is the deviation of the dielectric
constant in them. In the case of the large-sca
recombination-active defects detected by low-angle lig
scattering with the photoexcitation of nonequilibrium char
carriers,D« is determined primarily by the concentration o
the nonequilibrium carriers generated. At a constant pho
excitation level ~concentration of nonequilibrium carriers!
the intensity of the light scattered by the depleted regio
around large-scale recombination-active defects is direc
proportional to the concentration of the large-sca
recombination-active defects in the crystals; therefore,
intensity of the light scattered by the depleted regions in
low-angle light scattering experiments with the photoexci
tion of nonequilibrium charge carriers is a direct measure
the concentration of large-scale recombination-active defe
in the crystals.

In the case of large-scale clusters of electrically acti
defects the situation is significantly more complex. The va
of D« in them is determined by many factors: the me
impurity concentration, the ratio between the number of d
solved impurity atoms and the number of precipitated imp

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the intensity of light scattered
spherical large-scale clusters of electrically active defects in two silic
single crystals grown which were by different manufacturers and underw
the internal gettering procedure;1, 2 — sample numbers.
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process can alter the concentrationC of the large-scale
recombination-active defects themselves, as well as an
the parameters just cited and consequently,D«, and should
thus lead to apparent destruction of the direct proportiona
between the scattering intensity and the measured defect
centration. Therefore, in the case of the spherical defects
are forced to count on only a qualitative correlation betwe
the scattering intensity and the experimentally determin
etch pit density.2!

On the basis of the foregoing material we propose
method for investigating the internal gettering process in s
con substrates, which consists of the following steps:
presence of gettering defects in the bulk of the crystals
monitored by measuring the light scattering caused by
large-scale recombination-active defects~low-angle light
scattering with the photoexcitation of nonequilibrium char
carriers!; the presence of the impurity atmospheres arou
the gettering defects is monitored, and their parameters,
the efficiency of the gettering operation, are determined
measuring the light scattering caused by the spherical la
scale clusters of electrically active defects~standard low-
angle light scattering!.

We note that an important advantage of the propo
method is its applicability for the initial and in-process i
spection of the entire gettering production cycle. It make
possible to investigate the effectiveness and stability of
getter after any high-temperature operation. The equipm
employed for low-angle light scattering measurements
easily be incorporated into a production process, and it
ready makes it possible to quickly~within 122 min! test
substrates of practically any diameter.

Finally, by investigating the temperature dependence
the scattering intensity we can analyze the composition
the impurity atmospheres, i.e., determine which impurit
are collected from the depleted zone by the gettering defe
In this case we should refer only to spot checking or labo
tory testing.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we would like to focus the reader’s atte
tion on one more possibility of using infrared scatterin
which is extremely promising in our opinion.

It can be used to perform nondestructive initial or i
process inspection of the presence of large-sc
recombination-active defects not only in the bulk of wafe
but also directly in their near-surface regions. The propo
method is similar to the method for revealing large-sc
recombination-active defects in the bulk of substrates,
instead of the ‘‘bulk’’ photoexcitation of electron-hole pair
it calls for the use of ‘‘surface’’ photoexcitation~by, for
example, pulses of the second harmonic of a neodym
laser,l50.53 mm!. In this case the nonequilibrium charg
carriers penetrate the near-surface silicon layer to a dept
20230 mm during a measurement, and just this layer is a
lyzed to determine the presence of recombination-ac
structural defects and impurity precipitates in it~in principle,
the thickness of the layer investigated can be varied by va
ing the pulse length and the detection time!. The main diffi-
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ever, preliminary experiments have shown that layers wit
concentration of large-scale recombination-active defects
exceeding 1042105 cm23 can be already by analyzed by th
method.20,21 This method is undoubtedly extremely promi
ing, since it permits the investigation of the degree of pur
of the depleted zone~on the basis of the lifetime of the mi
nority carriers as well!, rather than processes occurring in t
bulk of the substrates. The proposed method could be use
observe, for example, the ‘‘growth’’ of precipitates in th
depleted zone during the entire production cycle.

We also note that this method is applicable not only
solving problems associated with gettering, but also for
vestigating any epitaxial and boundary layers.

This work was partially supported by the Russian Fu
for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 96-02-19540!. We
thank this Foundation for its support.

1!It should be noted that, according to the proposed model, the sphe
defects consist of at least two components: a! dissolved impurities and
point defects~and free charge carriers! and b! structural defects, such a
precipitates. In standard low-angle light scattering, i.e., without photoe
tation, which is sensitive to regions with an altered concentration of
charge carriers, only the first component is observed. The other com
nent, being recombination-active, is manifested in low-angle light sca
ing with the photoexcitation of nonequilibrium charge carriers.

2!A new method of scanning laser microscopy in the mid-infrared range
recently been developed. It permits the visualization of defects and m
exact estimation of their parameters, primarily their concentrationC.13–18

This method seems to us to be extremely promising for investigating
ternal gettering.19
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Molecular effect in the implantation of light ions in semiconductors

n

I. A. Abroyan and L. M. Nikulina

State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted February 26, 1997; accepted for publication March 5, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1164–1167~October 1997!

The accumulation of structural defects in Si during the implantation of monatomic and diatomic
nitrogen ions under equivalent conditions, i.e., at the same energies per atom and flux
densities of the atoms, is investigated. The molecular effect in the accumulation of defects is
observed only at doses for which the damage level in the crystal lattice exceeds 0.15.
Under these conditions each N2

1 ion creates the same number of stable defects as do six N1
1

ions. In our experiments~30 keV for N1
1 and 60 keV for N2

1 at room temperature! the
amorphization doses are equal to 3.7531015 and 1.2531015 ions/cm2 for N1

1 and N2
1 ,

respectively. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00310-4#
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The molecular effect in the accumulation of radiati
defects in semiconductors under the action of heavy i
~As, Cd, Sb, and Te! has been known for a long time~see,
for example, Ref. 1! and has been satisfactorily explaine
using the displacement spike and thermal spike concepti
In the case of heavy ions of any element, the molecular ef
is manifested by the fact that an Xk

1 ion (k is the number of
atoms of type X in the ion! createsgkNa defects, whereNa

is the number of defects created by a monatomic X ion w
the same velocity, and the coefficientg.1.

For light ions~with mass numbersM<10220) the situ-
ation is more complicated in regard to the experimental se
and the interpretation of the results, and the literature d
are contradictory. The experimental complexity is attribu
to the possible dependence of the defect introduction rate
the ion current density for light ions~see, for example, Ref
2!. For this reason, to achieve equivalent conditions for ir
diation by Xk

1 ions (k51,2,3. . . ), notonly equality of the
energies and doses per atom, but also equality of the
densities expressed in atoms/~cm2

•s) must be ensured. Th
theoretical interpretation of the molecular effect, if such
effect exists, is complicated by the fact that the density of
energy released in elastic collisions can be insufficient
displaying spikes whenM<10220.

When Si was irradiated atT5300 K by C1, CO1,
CO2

1 , and~C6H6)1 ions in Ref. 3, a clearly expressed m
lecular effect was observed for all the ions@g increased from
g.3 for CO1 to g.15 for ~C6H6)1#. A molecular effect
was also observed for Ge and CO1 and CO2

1 ionsT5300 K
in Ref. 4 (g51.5 andg52.6, respectively!. We note that the
differences between the values of the nuclear chargeZ and
the mass numberM for the C and O atoms imparts som
uncertainty to the interpretation of the results in Refs. 3 a
4. In contrast to Refs. 3 and 4, Thompson and Walker5 irra-
diated Si with nitrogen ions atT550 K and did not notice
any differences in the accumulation of defects for N1

1 and
N2

1 when the energies~per atom! and doses were equal. Un
fortunately, Thompson and Walker5 did not concern them-
selves with the equality between the flux densities of
atoms in these experiments. The same criticism can als
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of a molecular effect withg51.4 in GaAs at 40 K. A depen
dence of the accumulation of defects on the flux density
the atoms may have been lacking in the experiments in R
5 and 6 because of the low irradiation temperatures; h
ever, it would have been worthwhile to specially verify th
especially in regard to the results in Ref. 5, where the dep
dence of the number of defects introduced on the ion d
was superlinear. Finally, Abroyan and Nikulina7 observed a
molecular effect when Si crystals containing structural d
fects that had been created preliminarily by implanting arg
ions were bombarded at room temperature.

A molecular effect has also been observed using bo
fluoride and phosphorous fluoride ions.8–10 It is even more
complicated to ensure the equivalence of molecular
atomic irradiations in work with such ions. For example, f
BFk

1 ions with an energyE @per a.m.u. orE/(11119k) per
ion# and a current densityj , simultaneous irradiation by B1

and F1 ions with energies 11E/(11119k) and
19E/(11119k), respectively and a current densityj for B1

andk j for F1 would be equivalent. Such conditions were n
ensured in Refs. 8–10. In the investigation in Ref. 8 Si w
irradiated at T577 K by BFk

1 (1!k!3) and PFk
1

(1!k!5) ions; unfortunately, neither the orientation of th
beam relative to the crystal axes nor the current density w
indicated. The damage excessg was determined as the rati
of the number of defects created by a single molecular ion
the total number of defects created by the correspond
atomic ions. Grobet al.8 scarcely observed a molecular e
fect for the diatomic ions (g51 for BF1 and g51.07 for
PF1); however, whenk was increased,g reached values o
1.27 and 1.8 for the BF3

1 and PF5
1 ions. The molecular effec

observed was interpreted in Ref. 8 as a manifestation o
displacement spike resulting from the two- and threef
overlap of subcascades, which allows the achievement
defect concentration sufficient for the passage of Si into
atomic state in the overlap region.

In Refs. 9 and 10 Si was irradiated at room temperat
by B1, F1, BF1, and BF2

1 ions. As far as we can tell from
the text, equivalent irradiation conditions were not ensured
these studies~this refers to equality between the flux dens
ties of the particles!. In addition, the complex nonlinear de

9990999-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



pendence of the number of defects on the ion doseF ~see,
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for example, Ref. 11! was disregarded, the nonadditivity an
noncommutativity of defect accumulation12,13were not stipu-
lated, and the possibility of ion-stimulated annealing of t
defects during irradiation first by heavier ions~F1) and then
by lighter ions~B1)14 was also disregarded. According to th
authors’ interpretation in Ref. 9, a molecular effe
(g51.522.5) was observed for the so-called surface def
maximum~at depths up to 25 nm from the surface! and was
absent in the region of the bulk maximum~at x5Rp). Kotai
et al.10 observed a molecular effect (g.1) near the surface
and a negative molecular effect (g,1) in the bulk.

Finally, in Ref. 15 silicon was irradiated atT5900 K by
Ck

2 ions (k51,2,3,4,6, and 8! with energies of the order o
70 keV/a.m.u, i.e., 10–100 times greater than in the pap
cited above. Irradiation equivalence~with respect to the flux
density! was apparently not ensured. In addition, electr
excitation can play a significant role in defect accumulati
Döbeli et al.15 observed a negative molecular effect (g,1)
for k52,3,4, and 6 and a positive molecular effect (g.1)
for k58 at depths up to several hundred nanometers.
cording to their data, at the end of the ion range the num
of defects per atom does not depend on the number of at
in the cluster ion.

The foregoing analysis shows that to obtain unequivo
answers to the questions of whether the molecular effect
ists, what type of ion~positive or negative! mediates it, and
what mechanism underlies the effect we must ensure
equivalence of all the conditions for irradiation by atom
and molecular ions, i.e., equality of the kinetic energies
the free atoms and atoms within a molecular ion, equality
the flux densities and doses for atoms of all kinds in
molecular and atomic regimes, equality of the temperatu
and irradiation times for atomic and molecular ions, and c
stancy of the orientation of the beams relative to the cry
axes. Of course, it is considerably easier to achieve all th
conditions simultaneously when molecular ions consisting
atoms of a single element are used.

2. EXPERIMENT

In the present work Si~111! wafers were irradiated in the
direction normal to the surface at room temperature by1

1

and N2
1 ions with energies of 30 and 60 keV and curre

densitiesj 50.3 and 0.15mA•cm22, respectively. Equiva-
lent conditions were thus ensured for bombardment by
monatomic and diatomic nitrogen atoms. The implantat
was carried out on a standard Iolla-2 implanter with a sec
magnetic mass separator. To ensure irradiation uniform
along the surface, the target under the beam was sca
mechanically. The linear scan rate chosen corresponded
ion-current pulse duration equal to 130 ms. The~111! plane
of the wafers was deflected somewhat from the plane of
surface, so that a normal to the wafer surface would form
angle of the order of 3° with thê111& axis ~rotation through
;1.4° about theOO axis and rotation through 2.6° abou
the O1O1 axis! ~see the inset in Fig. 1!.

Profiles of the fraction of displaced atomsnd with re-
spect to the depthx were determined by anisotropic inelast
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electron reflection measurements with layer-by-layer
moval of thickness-calibrated Si layers~anodic oxidation fol-
lowed by dissolution of the oxide in HF!. The values ofnd

were calculated according to the procedure in Ref. 16, wh
ensures satisfactory agreement between the results obta
by this method and by Rutherford backscattering spect
copy.

Figure 1 presents some examplend(x) curves after the
irradiation of Si samples by N2

1 and N1
1 ions in doses

F58.531014 atoms/cm2 ~a! andF53.7531015 atoms/cm2

~b!. It is seen that at the smaller dose~Fig. 1a! the atomic and
molecular ions create the same number of defects. On
other hand, whenF53.7531015 atoms/cm2, the molecular
N2

1 ions created a continuous amorphous layer of thickn
80290 nm, while the value ofnd for the atomic N1

1 ion
reached the amorphous level only at the maximum of
defect depth profile.

Figure 2 shows plots of the dependence of the rela
defect concentration at the maximum of thend(x) profile on
the dose of bombarding atoms. Curve1 corresponds to the
N1

1 ions, and curve2 corresponds to N2
1 . It follows from

Fig. 2 that the two curves practically coincide atF,231015

atoms/cm2, i.e., up to a damage levelnd50.15, and only
then do they diverge strongly on the steeper portions of
curves. We note, incidentally, that the influence of the c

FIG. 1. Profile of the relative defect concentrationnd created by N1
1 and N2

1

ions with E530 keV/atom in Si atT5300 K with respect to the depthx.
The inset shows the orientation of the sample during irradiation. Value
the doseF, atoms/cm2: a — 8.531014, b — 3.7531015. Ions: 1 — N1

1 ,
2 — N2

1 .
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rent density on defect accumulation is either totally absen
is strongly suppressed~see, for example, Ref. 17!. This is
also seen from a comparison of the slopes of curve2 and
curve3 in Fig. 2. The latter was obtained when Si was bo
barded by N2

1 ions with an energy of 60 keV andj 51
mA/cm2.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Let us consider the possible mechanisms of the mole
lar effect as applied to our experiments.

1. The thermal spike and displacement spike conc
tions, which have been used successfully in the case of he
ions, are inapplicable for light ions, at least in their usu
formulation. In fact, because of the low specific ener
losses, the mean density of the energy released when1

1

ions are slowed in silicon does not exceed 0.1 eV per at
and an energy greater than the heat of fusion, i.e., gre
than 0.7–0.8 eV per atom, is required to display a therm
spike~the melting of Si in a microvolume!. In addition to the
low specific energy losses, the probability of the overlap
the individual cascades created by the atoms of a dissoc
N2

1 ion will be small because of the comparatively hig
probability of the scattering of light atoms~according to the
estimate in Ref. 18, the volume of an individual cascade
100 times smaller than the volume of the statistical casca!.
This renders the displacement spike conception in its c
ventional form useless for explaining the molecular effec

2. When a crystal is bombarded in a crystallograp
direction with low indices, it can be expected that at cert
depths a considerable part of the N1

1 ions will still be moving
in the channeling regime, while the flux of atoms from t
molecular beam will already be randomized~the N2

1 ions
will dissociate in collisions, and scattering at angles exce
ing the channeling angles will occur!. Then, larger defects
will be created by the molecular beam than by the beam
N1

1 ions at these depths~this possibility was pointed out to

FIG. 2. Dependence of the relative concentrationndmax at the maximum of
the depth profile of the defects on the doseF for N1

1 ~1! and N2
1 ions ~2, 3!.

Current densities of the N1
1 and N2

1 ions j , mA/cm 2: 1 — 0.3, 2 — 0.15,
3 — 1. The straight lines labeled 10 KP and 20 KP show the slopes of
initial portions of the ndmax(F) curves calculated in the Kinchin-Peas
model for displacement thresholds equal to 10 and 20 eV, respectively

1001 Semiconductors 31 (10), October 1997
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defects was measured in most of the studies cited, whil
our experiments the concentration at the maximum of
nd(x) profile was determined. However, such a mechan
for the molecular effect is unlikely in our experiments.
fact, the deflection angle of the beam from the^111& axis
was ;3°, i.e., it was almost equal to the channeling an
Cc54°208, and the N1

1 ions still had to traverse a distanc
of 60 nm in a heavily damaged crystal virtually without sca
tering in order to remain in the channeling regime.

3. The difference in damage accumulation during ir
diation by molecular and atomic ions atT5300 K can be
attributed to the thermal and ion-stimulated annealing of
defects created by N1

1 and N2
1 ions. Unfortunately, it is dif-

ficult to quantitatively evaluate the contribution of these p
cesses to the observed effect.

4. As is seen from Fig. 2, the molecular effect begins
be manifested when the mean percentage of displaced a
at the maximum of their depth profile reaches;15220%.
When F5231015 atoms/cm2, the defect introduction rate
dnd /dF increases sharply, especially for the N2

1 ions, and
can exceed the calculated damage rate in the linear mode
Fig. 2 the straight lines labeled 10 KP and 20 KP show
slopes of the initial portions of thendmax(F) curves calcu-
lated in the Kinchin-Pease model under the assumption
the threshold atom displacement energies are equal to 10
20 eV. We note that the slopes of these lines practica
coincide with the slopes of the steep portions of thendmax(F)
curves for the N2

1 and N1
1 ions.

According to the current theory~see, for example, Refs
11 and 17!, damage accumulation occurs on the steep s
ments as a result of a spontaneous phase transition to
amorphous state in regions of the crystal where the de
concentration exceeds a limiting~threshold! value. Taking
into account the latter circumstance and recalling that
only difference between molecular and atomic irradiation
the synchrony (Dt<10215 s! of the entry of the atoms of a
molecular ion into the crystal and the proximity~from 0 to
0.11 m! of their points of impingement, we believe that th
following qualitative model of the phenomenon is reaso
able. Whennd.0.15, the lattice is already prepared for th
phase transition to the amorphous state. However, for su
transition to occur the inhomogeneously damaged ma
must still receive a certain amount of energy, which
needed to raise the concentration of structural defects to
instability threshold. All the individual subcascades crea
by atoms of the molecular current are located within t
statistical cascade, i.e., within an ellipsoid of revolution w
minor semiaxes measuring;30 nm. The number of subcas
cades created simultaneously within such an ellipsoid b
N2

1 ion is two time greater than the number for N1
1 .

As a result, the filling of the statistical cascade by sim
taneously created defects increases nearly twofold, and
overlap of subcascades has not been ruled out. Such tem
ral and spatial correlation of the subcascades, which allo
them to ‘‘help’’ one another to destroy the crystal, also lea
to the appearance of the observed molecular effect.

We used similar ideas in Ref. 7 to discuss the results
the molecular effect for N2

1 ions bombarding Si that wa

e
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preliminarily irradiated by argon ions. In Ref. 7 we advanced
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ad
the hypothesis that a necessary condition for the molec
effect with light ions is readiness of the crystal to underg
structural phase transition. This hypothesis has been dire
confirmed here~see Fig. 2!.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The requirements which ensure the equivalence of i
diation by comparatively light (M<20 a.m.u.! atomic and
molecular ions have been formulated. The accumulation
structural defects in Si during the implantation of N1

1 and
N2

1 ions under equivalent conditions atT5300 K has been
investigated experimentally. It has been established tha
low damage levels in the crystal lattice, where the relat
concentration of defects is less than 15%, a single N2

1 ion
creates as many defects as two N1

1 ions under equivalen
conditions. Whennd.0.15, the efficiency of the damage o
Si by ions increases: along the steep ascent on thend(F)
curve each N2

1 ion creates about six times more defects th
does a N1

1 ion. The amorphization doseFa , expressed in
atoms/cm2, for the implantation of N2

1 ions is 1.5 times
smaller than the value for N1

1 . These features of the actio
of molecular ions can be regarded as a result of a ph
transition which occurs in the heavily damaged, but s
crystalline matrix of the semiconductor.
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